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' PurpoSe

This study examines the process of implementing federally-funded
r

early intervention programs in rural communities. Using a sociological

framework based on symbolic interactionist theory, thetociblogy of
\

knowl g , and the method of pactjcipant observation, the study deMon-

.

strates a qualitative apOoacli to evaluating educational change programs.

TwoAederally-funded programs for preschool-aged children who are handi-
_,

capped or delayed are described-1nd evaluated to determine the degree to

which the programs are integrated with local, social 'and politital 0

structures. In additionOrestions are asked concerning changes in

program design and intent after four years of operation, the isfluenCe

ofcommunity context variables on the-programs, the perceived value of

the programs,and the degree of community support for the programs.

The purposes. of the study are to (a) generate hypotheses that could be

. . 1)
further empirically tested through both qualitative and quantitative

measures, and (b) sensitize policy makers, adminiitrators, and researchers

to the significance of ecological variables which cause a program to

change after initial implementation. Community context variables

examined include,demographit trends, regional political structures

(primarily county courts and school boards), cultural structures-and

3
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values, and historical factprs". Findings are presented in the areas

of program - community, in egration, program:community interaction,

program-policy interact' n, and program-family interaction: Seven

hypotheses are generated/ at theend of the study. First, administration

of early intervention programs is accomplished largely through the con-

trolled distribution of special know) edge about the program to the, staff,

participating families, local political structures, and the general

public. Second, the more centralized is program administration,-the less

the pr gram will be responsive tt traditional or changing community -needs,

and the integration of the Program with, the existing network of communit,

services will be reduced.. Third, federal ?arly intervention policies .

will be adapted by local political structures to meet Tdcal needs for

(a) control over program operation and etermination of evaluationt,

7ircriteria, and (b) community support. ourth, regardless of intended
t

.

goals, centrally funded/locally administered programs are conducted so

that program design is determined by perceived pi-ogram needs rather

than perceived client need. Fifth, early intervention programs will

i ,

serve those children and families who (a) are more politically powerful
.

and/or ,vocal, (b) may be other than thote for Whob such, programs art(

intended, especially where the intended population is the most vulnerable

to developmental harm, (c) most easily adapt to the local design of the,

progrant in terms of family form and .cu tural-malues, -and (d) are most

wasible. Sixth, 'tpe local 'allocation of early...irkterv'entig resources

is determined by political and economic. °factors in those cOmmunities

eligible for the resources rather' than by an assessed need fgr such

services. Finally, there, is no difference in degree 6.progra0-

community integration between programs under,ptiblic school sponsorship and

nJ
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those under prIvate,non-profit sponsorship. The study-concludes with

a discussion of implications for evaluation methodology and early

intervention poliy making.
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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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The seeds that produced this study were planted several years ago.
k

while I was a VISTAworkei. in'New Hampshire. It was during that time

that.the interaction of federal, policies and rural communities became a

focus of observation and, contemplation. The anti-poverty programs that.

'weredeveloped in the town I was working in were fairly well received

and ran without too many problems, but they never seemed to make very

much difference over the long term. Certainly people had better access .

to food, shelter, and jobs, but this did not assure'any real changes in

their economic and social,itatus.. As I lived and worked in this setting,

I began to realize that therere many factors which hinder the implement

tation of social Change programs created by a central government. Local

circumstances-, including economic, social, political, and'historical

factors, had as much to do with the effects of change-efforts as the

wording of legislation, program desigNt4or system of/service delivery.

These early observations. were strengthened over the next few year 'while'

I wa., director of a Head'Start program in two counties and w I served

as a staff researcher for the New Hampshire House of Representatives

Education Committee. The dynamics of small towns and, rural communities

coUld effect the success.of a program greatly, and these dynamics Were

rely ed to local political structures, the cultural values of decision

makers and program participants, and a community's previous experiences

with sociarchange.

ii
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Working with publicly funded programs always presents one with the

question, Is it worth.the tax money we put into it? As social change

programs receive less federal support, we have had to turn to ,local
' 4

sources,of funds, and the same question is asked with even greater

intensity. Local decision- makers reflect a conservative tendency 'not so *

observable at the federal level, and are primarly'concerned with how 13,

program will contribute to their own community and their status within

it. "Politics," in the sense of control of resources through self-

interest, becomes a major factor irk the success or failure of a grog am

and the consideration of "hard data" of program effectiveness takes a

back seat to values and interests served when it comes-Ame to judge how

well a program is fulfilling its objectives.

These emerging beliefs about the nature progrt:oam implebentation.

pai)generated
`a

powerful dilemma. On what basis should social change prog rs
. , .

be evaluated? Should we only" copcerned with how wel)
.

a program meets

its objectives as defined in national legisl4lion and regulations, or

should we focus as well on the effects of programs on local community

.structures and patterns? If we Only evaluate the effetts of a program

on individuals, we cannot understa d how the program influences the

I/
community as a' whole. Yet,` most progeaMs are designed so as to change

4

individualsthus we traditionally justify the use of tax dollars by

determining how many people change as a result, of what the'prograb does'

to them. We have many tests at can be app lied to individuals to see. how

much they, have changed, but we-cannot giv,e a pi.ogram or a community such

a test,;,,,So we conduct the drunkard's search and focus on individual

,change, attempting to 4control" the fact that individual change is depen-
:

dent- on_ the social context in-which it takes place.
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These initial hypotheses led me to the needfor a Aifferent way of

conceptualizing'evaluation. Not only shouo-we be concerned withhow a

program affects the "test score" of one person; we alio must look at the

ecology of implementation, that is, at the social/cultural context within

which a program is operating. The concern shifts here from personological

effects to sociological effects, and the'focusbroadens from micro changei

. -

in behavior to macro changes in community. The 'purpose of evaluation

becomes to understand the context in which programs operate, the community

resources available to them, and the processes of decision making asi

prOgrelTSmoy from initial implementation to later stages of development

(Stufflebeam; Foley, Gephart, Guba,-Ilammond, Merriman, & Provus, 1971).

This oderstanding serves as the necessary prerequisite for conducting

A..

output evaluatfon,-for the .interpretation of quantitative measurements

of individual change can
4
be valid only if the context in which change

occurs is first examined.

This study suggests one approach to evaluating the ecology of pro-

gram implementation. The purposeof the study is .to sensitize policy

'makers, program planners, researchers, and evalua ors to the social

context of programs that attempt to enhance the development of young

handicapped or delayed children who lire in rural areas. The focus,

on rural communities is an outgrowth Of my experiences in the small town)

of Flew Hampshire. These experiences have led to.a skeptical concern

that most-policy makers)evaluators, and social scientists live within

an urban intellectual and phyijcal setting that leads to the belief that

thb urban world view and its problem solving methods based on rational

'bureaucratic structures is applicable to. non -urban circumstances. My

A

assumption has been that this view has led to centralized. decision Making '

--\,

O
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and blanket evaluation criteria that do not account for the particular

dynamics and values of rural life. The distribution of goods, knowledge,A.

capital, and services is guided by urtoh interests, and this has resulted

in an inequitable distribution of power between urban and rural regions

lin the United States. Given these biages, the purpose.ofthis woeris.
""--1

not only to influence evaluation methodology and tieory, it is also to

affect the current social inequities faced by rural communities trying

to keep apace in an increasingly complex technological society.

This study; supported in part by a student research grant from the

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, is certainly not the work of

one or two people. Joe Cunningham was there first to ignite the sparks

I emitted as I tried to pin down what it was I was asking. And he added,

kindling to keep the fire going throughoUt the study. Bob Newbrough and

Paul Dokecki were.also there to help me understand the concepts of

community and faMily-society transactions, and to help,relate thos.e

theoretical constructs to the everyday lives Of individuals affected by

public' institutions. Always there was Nick Hobbs, whose support and

faith have sustained me for three years. ,All of these people were

quietly available during the course of the study, and to them I am

personally and intellectually indebted. Of course, the responsibility

for the final document is entirely,my own.

Dave Glascoe was more than a research assistant. He was a companion,

critic, thinker, and hard worker. )Thistudy never would have_covered

the sc6pe of issues 'or events thatlit did without Dave'S constant help.

The sections in the study on Sabina were carried out althost entirely by.

him. Sue McLaughlin managed the production of this report with great

devotion and speed, and to hei- am very grateful.
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. *How do I expreSs my thanks and deep feelings ofcare to the

cd

Many people of the Highland Region and elsewhere who were my partners

and confidant (not subjects), and who opened their ltves.up tome

,rith-such trust? So many'people seemed to enjoy explaining their

culture and their own'experiences to me. I becarne'the learner, and

the.people of this study were my teachers. But there is an irony in

1-this metaphor; for'in the end it is I who is observing the judging them.

They ill not publish an "evaluation" of how I carried. out this research,

but this study exposes them in their complex and fallible lives: Some

of those whp read this maybe offended or. think I have seen Unfair or

prejudiced. I accept those responses while knowing that my role as
.

observer and chronicler is, inherently subjective.

This report is dedicated to Su.sap and our, families, past present,

and future.

1G

Bruce L. Mallory
July.1979
Nashville, Tennessee
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CHAPTER I

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM AND A REVIEW

OF WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT THE PROBLEM.

What factors influence the ISrocess of ttansforming public policy

-objectives into community based programs?/Hekkes a specific program,

change as it moves from the earliest stages of design and field testing,

to later stages of full operation and institutionalization? What,is an

appropriate methodoldgy for evaluating this process of implementing

federally initiated policies and programs in specific local communities?

Recognizing the impO4tance of these questiOns istcentral to

understanding the process of social change guided by public 'policy. But,

recogniiing'their importance does not lead to answers which can. be

applied readily to the policy making process. The traditional evalua-

tive questions that have guided policy making have weighed costs against

quantitative measurements of how people are effected by, a specifiepro-

.#

gram. The evaluative framework has focused on the ratio of cqsts to .

A

benefits, with "costs" often limited to fiscal outlays and "benefits"

often limited to the observed changes that have occurred in individuals

or groups as a result of the incurred .costs. This edepf evaluation

has grown out of the corporate orideology that serves as a model f most

educational and social service policies in the United States (Katz,
-4

1975). Schools and social change programs are intended to take raw

material (inputs). in the form of young childreq, illiterate.edults, the

unemployed, the incompetent, or the socially deviant, and through a
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rational and predictable process create finished products (outputs)

that possess some valued social quality (education, employment, job

- skills, positiVe attitudes toward the law, etc.).

rn recent years, this ",black box" conception of individual chang6

created by social institutions has been questioned. As the cost-
.

benefit evaluation model has been applied to social change programs,

researchers have been forced to reach beyond qdantffiable inputs and

obseryed outputs an include in their calculus those forces that corn-
_

prise the context of change. ,Drawing on the work of field theorists in

psychology (e.g., Lewin, 1954) and interaction theorist& in sociology

and anthropology,,(e.g., Blumer, 1969; Mead, 1934; Thomas &Znaniecki,

1927), many writers have called for qualitative, field based evalua
,

0

tions that seek to understand the 'context within which social change

occurs, with less emphasis on the espoused goals and methodologies that

characterize a specific program (Deutscher, 1977; Weiss, 1973; Wilson,

1977). The examination of the social Context of human service programs
A "

_at

requires a new understanding of evaluation. As the ecology of program

implementation and operation is assessed, there is increasing skepticism

that traditional cost-benefit analyses are sufficient for informing

theory and polfcy making where improvement of human life is the aim.
/

The result.4 this skepticism has not been to reject attempts to

- quantify the effects of social change programs on individuals, but to

balance product or summative evaluation with-process or formative

evaluation. This latter type is not a substitute for quantitative

evaluation research; rather, it is a supplement to traditional- research

in the sense that it adds to our knowledge by .illuminating those,aspects

of, social change programs that are inaccessible to quantitative analysis.

Although it is potsible to represent the effects of a program in
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numerical values, this provides an incomplete picture of how the

program operates, who it effects,'and how the community within which

the program exists affects its operation. Stufflebeam (Note 1) has

described the basic purpose of such evaluation:

The objective . . . is to detect or predict, during the
implementation stages, defects In the procedural design pr its
implementation. The over-all strategy is to identify and monitor,
on a continuous basis, the potential sources.of failure in the
project. (n.p.)

Another consideration in evaluating social Change programs is the

politicaLimplications of evaluation... Most of the large-scale social

reform efforts that have occurred since the New Deal have been funded

with public monies. Beginning in the 1960s, as the Viet4F War began
ds

to compete with social service allocations, evaluation became a manda-

tory (although often unfunded) component of, social legislation.. Most

of the initiil evaluation studies focused on changes in individuals'

cognitive or affective status, and used standardized measures of ability

or aptitude as their yardsticks 1969). The purpose of

these evaluations is exemplified in,a popular myth that Sargent Shriver,

first director of the Office of Economic Opportunity, once asked how

much'it cost to raise'a Head Start child's IQ by one point. The lesson'

Of the evaluations of the la te 1960s was that negative findings would be

criticized vehemently for met odological weaknesses, overly- narrow defi-

nitions of goals, and a lack of consideration for ecological influences
O

on program operation a results. And, negative findings-did not lead

to the termination of soc 1 change programs. Other factors such as

political support, expressed demand, and an absence of alternative strat-

egies led to the continuation of programs regardless of quantitatively

measured outcomes. In this light, Suchman (1972) sums up the purpose of

evaluating social action'programs:

St
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Health, educations and welfare programs will continue to operate
regardless-of the results of any evaldation study and the key

, question is not,so much "Are th, any good?" as "How can they be--
jmade fetter?" (p. 63)

-The field of special education has manifested this tension

between individual quantitative change and tne social context in which

it occurs. This has been especially true where the children labeled as

,handicapped have suffered from no apparent organic injury pr disease.

Most of the'children Classified as "mentally retarded" fall within this
,

large.grpup of unspecifically diagnosed individuals, and terms such as

O

"cultural-familial retardation" (Zgler, 1966), cultural disadvantage,

and educational deprivation have been used to designate this otherwise

normal population. Most of the children identified as retarded are not,

labeled until they come into contact with a public institution such as

a school, hospital,. or,welfare agency (Mercer, 1973). During the early

years of life, children who are hot organically impairedare n9t likely

to be identified as retarderer. However, the convergence of empirical

evidence and social policy have increased pressures to locate and assess

young, children who may be cognitively delayed or at-risk for such delay

when they enter the 'public schools. Although the "critical period"

theories (Bloom, 1964; Hunt, 1961) have come under reexamination in

recent years (e.g.; Clarke & Clarke, 1976), there remains both popular

and scientific support for. early intervention in the lives of these

children. This has-meant that children who traditionally have remained' .

within the purview Oftheidp.parents for-the first six years of life are .

now being sought by public agencies seeking to'compensate for potenti!illy

'damaging environments with the goal of enhancing children's develOpmental
. t

status. This development,' stimulated partly by recent educationiii
1:o:

7h..
policiethat mandate the provision of services to handicapped children,
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prior to school entry (e.g P.L. 94 -142, The' Education
a

Handicapped Children Act of 1975), has created the need fore new

understanding of the relationship'between families with young children

and the government. While historically families have.had almost

unfettered autonomy with respect to'raising their young children, the

value of enhancing development for those blijdretfat-risk for abnormal

growth has superceded the value of this autonomy. This has led to the

creation of an array of publicly-funded services thrbften substitute

for family autOprity'in the care of handicapped children by replacing

. family autonomy with professional prerogative (Moroney, 1976).. Where

children are severely handjcapped by organic impairments, this process

usually has not created problems. But in the case qf -families living

in substandard economic conditions, the process becomes and

socially conflicted. The design and...goals of early intervention

policiei are frequently intended to compensate for the consequences of

poverty and related conditions of poor health, isolation:undereducation,

-and family stress. Although the intended goal of many early interven-

tion programs is to enhance children's ability to succeed in the public

school svtting; they generally do not alter the social systems which

perpetuate those conditions that create functional retardation (Farber &

Lewis, 1972). Rather, they often seek to provide "school readiness"

skills which will increase a child's ability to conform to school-related

norms. In order to understand the dynamics of labeling and treating

young children who are handicapped gr dibyed then, we must investigate
st,

,the nature of policies and prk*ces Oat affect low income families as

they interact with local educational institutions.

Although the -SOciologica perspective and valueS utilized here are not

widesprW in the field of specia education, a qualitative

18



sociopolitical analysis is necessary in Ler to understand the broader

effects of behavioral change programs that operate through public

institutions such as schools, health systems, or social welfare agencies.

If the goal of special education is to provide environments that stimu-

late the optimal development of children with special needs, the

creation of those environments must consider the familial, social,

economic, and political contexts within which programs operate. This

) is particularly true for early childhood programs that intervene in the

most basic social 'relationship:-the interaction between parent and child.

during the first few years of life. nf we do not understand the social

4

f

conditions within which this dynamic relationship is evolving, our

efforts will be futile if not harmful.

Historical Background

In th\ past two decades, a large body of literature has established

the_impo_rtance of_the_first_several years of life for subsequent growth

and development. _Drawing on the work of Piaget (1952), Hunt (1961),

Bloom (1964), and others described the critical aspects of early experi-,..

ence in the development of'young children. The basic research knowledge

generated in the 1950s and early 1960s was applied in experimental

demonstration programs funded with federal dollars., These programs were

designed,io test the hypothesis that early, intervention with develop-

mentally delayed young children, or children at-risk for such delay for

reasons of environmental deprivation, would reduce the occurrence of

mental retardation or othlvilandicapNng conditions at later stages ofl

development (Cildwell, 1970; Kirk, 1958)., Early research_and demonstra-
,

tion programs indicated some i'gnificant ctCiges in the target chilen

(Gray & Klaus, 1970; Weikart, 1967;'White, 1973), but findings were
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ftequently inconsistent across projects, methodologies were suspect,

and results were interpreted widthin apolitical context that pre-

: vented objective conclusions as to the efficacy of the program

(Bronfenbreffner, 1974; Steiner, 1.976; White, 1973).

However, the absence of conclusive 'data d not prevent Great

Society policy makers from enacting large scale intervention programs

to eradicate retardation and subsequent school'failure by providing

,enriched, stimulating environments to children whose ,life was affected

by poverty, isolation, and illness. Head Start; Foilow-Through, and

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (P.L. 89-10)

were born in the atmosphere of optimism of the middle-sixties: These

programs were aimed primarily at individual children and attempted to

compensate for what wassviewed as an inadequate social and physical.

environment. Although some programs were aimed at broad social _

probTems, the-target for change was generally the 1:unlucky child"

(Steiner, 1976) rather than the Social institutlions and systems in
.

.

which the child and his/her family lived. Concern was with getting the

child ready to participate in the institutions of the public culture.

One example of the attempt to transform empirical.knowledge about
, ( ,. ,

f-, child development into an intervention policy and stfategy was'Title I
,.4

of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). Although much
. ,- ,

discretion was allowed concerning the actual design and purpose of the

Aprograms at the local level, the overall goal of Titiy(I has been:

. f t
To .provide financial assistance to local% ducational agencies,

serving areas with' concentrations of Oil reP from low-income
families to expand le d improve their educ tional programs by

ik
various means which tribute particular) to meeting the special
educational needs of e ucationally deprived, hildren. (Title I
ESEA, 1973, p. 13)

t
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"Educationally deprived" has been defined usually as performing-

significantly below the expected level for one's peers at the same

age or grade level in areas of academic achievement'or cognitive '

(
Since 1965, Title I:has become the largest federally supported

dbmpensAtory education program for young childrent It 'has been imple-

mented in most school districts and has supported early intervention

programs for preschool children, transition programs for children

entering regular schobl, reading programs for learning,disabled

children, and special assistance programs for American Indian, migrants,

and other subcultural groups. -Urilikesome broad-aim social action pro-
_

grams of the sixties, Title I has'niAntained strong support-inCongeess

. #

and has continued to receive appropriations sufficient to sustain it as

an integral part of school systems serving lbw -income children.

The second early intervention policy important to this study is

\ the Handicapped Children's gr1;iEducation Assistance Act of- 1968
.

(P.L. 90-53e).0Unike Title I of the ESEA, this act was Aimed at

children below school age who had diagnosed handicapping co ditions.

No income restrictions for participants were, included in the gislation

or regulatiotg-. The primary goal of the Act was to 'establish a national:

network of demonstration silo known as first Chance Programs. These

.(prograsran in design frOm home-based to center-Fased, used a variety

of curriculum a proaches, and worked withboth'Children and
4

families.4

They included dissemination components to
\
inform state and local educa-

tion encies of alternative methods for educating young handicapped
.

children. Feder=a1 support for.the-First ChanCe projects was limited to
.

three 'Years, with the. possibility of continuation if the project 'was

Aft



demonstrating One new or expanded delivery system beyond that of its

4 "pilot des,ign. There are an estimated 200 First Chance projects now

operating (Cohen., .Semmes, g2Guyalnick,-19791. /4

The Guiding Questions of-the Studyo, .

Many-early intervention programs.; after some period of operating
°N

as demonstration model.s, ,have begun to develop replication sites in
,

previously unserved or pderserVed"communifies. Occasionally these

outreach activities havecattempted to va *y the design and operation of

the original model in order*to adapt programs to new community condi:

tiohs and to demonstrate innovative methods of.implementation. Much
ti

of the replicatibn activity has taken- place in non-metropolitan areas_
4 -

that -have neither well- developed social service.systems that could

44,

.

complement early interventiogPrograms, nor substantial economic bases

that could provide fiscal support to such programs. Thus, the operating

a
conditions faced by tq ny outreach'and teplicatIon-programs-have-generated

A

special demands not encountereiLat the initial derhonstration sites.

P

Presently,
.
there is no effettive model, for evaluating this process

of replicating or extending early intervention programs n sparsely

populated areas. There are outcome Measures available that can tell us

something-about changes in individual children.aS a result of exposure ,

to a program, but such individual outcome 4easures do not provide a",

4
complete evaluative-picture.. In 'order to sensitize, policy makers to

,:

the social and political conteXt in which programs-operate so that

Subsequent decisions are responsive to the ecology of implementation, we
.-

need to develop evaludtive methodologies that assess changes in program
.

and community as4w --as changes in individual. target 'chi'ldren.. Our

.4 A '
concern thirs s ifts from child outcomes to systemic processes --per aps.

4!

Ii
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t a more complex but no lesssimportant focqs for attention. One of the

central questions arising from such a concern is:'

1. To what degree are federally designed and subsidized' early

intervention programs integrated into- local soc -4al and political

structures?

This question suggests others:

2. How and why does the degree of integration change over time?
1

3. As'a program is operationalized over time in a local setting

what community systems influence the program and cause it to diverge

from its initial policy objectives,and,from its initial experimental

or demonstration desiO?

4. In rural communities with hOmogeneous populations, few forMal

social-service delivery systems, and relatively low educational and

`occupatonal achievement patterns, why is there public support-for

early intervention programs for preschool- aged children, i.e., what

is the perceived value of such a program frcimstty perspective of con-
_

smilers, schObl personnel, goVeapent officials,'social service

providers, and goers?
/? '4-

5. How do program modifications and the various perceptions

of the program affect he degree of integration of the program,With

. other community-based social'institutidris such as public school-systems,

mentayte" th centers, voluntary service organizations, public welfare

110-7i. agencies, d local political'structures'.

These questions mustbe answered before specific hypotheses can be

0

developed that will lead to more quantitative evaluation methodologies.

%

From a socidl science perspective, an'attemptto find answers should be

viewed as hypothesis generating rather than hypothesis testing. The

effort-is to discover,-rather than confirm; theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
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. From acpolicy-making perspective, these are questions that need to be
v

Applied to all social change programs in the course of planning,

mentation, and evaluation.

1

An Overview.of Rural Communities

plg-

The locus of 'power in our society-is in urban, industrialTied'

,reglions of the country. Jo a member of the urban population, that

statement may appear tautological, but to miral families, many of whom

have relatively low incomes, it is -a reality that affects their daily

lives. As EdwardOreathitt,- former gdernor of Kentucky, wrote:

To talk about the rural poor in'hopds, of stimulating a positive
response to rural poverty is like whistling down a rain barrel.
The most potent institutions in our society are, after all,
neither poor nor rural. (1969, p. 140)

Decfsion makers and social scientists, operating Within.an'urban,

industrialized pelf pective, run the risk of applying inappropriate

solutions to.the problems of rural education and rural povet

Alth9ugh professionals do recognize the diffidulties of working with

poor rural,families (Dokecki0ote2), there is a danger that either

their needs W111 be ignored for lack of answers, or, perhaps worse,

urban problemsolving'methods will' be used that will be incongruent with

the_context which they are applied.

'In differentiating between rural and urban communities, it is not

meaningft1 to use a simple dichotomous categorization. Community

tyPologies re resent a'continUum from very sparsely populated,..

pincorpoi-ate areas to highly industrialized, densely populated urban

megalopoli such as the easterriseaboard of the U.S. Communities,can be

classified along this continuum from "traditional" to "rational"

Neber, 1947); "peasant" to "urban" (Albizu-Miranda, 1966),; or from
As

what Matthews (1966) has called "so-so".to "go-go." The broader

24
101
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distinction made by TOnnies (Cahnman, 1973) between the Gemeinschaft

.(community) and the Gesellschaft (society) orientations parallels the

distinction between rural communities and urban society made by
*

Matthews (.1966):

A community has mostly intramural roles, that is, . . 'role

requirements can be met within-the group, and.414. :roles are
proximal . . . played largely with thd same peOsons and in the %%
same institutional framework, the structure is'tight: Roles-in
such'altcoMmunity tend to be diffuse, that is, played with regard
to the total personalities involved. Conversely, societies
capable of tolerating a wide diversity of behavior patterns must
have norms related to specific performances or single positions,
that is, involving only a segment:of a total_personality. (p. 127).

Erikson (1976) expresses this same distinction in relation to

Appalachian culture:

fn most of the urban areas of America, each-individual,

seen as a separate being; with careful boundaries drawn around.-
the space he or she occupies as a discreet personage. 'Everyone
is presumed to have an'individuaT name,, an individual mind, an,
sindividual voice, and, Above all, an individual sense of self- -
so much so that persons found deficient.fn any of thosequalities
are urged to take some kind of remedial action such as undergoing
psychotherapy, participatirig in a consciousness-raising group,-or
reading one of a hundred different manuals on self-actualization.
Tilis way of looking at things, however, hashardly any meaning
at all in most of Appalachia. There, boundaries are drawn
around whole groups of people not around separate individuals
with egos to protect and potentialities to realize; and a
person's mental health is measured less by his capacity to express
his inner self than by his capacity to iubmerge*that self into.a
larger communal whble. (p. 193)

There are two typologies of communities that can be used to

understand the rural-urban continuum. *The first, that of parsons (1951

includes four ideal community types: universalistic-achieveinent '

univerfhistic-ascriptive, particularistic-achievement, and Particular-

istic-a* scriptive.
i.

The first two categories, in which behavioral expectations are

normative and universal (i.e.', apply to all members of the society) are

found in tirban settings; roles are specialized and highly differentiated.

...ea.,-

01.
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the latter categorfe§ arescharacteristtc ofrural communities ina,
which primary emphasis is'placed on the individual's total, being rather.

than specificfunctibns within limited contexts (Matthews, 1966.)..

How do individuals behave in particularistic settings, especially.

in those baSed.on ascribed charaderistics? There is a.tendency to
.

\ emphasi2e.traditidbe-role systems an which there is a lack of status,'

differentiation (leveling), close role proximity in which behaviors

are\narrowly defined, and a tight or sed structure thatinvolves

littl mobility, in and out .of the ommunity and where traditional kin-
.

ship pa terns go generally,undiAurbed. Major social gdals are aimed

at stabtTity,-equalization of life'aances among membgrs,.and dental Of'

heirar0iialpoper structures. Vajme is placed on expressive rather
ys.

than VIkWumental roles. Frequently,4inship bonds are collateral

ratherqban.lipeallemphasis is 01 mutual expression of affection,4

.espOctally.among 'members of the same generation LVattnews, 1966)./This

kind-0, social system is found in a'very homogeneous population dui to .

.its't301t, stable, structure. There is little divergence of value

-systemi, familial patterns, ethnicity, or 'occupational status. Such

characteristics and goals tend to inhibit social change, particularly

if is introducq0 by external elements. .In the arena of educational

'change, Kreitlow and Butterfield (Note, 3) found heterogeneous com-
,, *

itjaities consistently more accepting'pf changing educational practices

than were homogeneOus communities.

The second typology,.that.usad by,Arvizu-)Miranda (1966) in z study

of'r arded persdhs in PueOlto Rican commune ies, is based on economic

--: - \

.

,

rat. er than sociological descriptors. The si community types include'

sant, plantation, urban:, Urban slums, urban, lowerAand middle class,
r-

alld urban middle and upper class. .
\

\

4 '
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Although these categories were developed to describe social

stratification in PuertojRico, they can be esed to describe the range \/

of settings in Amer* ica from sparsely-populated rural areas to urban

upper-income neighborhoods. The first two Categories, peasant and

plantation, are similar to the homogeneous, tight communities that

have been described by Matthews (1966). The latter urban areas are

heterogeneous, stratified, and highly.differentiated with regard to

- role expectations. The rural areas are locally oriented, concerne

with immediate needs and with.the maintenance,of a stable population;

urban areas are cosmopolitan in orientation, concerned with divergent

needs in.a mobile and'pluralistic population (Corwin, 1965).

Since communities within the larger society reflect to some degree

the social changes that society is undergoing, no community is a truly

static, closed entity immune from external pressures. The rurban

classification used by Albizu-Miranda (1966) represents the transi-
.

tional community moving from a primarily rural, local way of life to a

more urban, cosmopolitan system.- Dietrich (1971) identified this

transitional group as the "urbanised rural population"--people who live

in communities ef less than 10,000,, but whose lives have bysn "urbanized"

through the influences'of mass media and transportation systeMs. For

example, in the,southern Appalachian region of the U.S.,.there.has been

a gradual transition from the dominance of extractive industries

(mining, farming, and forestry) to manufacturing and other non-farm

activities. The ruralinon-farm population,-recognized by the U.S'.

. Census Bureau, is a transitional groupthat has been forced to give up

hfarming due to the-deStructive effects of strip and auger mining and due

to the competition of agri-business operations. From 1950 to 1060, over

half the farms in the Appalachian regions of'eastern Kentucky and

Ry

( 27
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TenneSsee were abandoned (Caudill, 1962). The displaced population

has been very reluctant to leave the communities in which they have

lived for several generations (Gehlen, 1969). The result has been

15

greater unemployment, more public assistance expenditures, and an

increase in the dependent population groups under 21and over 65 years

of age (Caudill, 1962).

One result of these economic and social changes has been an

increase in the size and scope of the organizational surplus popula-

tion (Farber, 1968). With the automation of the extractive t bustries

and the increase in technological complexity of jobs in urban areas,

the rural non-farm family is faced with fewer jobs at-home and more

competitive jobs in the city. The economic and social instability,

caused by these developments. may very*ell impact the family, its child

rearing capabilities, and its relation to educational institutions.'

Gehlen (1969) and Vidich and Bensman (1958) characterize rural

school systems as conservative and as resistant to curriculum expansion,

introduction of "value-laden" subjects, increased expenditures, and

consolidation with other districts. The faculty, students, and parents

are of homogeneous backgrounds and maintain tonve4iirvalue systems.

Frequently, when change is proposed, school boards act as inhibitors of

change, while school superintendents are more often initiators of change.

o
The traditional, local orientation of the communi:y aeman s "an emphasis

a

on the :thue R's' without any 'frills'" (Gehlen, 1969, p; 25).

A major factor in the role of the nural school ats change agent is

the integrative social function that small schools play. As the only ,

social institution in the rural community9that has".dontact with virtually

everybody, and as the general meeting place for any large community

11

gathering, the school is seen as central to the stability and Cohesiveness
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of the small town (Gehlen, 1969; Schwarzweller & Brown, 1971). This

perception makes the school, as a social' institution, a highly public

and visible entity,--Educational change is seen as affecting more

than just the classrooms and the children within them. Thus, as

Geten points out, questions of educational reform often attract many

community elements who do not usually participate in discussion of

social issues. This may be especially true for religious groups who see

their own role as culture and value' transmitter being threatened Iv the

school system. Albizu- fliranda (1966) saw a transitional pheno-

menon; in rural
o
areas the family and church serve as the culture trans-

.mitters, but in urban areas the_school,h sas_uurped-these-einstitutidns

as theprimary culture bearer- Communities moving from rural to urban

orientation will face this shift in the respective functions of family,

church,, and school.

The implementation of early intervention programs-should take these
,wk

school-commun y characteristics into- account. *Where such programs

operate as part of the public school system, they may be viewed as

educational change beyond that which is normally sanctioned. Although

they are federally-subsidized, community members may perceive them as

increased financial burdens. The fact that the design and regulations

'attached to the programs are frequeftly externally-generated may add

to community resistance, leading to a lack of structural integration.

In -addition, the traditional socialization and value- transmission thit

occurs before the child enters-school Tay be perceived as threa. d-

.by federally-funded and regulated programs that provide "treatment" for

three- and four-year-old children.
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Social Values in Southern Appalachia

Many observers of Southern Appalachian culture have used similar

terms to describe the personality charactei-istics and social values of

those who live in the region. Much of the work has included reference

to Ford's (1962) catalogue of traits that consists of individualism

and self-reliance,- traditionalism, familialism, fundamentalism, and

fatalism. Looff's (1971) list includes these same traits, and adds

action-orientation, stoicism,dand person-orientation. Gerrard (1971).
r

uses the term "anti-state orientation" to describe the effect of these

characteristics in terms of expressed values concerning external

=authority. -However, the ease b-els falls to

account for the current changes being experienced by Appalachian
5

communities. These changes are the result Of the region's increasing

integration into mainstream America at a fast but uneven rate.

Photiadis (197T) argues that the region is undergoing "reorganization"

now in response to external pressures which are leading to a new empha-

sis on material achidvement. This new valuing of achieved characteris-
e,

tics is proceeding faster than changes in social and personality systems

can occur, creating a "disequiTibrium" betwees material objectives and

the ability of the social system to adapt itself to pursuing those

objectives. The pursuit of more material (or modern, if you wi'411) goals

results in a stretching of the old values of fatalism, individualism,

etc. toward more competitive,'interdependent life styles. The stretch

t-
leads to stress-, particularly wWe the economic means to achieve fie

new objedtivet are not available.
e

Erikson,(1976) recognizes this stretch /stress phenomenon, and

proposes an "axes of variation model" that visualizes the culture as a

"tangle of contrary tendencies" (p. 84). In his brilliant thesis on

I
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loss of communality in an Appalachian community hit by disaster,
/

Erikson identifies a continuum of traits that portray the influences'

of modernization.- These traits include the tensions between:

1. love of tradition
4and respect for personal liberty

2. self-assertion and resignation

3. self-centered and group-centered behavior

x!4. physical ability and disability

5. a dense of independence and a need for dependence.

Erikson argues that it is historical circumstance that determines

where,an individual or community falls along these continua. As

external events impinge on the culture-,-adaptation takes the form

of moving closer to one extreme'or the other, with the potential for

moving b'ack to the initial position as, circumstances change. For

example, on the tension between self-assertion and resignation,

Erikson writes)

For all his bravado, the Appalachian has little confidence in
his abilityto influence outcomes and is apt to yield with sur-
prising passivity to whatever fate has in store for him. He is
helpless before the God who reigns over Appalachia, helpless
before-the crotchety ways of nature, and helpless before the
crafty maneuvering of those who come to exploit him and his land.
"What can I do?" is .an everyday explanation for inactivity in the
mountains, and, indeed, it is hard to argue that this is anything
less than a practical estimate of the situation, for these are a
truly vulnerablepeOple. .The resignation of the mountaineer,
however, is-not entirely like the stolid peasant fatalism one
expects to find in other partsof the world; his reflexes may'
have been blunted over time, but he still flashes with indignation
and still has sharp resentments. And sye has to ftnd,some
midpoint between a rage that cries out f r expreskion and a view
of the world that calls for submission. "It takes a lot to rile a
mountain,man-,-" said-one teen-ager who lives on Buffalo Creek, "tat
when he gets mad, watch out!" When he gets mad, in fact, he
usually does not do much'of anything, especially if the object of
his irritation is some powerful interest; but the potential for
response is always there, eating away at his relationships with
others and at his own sense of self-esteem. (pp. 85-86) y

13
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The people of Appalachia, who frequRntly have been portrayed as

one-dimensional illiterates-and naive hillbillies, are beginning to Be

seen a$ multi-faceted members of a once tight and homogeneous culture

that is now restionding'to the pressures of modern The primary

transmitters ,of the modern culture are local, blic welfare institu-
f

tions, including schools, social service agencies, and mental health

centers. These institutions play a pivotal role in the transition and

adaptation of rur41 communities As they confront the urban-oriented

heterogeneous society of contemporary America.

Social and Economic Trends in the
Appalachian Region

. The Appalachian region, extending from northern Alabami to

southern New York, encompasses an area equivalent-in size to,the state

orCalifornia. Although it contains about 10% of the population of the

U.S., it accounts for 50% of all illiteracy (McNair, 1970). In 1970,

. almost 30% of aill families in the Southern Appalachian regiOn had

annual incomes below the poverty level, compared to a national afera4e

df about 11%. Fifty-six percent of all families made less than $6,000
.

in 1969, anditthe percentage increases as community size decreases and

as population density decreases. In 1970, the unemployment rate was
. .

significantly higher in Southern Appalachia"than in the U.S. as a whole.

There are more unemployed men than women, the reverse of thenational

trend. Areas under 10,000 population have the highest unemployment'.

/rates She 1920 average weekly wage was about $85. From 1950 to 1960,

the population of Southern Appalachia decreased by, almost 8%; the

national growth rate was a positive 21%. From 1960 tp 1970, the trend

4

reversed and population increased by 6%, still below the national

growth rate. In communities with less thanli0,000 people, population

32
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has dcreased at even greater rates, and unemployment rates have

increased sharply. Those areas that relied on farming and mining have
-

shOww.the greatest population declines. (Data sources are U.S. Census

figureg and state and regional planning agencies.)

In 1970, the average rural non-farm adult living in-Southern

Appalachia had less than nine years of schooling compared with a

national average'of just-over twelve years. Schooling generally took

place in .districts with less than 300 students (Toward Equal Educational

Opportunity, 1970). Rural children below school age were enrolled in

public and private preschool programs one-third as.often as their

national counterparts, and children in the 16 to 17 year age bracket

were not enrolled in school at a rate 25% higher than the national

average. There are twice as many adults with less than one year of

high school as those found nationwide (Moe & Tamblyn, 1974).

A useful monitor of community change and stability is the rate of

out-migration. Most of the population lost seen in small Appalachian

communities discussed by Caudill (192) and others has been caused by

out-migration, parttdularly by those 21 to 65 years old who were bette

educated'and more skilled. The aT:astion of higher paid (but not

necessarily highe status) jobs in non-rural areas has drained the

region of many of its more motivated and aspiring members, leaViing

behind the dependent and powerless poor and elderly. Recent years have

seen a dedline in these out-migrations-rates. Many adults now migrate
.

and return in cyclical patterns as job markets fluctuate in northern

urban centers. In general, more young adults are remaining in th r
. .

native communities than was the case during the 1950s and 1960s.

P
33
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Current Intervention Efforts In Appalachia

Jr' 1965, the Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) was established
4

as-part of the Johnson administration's effort to reduce poverty-thrpugh

community development. The goal of the ARC was to bring toithe region

its fair share-of American affluence by stimulating social and economic

development. In 1966, the ABC's Education Advisory Committee set five

program prioritiesl, the first priority.being the development of early

-. . ,

childhood education progrOm0 (McNair, 1970). Two years later, the

President's' Na

2
Tonal Advisory Commission on Rural Ttiverty (The People

/Left Behind, 1967) listed 'the following as its first recommendation:

.

1) That every child beginning at age three have an opportunity to
participate in a good preschool program and that wherever possible
preschool programs be operated by or in close cooperation with the
school system that will have continuing responsibility for the
education of the children. Preschool programs should involve a
normal distribution of children from different social,and economic
,environments. (p. 44)

.
(5714

In 1969, Congress instructed the ARC to begin experimental, child

development programs for children from birth to six years old in

Appalachia. This effort, combined-,with the concurrent efforts ofNead

.5
.

Start and Title I, marked the beginning of comprehensive early inter-

vention efforts in the region.' By 1970, there were 310 federally. funded
...

.
. .

early childhood programs in Appalachia, administered by 18 different

agencies and bureaus (Education Commission of the States, 1971).

The programs have covered a broad range of delivery mechanisms,

from school-based to home-based, from child-oriented. toparent-oriented, -

.

and from-ski rientecttosacralant--affative foci :--While some pro-

grams have concentrated on language development as the most impOrtant

tntervention target (Skinner, 1967), Others discovered that'such basic

needs as food, clothing, and health care had to be met before cognitive

development could be tackled.(Improving Education Through ESEA, 1970).
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A third group set as their overallooal chang s In social values, child

c
rearing patterns, nd attitudes toward educational systems (Briscoe &

Archambo, 1969; .Puzzuoli & Fazzaro, 1970). 'These *projects, although
9

varied in approach and goals, alJ found that short-term intervention

efforts, both cognitive and attitudinal, had little impact on the

target_ and families. Only those projects that worked with the
oa

same families for at least three years seemed to have any lastifig/'

results (Puzzuoli & Fazzaro, 1970). Health intervention programs, such
,

as the Comprehensive Child Development Centers and midwifery programs

operated 7w h ARC funds by the Tennessee Office of Child Development,

have. been °successful in sharply reducing infant moetalilyrates

improving niaternaland infant nutritional status. Generilly, there is

a lack of evidence to "prove" the efficacy of center-based,cognitjve

programs because of the short period most have operated and the absence

of longitudinal studies. Those 'programs that have shOwn changes are

those that worked with the entire family for an extended period of time
0\

and provided social and economic support in addiliion to educational

services. 45 °'
.,ct

A Theoretical And Methodological Perspective
Evaluating the Ecology of Implementation

4. The field o -f education research, inc]uding the sub-field of special*
.;

education, 'lacks a unifying paradigm, in the sense'used bykuhn (1970),

I-. ,to Oide meth& qridthedry develOpment. ;There,is no unikrsatly
.6

model

o

-..
- acceptedimodel which suggests specific yroblems and sblutions to educe-

', -, °

4 tional practitionert. Education research could be said to be a "demo-
.

cratid" endeavor, in that there is a pluralAy,of methods and frameworks

that may be applied tolphecromena relating to educ ational systems. At

this point, no particular theory and method are consensually viewed as

.
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the one best system for'disclosiq the nature of edu9ational processes. do,
0

o
.;:e-Thcs is an appropriate and functional' circumstance, given the hetero-

geneous nature of educational systems'in American culture and given-

the plurality of goals, pedagogies,and ,a'rticipants involved in the

myriad formal and informal systems that generate and drStribute know-

ledge. For these reasons, much educational research' should beviewed

as attempts to generate initial hypotheses and ropositions rather than
.

1 t

confirm existing formal theories.

The hypothesis-generation model requires an.interdisciplinary

approach that is analytic and inductive: The tools and perspectives of

established disciplines such as psychology, sodology, anthrppology,

political science, economics, etc. may be'utilizdd in education research

both as a Way of expandingth-e-baupdaries of these disciplines and as a

way to generate hypotheses and propositions specific to the gaturi of

educational systems. Those disciplines may offer sensitizing concepts

(Dentin, 1970) to education research,that are capa le,of being investi-

gated experimentally. The course of,progrvsion 1 'cagy flows from ,

such sensitizing concepts to initial assumptiimS to tentative hypotheses

to more formal propositions -and thedretical. statements.- Sensitization

omes before operationalization and quantitativi measurement. Explora-
.

tory investigations, that is, those-tied more closely to the concrete,

lead to middle-range or substantive theQ .s! opposed to form al theory

that grows out of repeated verification of ems g ypotheses.

The evaluation of the ecology ofimplementing educational- policies

is a relatively new field, and thus requirds an imPhasis on hypothesA-

generating and qualitative methodologies. Given the salience of contexts

in such an evaluation, theory and methodology must be able 'to account for

the effects of context on?program development and vice versa. In

36.
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addition, because implementatibn is a processual rather than static

phenomenon research methods and theory must be robust and re,,Onsive

to changing circumstances. Finally, because the problem as described

earlier is to undestand local responses toexternally,initiated

policies,'the research approach should beable-to expose situated

meanings and multiple perspectives that influence the implementation/

-

process as it unfolds in the everyday realities of those who carry out

and utilize a particular program.

/
Clearly, these demands lithit the range of theoretical and metho-

dological.options appropriate to examining implementation and evalua-

tion questions. When-existing social science tools are .rev4ewed-,--the-

contributions of the sociology of knowledge (Berger 8, Luckmann, 1967; .

Schutz,495) and sYmbolid interaction theory (Blumer, 1969; Mead, 1934)

emerge as congruent with the questions at hand and with our own values..

On the former, Berger and Luckmann (1961) have written:

The sociology-of knowledge must first of all concern itself with
what people "know" as "reality" in their everyday, non- or pre-
theoretical lives. In other words, commonsense "knowledge" rather
than "ideas" must be the central focus for the sociology of know-
ledge. It is precisgly-this "knowledge" thdt Constitutes the
fabric of meanings without which no society could exist. (P. 15)

\ . #

In order to understand the commonsense knowledge of a particular'

community or social group, an interactionist perspective is required to

assess both symbolic (inferred) a;dinteractional (observed behavior

(Denzin, 1970). The research process then becomes an attempt to learn

first the everyday realities of those being observed and subsequently

to infer initial hypotheses to-explain how those realities occur and

4
to what end.

Given these tenets-, the use of predetermined concepti or hypotheses

that are "tested" in the fieldis inappropriate. Be'ca'use the researcher
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seeks to understand the commonsense knowledge of those he observes,

he must suspend his own technital meanings: Through an ongoing process

of face-to-face interaction and participation with those whose reality

he seeks to know, the researcher learns the contextually -bound meanings

of languige and actions. He does not \treat context as a confounding

enemy to be controlled, using traditional approaches that are "context-
\

stripping" (Mishler, 1979). Rather, He goes first to.context in Order

to understand the dialectic between individuals and their social milieux,

and asks, HoW is knowledge distributed.in this setting? Who knows what,
.1

and-how does that affect theR`lIctions toward others? Who controls

expert knowledge, and how is it selectively disseminated within the

community? How do individuals change in response to acquiring new

knowledge? How do shared understandings change in a community, and how

does that change affect the-social structures being examined? Theme

the meta-questions that form the starting pointfor this study. Although

the research examines concrete phenomena related to particular programs,

the grounded field work is linked closely to these theoretical issues.

In addition to the perspective just sketched, this study brings

existing theories of organizational behavior to bear on the observed-

Ohenomena.. Organizations and social institutions are viewed as signifi-

cant in determining the behavior.of theWparticipants and are characterized,

by individuarcommitment to means with a concurrent shift away from a con-
..

cern for the needs of an organization. As individuals are affected by the

organizations in which' they carry out their everyday live-t; so organiza-

tions are influenced by the network of institutions that surround them in-\

any particular comMunity. Within an organization, informal structures

emerge to meet the needs of participants for acquisition of power, control

of knowledge and protection of status. Organ'izations faceICIOnstraints as

3E3
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they go about their busiriess, leading to tensions and dilemmas within

the organization and between the organization and its institutional

milieu. the9commitments of participants and the constNints4aced by
.

an organization produce both intended and unintended consequences. y'

Unintended or unanticipated consequences are the result -ON limited

or inaccurate vision of the ends of an organization or the result of

4 informal processes created to protect par:ticfpants at the expense of

achieving a stated goal. Those who control an organization become

those who implement, deffne, and provide its structures/services/

products, while those who require some service or product become the

"recipients," "clients," or "target population." Their needs are

4

deffned to conform to the structures and delivery system of the

organization. The organization Maintains its role as definer.of need

by coopting recipients into itsormal structures while maintaining

control over special knowledge and information. The appearance of

pdrticipation and knowledge dissemina tion does not result in any real

shift in locus,of control or increase in organizational sensitivity to

the idiosyncratic needs of clients. Otis model is derived largely

from Selinick, 1949.) .

Fihally, two additional theoretical constructs have guided this

study. The notions of assimilation and actOmmodatiOn, borrowed from

the epistemology of Piaget (1947), are applied to the interactions

between the organizations of concern and the community settings in

which they fuhction. Assimilation occurs "whenever the organlsm

(program, in this,-casa sees something new in terms of something

familiar, whenever it acts in anew situation as_it has acted in other

situations in thepast" (Hunt; 1961, p. 112). In organizatidnal terms,

a program will respond to diverse and unpredictable needs of individuals .

110
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by applying familiar labels and solution o a new situation. To use,

the. language of saciOlogy of-knowledge, t organizafion responds based

on'its "typification" of an individual or a problep,'rathep than on an

14 objectiye and intimate knowledge.

. Accommodation, as the-obverse'of assimilation, occurs when "the

envirdnmental circumstances act upon the organism Er prograril,-not by

merely evoking a fixed response, not by getting a passive submission

to circumstances, but rather by modifying the action:or schema
o

affecting them" (Hunt, 1961,1). 112). In other words, the milieu in

which a program-operates will cause the program to change in'order to

maintain its existence and integrity- in the con, ext of Chang g environ-

mental circumstances. The original design and objectives of a program

Lill change so that it may serve new purposes or clients as necessary

for survival.

For this study, these:two complementary processes are viewed as

creating an ongoing process of *gram adaptation to individual needs,

community circumstances, and centralized policy making. One of the

goals of the study is to underttand what forces contribute to assimila-

tion and accommodation as a program is implemented.in a local community.

The metfiOa used in this study.is,a logical and necessary result of

the theoretical framework outlined above. IRethod and ttieory,are inter-

4 dependent, and the choice Of a different set of theories to guide the

research would lead to the choice of a different set of methods. The

schema of the study'is represented below:

111

question defines how to defines what defines why
(initial - (method) (evidence)'.( theoretical
assumptions) exploration)

I
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This is a reiterati-ve process in which the method by its nature limit's

what is observed. What is observed through the methodological lens

generates hypotheses which in turn affect choices of method in

succeeding research steps. It is an "open" process in the sense that

the researcher does not predetermine each step of the investigation.

Rather, he allows the accumulated evidence to guide the next obser-

vation, and explanations* are not finalized until the period of

obiervation ends,'allowing for shifti in focus and explanation as the

,.study is carried out. It is a dialectical interaction betWeen the

researcher and the setting, and in that,sense is an inter-subjective

endeavor. This'pertpectiveresults in a elsoke interweaving of the

researcher, the theory, and the method for "the very act of engaging 1

-in-social research must be seen as a process of symbolic interaction,

that being a scientist reflects a continual attempt to lift one's own

idiosyncratic experiencet to the level of the consensual and the

shared meaning" (Denzin, 1970, p. 12).

The primary data collection technique used in this study is the

. method of participant observation (cf. Becker, 1970; Blumer, 1969;

Bogdan, 1972; Bogdan & Taylor, 1975; Bruyn, 1966). Participant--
,

observation is characterized by an "intense social interaction between

the researcher and the subjects, in the-milieu of the latter" (Bogdan &

Taylor, 1975, p. 5). The researcher's focus is on social systems,

interactions of individUalsowith'each other and with socia4institutions,

(and the social distribution of knowledge between various community

sectors. The observer does not seek to test or verify preconceived

hypotheses., Rather, he asks ".What is happening here?" -and, "What are. -

the-culturaLthemes or meanings that can be tdentified here that e

relevant tothe Oroblemat hand?"
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The basic operational assumptions of participant observat(On are- -

-la) huMan behavior is influence d in a complex manner by,the.social and

physical context -in which it occurs, and (b) human behavior has

meaning beyond immediately observable characteristics and actions of

individuals (Wilson, 1977). In other words, "the. purpose of partici-

pant observation is to study human meanings and how they are revealed

in the context of society" (Bruyn, 1966, p. 47). Meanings are a product

of. both observable-facts and expressed values whith become complexly ..

interwoven in cultural settings: The interrelationship of fact and

value is'reflected in the complex relationship between objectivity and

subjectivity in the research methodology. As Bruyn (1966) has said
.1

To.be more objective about man in society, social science today
"must - become more subjectively adequate. . , To be objective
about man, paradoxical as it would seem, we must understand the
subjective world of meanings. Objectivity is an ideal never fully
achieved. AbjectiVity can be attained through accurate subjective
Interpretations of reality which broaden the theoretical bai4s of
analysis. (pp. 163-164)

Participant observation is thus an appropriate technique for

investigatihg the ecology of implementation.' Because our concern is

with social'systems, levels of integration of a specific program with

other social structures, expressed values relative to the program; and

temporal influences-inlrelation to program change, an intensive, pro-
,

longed period of obs&vition is necessary. In order for the observa-

tions to be objettively and subjectively valid, the researchers must

participate in the everyday realities and activities of those observed..

This piocess leads to an understanding of the contextual meanings

expressed by the "subjects." These perSonological understandings.in

turn lead to sociological Understandings that fork the foundation for

emerging hypotheses and theories about human behavior. The goal is not

to isolate microvariables and demonstrate statistical causality, but to

1r
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place macrovariables in.a systematic relationship to each other and

develop a model of social(processes, in this case of the implementation

of early'-intervention programs in rural Communities. This approach is

seen as a necessary prerequisite to more fitite,quantitative analysis

that may occur.once the contextual variables have been identified and

analyzed.

The basic sources of data included (a) the unobtrusive and

systematic gathering of field notes taken in naturally occurring

settings, (b) focused private interviews with. individual actors, and
'

(c) analysis of solicited and unsolicited documents. Bogdan and Taylor

(1975) make the distinction between solicited and unsolicited personal

documents. Solicited documents are thost-fhat have been written for

the researcher and that contain information that must be analyzed with

that motivation in mind. Unsolicited doCuments include those pieces

written for the person's own consumption only (personal diaries) or for

a third party (letters, essays., school reports):

Iii-a6dition to personal documents, there were numerous sources of

public documents that provided information. These include newspaper

articles, prograiii proposals, minutes of organizational meetings, state-

ments of public officials, transcripts of legislative hearings, agency

rules and'regulations, and census data!

Social Variables

As stated earlier, the emphasis of this study was onkevaluating the

process of implementation within a saial,context. A number of macro-

variables were examined to determine their relationship to the early

intervention programs. Such niacrovariables :included the size and loca-

.tion, of the 4ommUnity, the incidence of poverty, the availability of

social services, the incidence of handicapping conditions in the general

4J
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population and in the schools; the organizational structures charged

with carrying out,the programs, and .community attitudes toward educa-

tion and toward the role of the family relative to child rearing in

the first years of life. These hiacrovariables were exam d in rela-

. tion tothe role of actors at various state and local 1 els, as follows:

1. public,administrators

a. elected: school superintendents.
county judges
county court members

b. non-elected: supervisory staff
program administrators at state and
,regional levels

2. program staff: site director/lead teacher
classroom teachers
home visitors-
other professionals and, paraprofessionals in
direct contact with children and/or families

3. families and children: program participants, past and present'
extendedfamtil members

Individuals were categorized according to these broad classes,.and

their behavior was analyzed reldtth to the programs observed in

naturally occurring situations, to assess levels of participation,

support of the program, attitudes toward the program, ideologies con-

cerning early childhoOd education', the role of the community vis a vis

families with young handicapped or at-risk children, etc. The inter-

action of participating families with the program and with Other social

institutions was assessed in ordr.to understand the w 'Pder social con-

text within which the families lived. Questions that guided observations

of social faCtors included:

1. What is the observed behavior of these actors relative,to the

implementation of early Intervention programs?

2. How dOes that behavior vary with social status (i.e.,elected

4 o.
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vs. nodfelected; professional vs. paraprofessional; service, provider

vs. service recipient)?

3. How congruent is observed public behavior with private behavior

revealed in focused interviews and informal settings?

" 4. What are the expectations for the program as expressed at each

actor level?

7 5. What are the Social factors that influence parents to utilize

the early imtervention programs?

Politicd4

This area drew on-the sdtial variables to focus on decision making

behavior at each of the actor levels. Perceived political constraints

and assets" were examined. Shifting political priorities at the state

and local levels were investigated for their'effedt onttle programs.

For example, a change of administration that occurred at the state

level in 1974 had a direct effect on the political support for pre-

school programs when the new state commissioner_of education ordered

Title I spending only for K-12 programs. Although the threat)to cut

off funds for preschool programs has yet to be carried out, the'Title I

program,observed has turned to the local school board for financial

support in anticipation of the.possible futui'we loss of state support.

Another political fact r related to social variables-is the

. acceptability of the prog m itself and its format. Beth early, inter-
,. 4

vention prograM;'selected for thii study are federally-subsidized with

increasing amounts of local financial support. There are'indications

in the two communities that.there.is some oppdsition to federal control

of early childhood programs, manifested by petitions being circulated

in local churches that object to a number of federal initiatives,

including'equal rights for women and homosexuals and Centralized contro3

so-

4 5
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Of preschool programs. Similarly, programs that place a. heavy emphasis

on the mother-child bond, and not just on classroom-based treatment', may

be More acceptable in rural areas that place a high value on the early

child-rearing functions of the family.

The availability of economic/material resources also was considered

for its effect on decision making behavior. One of the major sources of

. -

funding for both programf observed has been the Appalachian Regional

Commission. Title XX funds have been used to some extent, but have

treated many problems for the staff while reducing the number of Children

eligible. Other material'factors include'the strength of local tax

bases, the availability of .classroomspace,-and the use of supplementary

state and federal grants to expand the size and scope of the programs.

Finally, the transference ofpoliticalpower in the form of both

)knowledge and material assets. from public administrators to program

staff, and., in turn, to participating families was examined. for

example, if public administrators were aware of a social service pro-

gram far which pirticipating families were eligible, we asked what

efforts were made to provide that information to fdMiTies and to

'encourage their utilization by families, ,Guiding questions. addressed

relative to political variables included:'.

1. Under what circumstances do those who hold power or knowledge

pass them on to others?

2. ,How is political power distributed in rural communities and

how does this dIstri6mtion-affect the implementation process?

. 3. . What factors affect'detision making concerning support for

programs as'evidenced by participation in programs or financial support

for-pTrams?

0 0,
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4. What information is utilized in the decision making process

concerning program design, implementation, modification, and continua-

tion; and, what information is utilized.by parents concerning partici-

pation, level of input, contintion with or termination from the.

program, etc.?

Historical Variables '

.

This study of the process of implementation is grounded in a

historical, perspective of the two communities, the actors relevant to

the early intervention programs, and the programs themselves. Inves-

tigation of program history focused on legislative and regulatory

documents concerning the development of the programs, scientific

knowledge used in the rationalNand design of the programs, initial

prdposals to create the 'programs, and specific events influencing the

programs, such as changes in staff, construction of new facilities,

changes in funding patterns, and so on. `Community history examiRed

included social, political, and economic trends and,events in the

Highland Region. Availability of alternative resources for families,

the historical role of schools, welfare agenies, Civic organizations,

churches, governmental units, advocacy groups, and health care providers

were assessed.

The community histories were also placed in a broader regional

context of changes in the Southern Appalachian region. Social indica-

tors were reviewed to understand economic cycles, family demographic

changelpopulation shifts, etc. Changes in indicators were relat d to

historical events occurring within the coal mining industry, the

decline in farming, and the growth of light industry that is female '.

labor-intensive. Guiding questions addressed in this section included:

4 ,1
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1. How'do historical events and trends affect the implementation

,of early intervention programs?

2. What alternative support systems have families with handi-

capped or at-risk children utilized in the past? Given the recent

availability of formal programs, what factors have influenced families

to make use of thesvrograms?

' 3. What current` events or trends exist that are influencing the

present delivery of program services and can be expected to influence.

future service delivery (i.e., shifts in economic cycles, transition

from extractive to industrial economy, development of other early

childhood services)?
A

Programmatic Variables'

This area built on the above perspectives and focused on specific

program variables that influenced implementation. Of particular
I-

interest were the goals of the programs as expressed at each actor

level and the observed congruency between those various expressed goals
,

and he programs.as they exist. Program design was assessed over time.

-Differences between program design and operation and the social values

held by community members wee examined. Specific political and

. ,

economic constraints on the 'program were analyzed, and the future goals

of the program were reviewed.

Some of these factors haVe been alluded to in earlier sections.

it was the intent here to trace the specific program componenisftom

conception to the present in order to draw implications for future

directions. A review of.the objective& contained in the annual pyroject

proposals and progres& reports was used
4
tb establish-criteria for

, o

measuring the expressed purposes of the programs. Guiding questions

addressed here included:
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1. To what extent do existing program goals reflect the original

design and purposes stated at the.earlieSt stages of implementation?

2. What changes in program design, operation,.an4 goals have°

occurred since, the initial implementation? -Why have these changes
4

.

occurred?

3. What exfirWal factors have cadsed modification of the prograM

ovdr time?

A more detailed description of the methodology and data analysiS

4011-

techniques is presenteq in Chapter :IV.

)

Selecting the Field Sites

Th or was residing in Nashville, Tennessee at the time the

study was conducted. Due'to the author's previous experiences in

- :

administering rural early,intervention projects, field sites compatible

with his 'expertise and research ,interests were sought. During an eight- °

irth period, several compunities in the Southern Appalachian region /

wee\/isited to assess their applicability to the research projeft.

'Consideration was given to the size of the community', the presence:of

a federally-subsidized early intervention program that had been imple- ;

mented not less thah three dor more than six years ago, receptivity or .

program staff and community members to the pioposed research, and

-physica accessibility of the site.

The Southern Appalachian region was.selected for several reasons.

Firs y early intervention programs have been established in .the

regio g the past decade under the auspices of various federal

agen es. Sec* d, many of the initial projects have begun to develop

replication sites that attempt to carry prograMs into less populated,

less served areas. Third, the region has been well documented in other

Jo
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political, economic, social, and demographic research. Thus, there is

a readily available data tease from which validating comparisons-and

j.t1/contra may be drawn. Finally, the chwing nature of the popmlation,

is assumed to.be representative of other sparsely potted regions in
- -

which externau_sociatand economic pressures are creating internal

0 responses that maybe sensitive to policy making and progrdm development.
- %. 7%* 1 ,4 4 A

r
,.% yter visiting several early intervention programs and describingcQ. ..,..

.

the proposed research to potential inforMants, two sites were chosen

that would provide access and
,"
meet the general criteria outlined above.

,
...

.

0 One of the sites 'is an early4ntervention,prograwfor 3 through 5
,

-....,,

year olds in a community of'abt 3,000. people. The community serves

as a,:tounty seat for:"Hitkory CodntY"(pop. 15,000)1, The program is

funded through Title I and AK and is physically located in two

regional el ementary schools. Its population is'drAwn from the residentS

of Hickory County. The Program has-been in operation since the fall Of
. - C

,,4'-61g7A .and has served chil'dren identified as developmentally delayed by

Lr.s.

6 metiths
,r

or more ;.;

4qhe `'eco,nd pragrampthosen s a replication

interventton9prograt,kinitially funded upder the

site for an urban-based

Handicapped Children's
1%

a

Early,EducatiotilsSkance,4i':of 1968 The center-based pro

for 2 through 6 year lodOslocited in astate university in a
0 °I

' ' p

(V .._ '31it
reional,populatiov centemAng,has been open since January 1975.

-1/4

Funding has been pritharily VOW the ARC, with.
.
song state contributicns

a

from the Department of hetttal,Health. The sponsoring agency for the

9
program is now the "Highlarid Regional C.23munity Mental Health Center."

se

al

Note: 'Actual names,
4
of ample Snd places, will Aot,be used in this

reara-i-eport-ih order to protect the rights to privacy and confiden-

titty of the people involved. -

.
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Tr4jning Program principal, and the state director of replication for

the Parent Training Program. Topics covered, in the meeting included a

review of current early intervention activities in the Highland Region,

discussion of the relationships between existing programs, and a
0

general overview of the proposed research. The main 'result of the

meeting was that the researcher was given the names o 12 mor.6 people

to talk with in order to identify a specific topic and site. During
1,

,the-next few months, most of these people were interviewed. Although

the possibility of.using the Parent Training Program as a research site

was not discussed in the initial meeting, the cooperativeness of the

PTP staff, and the accessibility and nature of the program resulted in

choosing it as one..of two or three potential settings.

One of the contacts made during this time was with a regional child
.00

development specialist who was very helpful in making introductions and

providing background information. She became a key person in aiding the

entry process. In a conversation with a Title I administrator one day,

she learned of his interest in evaluating the early, intervention program

in his school district. She responded tothis interest by mentioning

the researcher and his desire to observe jiAt such a program" Shortly

k after, she telephoned tge researcher and advised him to contact the

,`'administrator. The subsequent contact led to a face -to -face meeting

whic0 resulted in a reciprocal agreement to allow access to the site in

exchange for an evaluation of the grogram by the researcher. A short

time later, the county school board voted to allow the research to take

pl ce. Although the administrator expressed the hope that the evalua-`

tion uld result in positive findings, there was no limitation imposed

on the researcher in terms of access to people, files, or events, and

.5i
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4

the project was conducted independent of any local control, but with.

the support Of-the staff, as indicated by the provision of temporary

officespace for the researcher. ;

4'Amsearch questions were narrowed down and the specific sites
. .

lo

selected,;infOrmal agreements were established with program administra-

tors.'-These agreements laid'out the ground rules for how the researcher

would participate and observe in community and center-based activities.

In addition, parents were informed of the researcher'5 purpose and

were given opportunities to interact informally with the researcherc
N(

,both during program hours and at the end of the program day.

To summarize, the purpose of the study was tb..,generate hypotheses

concerning th ecology of implementing early interve tion programs in
0

rural communities. Because hundreds of such programs av been

established with federal' support since the 1960s, it is necessary'to

understand the social and political context within which the programs
( A.

operate as a prerequisite to conducting traditional program evaluation.

To understand the qualitative variables-involved in implementation,

symbolic interactiotheory, the sociology of knbwledge, and theories

of formal organizations have been combined with the method of partici-

pant observation to.answer the guiding questions. Field sites were

selected in the Southern Appalachian region that contained federally-
.

supported programs for preschool children who were handicapped or

IlevelOpmentally delayed.

52



CHAPTER II

THE SOCIAL CONTEXT

.
The Highland Region is a way of life. There's an abundance

of natural resources in'addition to human resources. The unique .

combination of leisure, beauty, and cultural heritage combine here t
to form a lifestyle found nowhere else.

Thus, one basic goal of the Righland.Regional Planning Agency
(HRPA) is to retain this basic lifestyle and provide a rural
alternative to metropolitan living. This is based on the assump-
tion that equivalent economic opportunities and social services
can be provided with the benefit of a rural environment and the
rural lifestyle which is basic to our stable social system.

In order to accommodate this goal all strategies, policies,
and objectives, regardless of the planning under consideration,
are directed toward this concept.

It is- -the basic belief-of the HRPA that the plarnin rograms
need not be Complex and sophisticated. Although the High and
Region has multiple and diversified problems, they are not the
magnitude found in the heavily urbanized areas. This gives the
HRPA, located ina, rural area, the benefit of maintaining a
humanistic approach.

Highland Regional Planning Agency
FY 1978 Commugty Development Plan

These are proud words. The people .of the High1Ad Region are probd

people., Their identity is bound to their sense of separateness. They

are rural people who are quick to point out the advantages of their

lifestyle over that to be found in complex, heterogeneous urban centers.

Highlanders take comfort in the-stability and security of the unchanging

hills and valleys that they have known since birth. As one 50-year-old

native put it:

There's altiays something to brinfa body back here. I ju'4 can't
say what it is; maybe it's the hills and lakes-, maybe it's the
soil. Maybe it's because it's where we all come'from.

41
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A Physical Description of the Highland Region

, .

The Highland Regionspreads across am area of
.

5,000 square
0
miles.

44

nestled into the western 'foothills of 'the Southern Appalachian Mo'un-c,..
... -41,

tains. Almost 200,000 people live here, most in small towns of less

than 5,000 residentt. About 15,000 people live in Jaokson City, "the

hub of the Highlands." The population density is about 40 people per

.square mile, although some areas are mudhsparser and Winchester

Cdunty, located in the center of the region and bisected by an interr

stat4 highway, is twice as dense. Fifty-five thousand families live

in the region.

The topography brihe Highland Region consists of broad plains

stretching over high plateaus rimmedby rugged hills-which fall sharply
r

into narrow hollows. There are thousands of 'streams, creeks, and

rivers that cut through the hollows, but no natural lakes.. If, we were

torfly over the region and-look down on its forested hills.and open

fields, it might look like a wrinkled bedsheet, smooth'in places but

pushed up in jagged ridges in otherS! If we were to look at a cross-

section of the region from the side, it might appear to be a long,

sawtoothed sloping wedge, with the broad, Astern end merging with the

massive' Appalachians, and-the low, western end 'spilling into the open

farmlands that stretch flat and unbroken to the Mississippi'lliver.

The entire region is a place of,,natural beauty. The flatter areas

.

offer a calm,°rolling grace. The hilliparts are more outspoken,

demanding attention and taking ones breath upon emerging over the top

of an open ridge or plunging into.an isolated, richly vegetated hollow.

One locallwoman described the contrasting feelings evoked by this

rough beauty:
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I wouldn't let a child of mine ride over Laurai Mountain for no
-amount of money. Have you, ever been over there? It is beautiful.
Most beautiful place Ihave ever seen in my life, the Laural--
Wge. You're as high up as you,can)imagine, and you can look
straight off over it, and down in here's a big vaRey, It's a
pretty place and you can drive down it one side and et down'to
the bottom then drive back up the other side. But there's slides
and things and to meit's just dangerous.

The contrastt and ambivalence of the land is mirrored when one

looks at the structures- -the roads and farms and villages. Large wood

frame farm houses with room for both family and kin stand nobly amidst

one-story brick ranches and split levels with just enough room for two

adults'and a few children. Mobile homes are frequent along the main-

roads, but not so back in the hollows. The newer houses are clustered,

reaching like the fingers of'a glove into the fields, forcing farms to

ice their size or close out completely in the face of rising prices

for development land. The older houses, but not the newer ones, have

.. several ricks 'of wood or larpe piles,of coal lying outside to be used

for winter heating and cooking.

Factories range froom massive old wood frame textile mills to small,

metal warghouses that produce electropic'components- or tool parts.

Trucking firms line the interstate through Winchester County. Back in -

the hills, old community buildings or tobacco sheds are converted into

small shirt factories where twenty or thirty'women sew clothes for

Botany 500 or H.I.S.

Within the towns, the .degree of uniformity injayodt and appearance,

is striking. All county seats are organized around a central squire

with a four- or five-story brick (sometjmes,stone) and wood courthouse:

44P
Civil War cannons, wooden benches, and old men in overalls whittling

-cedar sticks into nothing'but piles of,shavings at their feet ring_the

courthouses. The square around the courthouse. generally contains retail '1=

4
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five-and-dime s e ,"hardware stores, small grocery, res, C`rd

shops, coffee shops, clothing stores (that often have second -hand

clothing for sale in addition to newer work .and dress clothes), a

movie theater (sometimes abandoned due to competition from newer

double-cinema franchises on the commercial strip outside of town), and

a few professional offices for the town's handful oelawyers and one or

two dentists.

The largest city in the region, located in its geographic center,,

is Jackson City. It houses many of the regional service centers,

including the Highland Regional Planning Agency (HRPA), the regional

welfare and public health offices, a state university, a cable tele--.

vision station, several large shopping centers, the only hospital in

the region with specialists available, a regional speech and hearing

clinic, and eno industry to support much of the region's workforce.

Jackson City is experiencing tremendous growth (population increased by

85% from 1960-1970 while.other towns have,been fairly stable in size.

The city is a hub geographically, economically, and politicalTy. The

HRPA board of directors is the only regionwide forum for county judges

and dozens of agency representatives in matters relating to the distri-

bution of federal and state economic development grants.

A Brief History of the Highland Region

Written accounts of the historyofthis region date its original

exploration and'settlement to the last half of the eighteenth 'century.

Daniel Boone was an early explorer, and Davy Crockett is believed,to

have trapped here around 1810-1820. The first settlers, many of whom

were RevOlutionary War soldiers with land grants; found virgin forests

of poplar, oak, cedar,, chestnut, cherry, walnut, and hickory. Logging

-operations were underway by the early nineteenth century.
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By 1860, the region was a prosperous farming and logging community.

Records from Hickory County indicate there were 1,087 slaves owned by

248 farmers and loggers just before the Civil War. The War divided the

loyalties of the region's residents. Most fought for the South, but

many sided withthe North. This division was intensified after; the War

when the Ku Klux Min thrived on opposition to Union sympathizers and

meddling carpetbaggers. in 1869, martial law was declared in the north-

ern part of the regiOn to resist KKK terrorism, but the order was

- ineffective. Today, the region's black population is less than two

percent ofthe total..
'4

The first half of the twentieth century saw significant popdlation

and economic growth in the region, caused primarily by the coal boom.

Althou 'lost of the coal operations occurred in the easternIthef of the

region, related service needs boosted the overall ecor*my. The coal

industry peaked in the 1930s and 1940s,'then began to decline rapidly

through the 1950s. The same woman who described Laural Mountain above

has lived in the area since birth. Her father and grandfather both

.worked in deep shaft mines during the '40s and '50s, and she Aescribed

that pevjod as a time of much greater social and economic activity than

is the case today. "Why, there was even a,movie theater in Laural

Springs back then.- Can you believe that? There's nothing over there now."

,L SinCe the coal mines have shut down and logging has decreased in

size and abor-intensity; many adults-have been unable to find replace-

ment jobs close to hothe., Shirt factories-and furniture milts provide

some employment for women end men respectively, but usually at minimum

wage unlessone drives 30 or more miles to Jackson City.. One adult in

twelve still raises beef, cattle, grows tobacco or corn, logs the woods,

or digs for coal. Male unemployment is higherthan fepale unemployment.,

4
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the reverse of the national picture. The average weekly wage in 1974

wit $100-140, and.over one-fourth of all the Highland families had

incomes' below the U.S. poverty level.

Since 1970, a turnabout of.a 15 year recession has been evident.

In-mightion now exceeds out7migration for the first time in almost

30 years. New light industry, some of it from European firms, has

located in 'the region, attracted by relatively l'nTVA power rates and

cheap-union labor: More professionals are coming into the areafr

part of the increasing preference of many educated middle-class

`families to live in non-metropolitan areas. Inflation is cuttin into

all private and public budgets and unemployment remains high (o ficial

rate of 5 to 6% during 1978), but. continued growth in tax base offsets

the need to curtail municipal services significantly.

A more detailed demographic picture of the three counties included

in this study may be found in the appendix.
.

Political Structures

There are tWO county-level political structures that have direct

influence'olier educational programs. These are, inorder of proximity

and impact, the school board and the county court. Both of'these are

elected bodies Riade up of men who are native residents of the counties

and who-in the p st have

t

represented the prosperous agrarian classes.
Nkr

,
More recently, r tail merchants and professionals (lawyers and teachers)

have been elected to these two bodies although they constitute a minority

of the membership. Although there are no formal requirements for the

offices of county judge and school superintendent, these two figures

usually Bold considerable power by virtue of their expert knowledge of.

-lawsand educational practice respectively. David tooff (1971} describes

the central role of these two figures:

5d
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The elected county judge, who is the county's chief
administrative officer, and the . . . county school superin-
tenent are the two most powerful people in the county. They
govern much of its affairs through leadership roles in politics,
.through control of public moneys, and, frequently and classicly,
through job patronage. Much local talk centers on these people.. .

(pp. 154-155)

Partially because the memb s ofthe county court and school board

hold significant commercial or agricultural assets, their voting

records are fiscally conservative, assuring little need for increased

tax rates. (The largest source of tax revenue is the local property

4
County Courts

The county court consists of 15 members electa for four year

terms. Althoughthe elections usually occur on a'staggered basis so that

only a portion of the court is up for election every other year, during

1978 all county courts were ordered by a new state law to reduce their

size from 20to 15 members and reapportion accordingly. This meant that

the entire court membership, including the county judge, had to stand

'for re-election. Although-the elections did not significantly change the

complexion of the courts, the reduced size and reapportionment does mean ,

that con'stituencieshav@,4hifted and there is a general feeling of a new

era\ii the history of the courts themselves. ,

Much Of the county courts' business focuses on. fiscal concerns.

Setting the_tax rates occupies most:of the agenda during the .sumMer

months.. Any county expenditure other than school-related expenditures

-must be approved by the court. Other court business includeS the appoint-

ment of county officers such as notaries public, deputy sheriffs, the-road

agent, and t4 assessors; review and approval of the county school budget;

debate °allowing new indust;ial growth in the county; issuance of bonds

for tapital ipprovement projects; discussion of road conditions; etc.

The courts met once a month for sessions that last.trop one to four hours:
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The county judge is not.a member of the court per se, but is elected
. )

by the'couri members a the beginning of.each year as their chairman-C`-1

Public attendance at court meetings varies with the issues to be

discussed. Meetings at which tax rates are set have the highest attend-

ance. In Hickoryqoprity, several court meetings were observed. Attend-

ance ranged from 30 to.80 people, with all but a handful'of these being

men. Audience members are not supposed to participate in any of the.

business before the court, but this rule is only loosely enforced.. Mbst

* of the'audience has some-direct tie to the court or to the business at

hand.

The voting bbehavidr of the court members is marked by public unanim-

ity except when major fiscal decisions are made. Much of the give and

take of the political process occurs in formal committee meetings between

court sessions (e.g., standing committees might-include an education com-

mittee to work with the schobrboard tin developing a yearly budget, an.

agricultural extension committee, or a highway committee) or through

informal contacts in which'special finest groups are heard or logrolling

arrangements may be.set.

questions of fiscal matters are not acted upon quickly by the county

- courts. Setting the tax rates may be debated over.two or three meetings.

This slow pace may frustrate those affected by the pending decisip, and

may be perceived as causing greater problems. In one county where a new

high school was proposed, prolonged debate was blamed for a $2 million

cost increase Over the original estimate: Both a'school board member

and the school superintendent, on separate occasions, drew a-directcon-

nection between the delay and the increased'cost.

The central political figure in the county. -is the county judge.

He holds more power than any other individual by virtue of his elected



offiip and his role as chairman of the county court. Frequently, the

judges are physicians or lawyers who hold technical knowledge not

common to the community. Occasionally, a non-professional person may

be elected, as was the case in Hickory County where an auto-parts

dealer, became judge in 1978. The judges often control the hiring pro-

cess to fill a variety of civil service positions within the county

government. This power'may be used to hire relatives of the judge or

relatives of his supporters. A regional public healtioQdministrator4

referred to this in relation to staffing his program at the county level:

Frankly, the biggest headache we have with the county judges is in
the hiring area. They want to hire people-that they know, their
friends or their own family. We have a hard time dealing'with them
on that, even more than if we want to transfer somebody out of
their county.

Judges frequently fulfill aeir roles through personal attention to

. A constituent's needs.. At a regional meeting of professlonAls ton-

cerned with children, one county j:537was observed desCribing a three-

year old mentally retarded child wht was not receiving services. He

spoke for five minutes on the stresses the family was facing, their .

inability to find appropriate services,"the "just pitiful" child who

needed help,. etc. He pleaded with the group to help him find resources

for the child and family, saying, "I don't know what to do. It seems

like'we've tried everything. I'd be grateful-, for any help you people.

can give me on this." At a later meeting of the same group, a different

judge described his personal interest in the needs of children and

families:

Nobody goes hungry in "Pike County" and noichild goes without
clothes if I know about it. I guess we provide for lust about
every need there is in my county. It takes a lot of money to do
this but as long as I'm judge, that's the way its going to be.

61
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To give the reader a toncrete sense of the functions and activi-

ties of the county court, an extensive protocol from the Prld notes

it included below describing a Hickory County Court meeting at which

the school budget was debated and the tax rate set.

This AS: the first meeting of the county court that was
elected in August. There are 7 out of 15 new members an the
county court and a new.countyjudge, Billy Higgilk.

The mee ting took place at the old "Claver" Academy. 'We

arrived at7:00; there were _still 15-25 men standing in front
of the building talking quietly in small groups and an addi-
tional 10 or so.men standing in the entranceway and just inside
the school Wilding. The county court room is upstairs in an
old audio- visual room; it is air. conditioned but the.air con-
ditioner is not very efficient.

At lkoUt 7:10 the remainder of the crowd that was wilting
outside filed into the room. A majority of the county court
members were among that group; some county court members were
already sitting in the room but most filed in at the last minute
and'sat down together. As.several of them walked down the center
aisle I heard one of the audience members call out to one of the
court members; "Have you'got everything.all sett" and the court
member said, "Oh yeah, everything's taken care of."

9

The first item of business, after 13411y Higgins struck his
gavel three times, was, the reading of the minutes of-the previous
meeting. ,These was an immediate motion to not read those minutes.
The motion passed unanimously.

The next item of business was to elect a chairman of the
county court for the period of one year. -Higgins said Wisdis
part of the new law passed by the state legislature concerning
the reorganization of the county courts. He said that one name
had'been placed in nomination, that of Billy Higgins. He asked°
if there were any further nominations to be-placed before the
court. There were none. There was a motion to close the nomina-

- tions and accept the list as it now stood. Motion was passed.
Then there was a motion.to elect Higgins chairman. It passed
unanimously.

.Higgins then assumed his official role as chairman of the
county court and delivered a five minute summary of how he would
like the.county court run during the coming year, saying, "As,-

,chairman, I would like to welcome you to serving on the county
court of Hickory 'County. If yOu ever _want to be recognized, you
will raise your hand; you will not be-recognized unless you raise
your hand. We do not expect anybody in the audience to talk. -

The audience has one purpose in being Nilo, and that's to hear
the members of the county court._ Ifany member of the audience.

. Mas'anything to say, they Should first contact their county court

1 r.
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member and have them bring the issue up before the county
court. This county courtMll'be operat&I in an orderly manner
as long as'I'm chairman. That's the way it will be."

He then announced that he wished to appoint a parlimentarian
for the county court. He nominated a county court member who'is
al§o the-principal/teacher at a small elementary school in the
county:. There-were no other nominations. The vote was unanimous,
although it was much more weakly voiced than the previous two
votes. Only 5-6 voices were actually heard.

[Observer 's'comment:' The only familiar face that I
recognized when I came in was that of James Qualls (school super-
intendent) sitting in the.front row -to the faright of the roomy
Then as I looked around the room I no,ticed two teachers who were
at the school board meeting last week, tilting in the front row

-at the extreme left. There were 3 uniformed police officers in
the 'room during the meeting.- None of the county court members or,
the county court judge had on ties. Many of them had on work
clothes, jeans,'work bocits; almost'all of the men had Crew cuts;
there were 3-4 men all of whom were under 40 who did not have
crew cuts, but all of those who were over 40; which is the vast
majority of the county-court, did]

The next item on the agenda was a report on the status of a
lawsuit the county is now facing.1 Higgins reported on the
ruling of the circuit judge las't week Who found that the county
was at fault and thatthe defendants were in the rig4t in,seeking
the cost-of-living liaises. 'Higgins said'that the county's attorney
has recommended the county go ahead and. set the tpc rate based on
the amount required should the lawsuit eventually be lost on
appeal, and to place thiS amount in escrow pending a final outcome
of the case. Higgins ended this point by sayinlg, "We need to
decide tonight whether or not to take this cases all the way to the
supreme court. As soon as he finished his report with that state-
ment, Doc Williams (previous county judge) raise" hand, stood
up and said, "I move to appeal the judge's decisicTe He sat back
down. &ere was immediately a secdnd. Higgins Wen said,
"Dr. WiTliams, do you have any explanation of that?" Cecil Williams
got back up again, holding several paper, and a volume of the state
code in his hand. He went around from wi-lere he was sitting to
the front of the room to a podium..with a mike on it (the mike
wasn't hooked ug),pened-up his code book and said, "The reason I
think it's important to appeal this decision tsbecause the-cost-of
living in 1975 was 11%, but according to the'.State Code Annotated
Regulation, 517, Section 2, 'The annuarcost-of-living raise shall

1Hickory County has beensued by several Past county off+clals for.
back pay. The county has. not implenented state-mandated cost-of-living' 1..

'raises that were to begin in 1975. One court member said, "This law-
suit is'really slapp4ng the taxpayers in the face. [The plaintiffs] knew

. what the salaries were when they ran for office. It is unconstitutional
for', the state legislature to pass laws which tell elected representatives
how to vote." The amount in qve1tion is about $50,000 in back pay and
$32,000,in damages.

jOr
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, .

'not exceed 102-11% of-the salary of the prev'Aos fiscil year.'"
He went into a lengthy citation of the State Code and compared
the ceiljngs on the salary raises allowed by the State Code with
the actual cost-of-living index for.each yearl, saying that he

/thought the law was contradictory and that they could.prove in ..

court that there was nothing in the law that actually stated that-
/ they had to raise theecounty official's salary by a certain amount

each year. (During his arguments he did refer to 1 or'2 of the
county court members as "Squire," which is an older.termvused,to
refer to justices of the peace.) He then went an to argue that it
would not be that expensive to take the casd to the supreme court.
Helsaid there were rumors around that it would', cost "a quarter of

-million dollars" to appeal it. 'But he'Said that he has talked
with their attorney and asked him if.he would take the_case for
.$10,000 if he lost or $15,000 if he, won.' The attorney was willing
to take it.ontthat basis.

52

Doc Williams pointed out that the law,as it is now written is
"not for equality, you can't discriminate against county officials
like this. One year the teachers got.$150 raise and we didn't get
any and the other county officials didn't get any .raise.". He said
that rather than being concerned about spending a Tot of money now,
that theacounty court should hink about how much it is going to
cost if they do have to conti ue to give annualcost-of-living
raises,. He said, "It would b $501000 from now to eternity if we
lost this case. What's that compafed'to even half a million
dollars?" .

.......
..,,

There were no questions or comments'after he'finished his
presentation and sat'back down. There was th§n a vote on the
motion to appeal, the case: The vote in favor unanimous.

. ,.

After the voice vote was taken, Doc Williams said, "I think
this issue is so important even though there is a unanimous vote,
we should have a roll call." So the roll wts then called and
everybody again voted "aye." There was a question.about how much
the tax rate would go up if they were to create an account now and
begin to pay on the possible damages., The county auditor has

al
figuged that the ,tax rate will go up 43t if they do set aside
enough money to cover the costs 0 back pay plus damages. They
have agreed at this point qnTy to pay-the $5,000 charged to them
by a private investigator hired to look into the charges and that
amount has already been paid by the city of Clayer.

ffs, For_the next item of business, Higgins submitted four names '
to have the authority to purchase surplus property in Nashville;

49, this inclpded himself, the county sheriff and two other people.

boc Williams then malle a motion to replace one of thy, names
Higgins had'submitted. The current civil defense commissioner was
'replaced by Dr. White with another.individual. Ther.was Consider-
able laughter by 4 or 5 of the jastices of the peace while, tie was N

making thii presentation. I did not catch what the source of that
was or whether or not that was related-to the motion. A'in, the
motion was unanimous, and the ayes were-voiced very strongly.
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-Epserver's comment: It appears at this point, about
20-25 minutes into the meeting, that Williams is still very much
in control of the county court, and he is able to manipulate
Higgins without to much trouble at all]

Higgins then brought up the next item of business, saying
the person wh'o had been electdd constableNin the first district
of the county couldn't be sworn-in because the state had refused
to bond -the individual. It is the authority, of the county court -

to'replace a constable whenever there is a vacancy in that
elected posiOon. The county court does have the authority, to
appoint anew person for a 2 year period.

There was then a question from a justice of the peace. "What
would happen if we don't do anything?" Higgins replied, "Well,
'the position.would simply'die; it just would not be there anymore."
Thd-justice of the peace who asked the question, Bobby Dan
Wilder, then said, "I move we don't do anything.", Then there war
a question from Higgins tothe newly elected sheriff,..who said,
"I don't know what the duties of the constable are; I really don't
know anything about it yet."

Observer's =went: The person who made the motion not to
do anything, Wilder, is one of the younger county court members.
He was on the county court in the previous session. I remember
him'as being very out-spdken'and somewhat hostile from a previous
meeting I attended)

WiTder was arguing fOrcefully, 'We don't need anybody to take
the dead rabbitS off the road; wejust.paid a big contract to have
that done." ,

There was then a vote on the motion. Again it was unanimous,
although this time it was quite'weakly voiced.

('-

At this point, Higgins motioned to somebody in the audience
to'come up for consultation." Agentleman arose from the audience
and approached the bench where Higgins was sitting. They spoke
quietly for a minute. Higgins had a piece of paper in his hand ,

and was asking some questions concerning the information on the
paper. The gentleman then sat back down. Higgins said the next
item of business was an &ler by the previous sheriff to sell an
air conditioner which -/Is no installed in the, jail. The sheriff
paid for it out of his own pocket. He said he would take $400 for
the air conditioner. The new sheriff told Higgins that the jail
definitely needs onp: Higgins also said there is a fence for sale
which initially cost $9,0. The ex-sheriff would .take' $600. There
was a motion by Mr. Post bn to pay for the air conditioner, but he
didn't know about the fende. ,He asked, "Where's the money going
to come from ?" When HiggiA was unable-to answer, the county clerk
replied, "From the jail maintenance account."

There was ;,a roll call on the vdte\o purchase the air condi-
,

tioner-p13 yes, 2 no.
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There was a question to the new sheriff: "Is the fence
useful?" His reply was, "If you moved it around back, it would
be useful." Wilder said, "I want to make sure that all the new
county.court members know that we talked about this fence all
year last year and we refused tii*buy it, Thaffencewas put up
without -the court's approval. The old court refused to'pay for
-that fence ey,tr,since it was put up." There was then a motion
to get a cost-estimate to see what a new fence would cost before
purchasing the existing fence. Then there was a question

_directed at. the riew'sheriff about the purpose of the fence; if
it would be used for prisoners to have some recreation sp3ce in
the back. He replied, "Yes.",

There was unanimous consent to get a cost-estimate for a new,
fence rather than purchasing the existing fence.

Wilder then raised his hand and said, "I want to make a*
motion that, starting tonight, an agenda be made up for every
.meeting on the items-we're going to talk about at that meeting;
and, at the end of each, meeting, when we have items that we're
going to need to talk about at the next meeting, that a list be
made'141) and be publicized before the next meeting. All those
items wIll.be dealt with the first thing on the agenda each
evening. It seems like we're always leaving things to be decided
next week and then we always forget to act upon them so_I think

.

something needs to be done about that."-

There was a, unanimous vot.in support of the motion.

The,next item was to approve the bonding of the sheriff's
deputies. The new sheriff had previously submitted a list of .

about 15 rives to Higgins to be deputized and to be read by
Higgins. LI counted a total of 4 names on the list identical to
that of the new sheriff] There was a unanimous-yote to approve
that list.as presented.

f

Theneat item of business cpncerned renovatiOns, at the jail.t
Last week, 10 of the county court members, Higgins and the sheriff,
visited the jail to see what kind of conditionit was in. It was
determined that a new stove and freezer, would need to be purchased,
in addition to 5 beds and a dishwasher. They secured bids and
purchased the stove and freezer and were.aking tonight for the.
approval of that purchase and approval of the purchase of the
dishwasher.N

A'question was asked what the low bids were and where they
were from. Higgins was unable to answer those questions and had
to turn to the county court clerk for help. There was some con-
fusion on what the county court was voting on at this point,
whether, they were voting to buy the stove and freezer and dish-
washer; or whether they were-voting to approve the purchase of the
stove and freezer which had already taken place and then go ahead

_and bOy thedishwasher. Bobby Dan Wilder raised his hand and ex-
plained the motion that he had submitted. His tone of voice seemed
quite strident] A vote was taken to approve the purchase of the.
stove and freezer. It-passed unanimously,
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[It was not cleas,to me (and perhaps others) what'the status
of the purchase ofthe dishwasher was as a result of the vote]

. The next item of business on the agenda wp-the school budget.
The superintendent, James Qualls, got up and went to tile front of
the room, facing. the audience from the same podium S,Att Doc
Williams had used. Qualls said that he had talked-with many of
the members of the county court over the past couple of months in
small groups and he had tried to speak individually with as many
county court members as he could. He said he-had met with the
budget committee and Judge Higgins several times in the past month.
He said the fact that the tax rate had not been set by this point
was hurting the school and the children very much. "I'll just
leave it to you people to decide what you want to do. We have to
set the talc rate now or else we're going to start running,in the
red. Do you have any questions?"

The first question was what was the recommendation of the
court's budget coMmittee. Higgins said, "Well, the budget com-
mittee was myself and Mr. Wilder and Odell Gore. The proposed .
increase in the school budget would mean a $1.19 increase over
the present $3 tax. In dollar terms, that means a $303,000
increase over their present budget."

-Qualls gave e ch member an itemized list of the new expendi-
tures and said tha just to pay for those things that have been.
mandated by the legislature and to give the teachers a slight
cost-of-living raise are all that is included under new expendi-
tures. "It's just that it's caught up with us after alT this
time; it's because we haven't raised the tax level for a long time
and haven't raised the budget for a very long. time. We have two

'choices: either cut back on.seryices.or try to-nieet-Ae educa-,
tional needs of the children in this county. 'We really don't have
a lot of choice if you come down 10 it, Of course, it's entirely
up to yod. I can't tell you.fellows which way to 'vote on this.'
We've been fortunate in the past 4 years and I'm so proud of'that."

Higgins and Qualls then conferred quietly together.

Another question from a county court member: "What's the
recommendation,of the budget committee?" ---A

Higgins' response: "I don't think we came up with any
conclusion."

-Qualls then talked about how the beer and property tax are
now supporting the schools. It's getting hard on people to keep
on raising the taxeas, and he knows that. He said, "I'll be More
than glad at any time to sit down with any one of you' fellows and
go over each expenditure line by line. I fast want to emphasize
Again, it's not just me asking for the money. It's not'just
James Qualls up here asking you for the money. This school system

67

belongs to the whole county. I'm sure not going to ask for any-
thing that we don't need or we don't want. I hope we can start on

41.
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this process early next year, in the spring, so that when fall
Comes along, we'll be able to have a good budget that everybody
can agree on."

Again a question, from a court member: "Doesn't the budget
committee have any recommendation on this?"

At this point, Otis Poston stood up to speak in opposition
to the proposed budget. He said, "I have studied this budget line
by line and I know the children in this county need some education
there's no-doubt,about that. Buton the other hand, somebody in
this country is'going to have to use some blamed horse sense and
stop spending so much money. Now what are these items called
-'other' anyway? III asked Mr. Qualls what *1l those meant:and he
told me what each one was, but we've got $70-80,000 list under
'other' here. We can't vote for that. Right ndw there's $1160 of
the total tax bill that goes towards the schools plus there's an
additional 75t on our debt service that's actually going back to
the schools."

(Observer's comment: During this4time,_James Qualls was
_ looking. quite bored and tired; hiS,eyes,were half clostd; his arms
were folded across his chest and he would frequently look up at
the ceiling while Mr .Poston was speaking] .

Mr. Poston: "The tax rate would go from--" He did not
finish the sentence.' "I just can't vote for that suit; there's

N...- a Koblemhere. We still don't know how much the/tOurt suit's
oing to 'cost us. If we have to raise the tax rate by Oct plus
hat the schoOl board is Asking', we won't be able to afford it.
I want to wait and see whaf'the court decides and see tow much
that's going to cost\ms. We're already talking about over a $4
tax rate if we stay withAr. Qualls' budget." Mr. Poston then
referred to a school board member, saying, "Now Mr. Stone, he's
a member of the.school board and he put an ad in the paper awhile
back that said we have one teacher who's useless and we've got
some others that don't do no godd. -We've got a lady that don't.

-do a thing but write menus. The lowest teacher in thisLqunty
gets around $9,900 and I know of.another,teacher rho gets-116,000.
The superintendent now, he.'s a.good man,.M.? Qualls' a nice fellow
I like him and he's doing a good j6b, but he's getting $22,000."

. .

James Qualls continued to look,at the ceiling with his arms
crossed.-

' Higgins AOW asked a clarifying question of Mr, Poston, "Are
you not Wiommending the $1.19? If youidn't recommend the $1.19,
do you want tb hold it at nothing?"

POston'sreply: "I don't know how many enemies I got in this
court. I probably got a lot more since I came on here, but I just
can't go with this $1.19."

r
. ifs

Qualls now interrupted: "I'd like a minute or two of the
people's time here- Yes, that's exactly right. There are a lot('
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of things that can be cut, but people, somebody's going to suffer.
tWe could cut transportation. We could cut athletics, there's no
doubt about that. I've tried to propose a near adequate school
system for our boys and girls. This is as much as I could cut it,
I' think.' Those items on the budget, sheet are primarily from laws,
passed down to us by.the state.and federal government and we've
got to live with those things. The only variance that We're
allowed is what comes from you people, the taxpayers of Hickory
County. .If we continue to operate on the same budget, somebody is
going to be here asking for More money each-year; we have to pay ,

more each year to the state and-federal government and this is no
different; that we should have to *pay a little more each year in
our bwn county taxes. If I tell you anything that's not right,

7-it's because I don't know any better. I just want to be honest
with all of you. the starting salary we have in this county now
is around $9,800-9;900 and We're still one of the lowest paying
in this area. We'Ve got one.of the smallest office staffs in the
state. 4orhecked about 6 counties our dwn size.And I know we've
got one .0 the smallest staffs. You fellows can come down there
any day you want to and take a look at that. The only reason I'm
standing here.tonight is that I care about the children bf Hickory
County. I've got two of my own and I'm mighty proud of that and
cthose children deserve at least a minimal education program. I

know I'm downing James Qualls by'saying this but that's all we've
had for the last 4 yeart, just a minimal program. I'm just trying
to improve the educational system in this county.

"I've probabf; got one of the largest families in the county.
We pay more taxes than anybody else as a group. At Christmas
time; when we all get together, I've got to be there with my °

brothers and sisters and they say it's because of you we've got
to pay so many taxes each 'year. I've got telook those people in
the eye, and I've got to look my children in the eye, and tell
them why we don't have AS good a school system as I'd like te-have.-
Now, Mr. Poston here, he mentioned,Mr. Stone. He's a good board
member, heis a real good board member. He's not married; he
doesn't have But he said at the last school board.
meeting that he'd vote to raise his own taxes because he thinks
the schools are.that important in this county."

Mr. Poston stood up: "People, I'm not agin education. But.
look at all these expenditures we've got now. We can't keep up
with everything. Look at that courthouse down there; that court-
house is a lawyer's paradise. A few years ago we passed a bond
here to build a $3 million school and it cost $6 million. ,Now
we need a new jail. Look at what's happened there at Center
Springs schodl. They're taking a ride. The school board intended
to let that one go. I know they're not telling anybody but I bet
they do close that one down. There's not a huMan being here,that
can tell us what this county's worth; we really'qlonAtkriow what
it's worth so how can we set the fax rate anyway? But we do know
that we've got a $3 tax rate right now and by nextyear it'll be
$5 or $51/2 if we don't put a stop to this sometime. I was.eected
-by the people. If they come to me, I'll vote for it, even though:
I'm-agin it. If people tell me'uthat's what they want then I'll
vote for it,," 4 4

a
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Again, a question from a court member: "Well, what do
you recommend?" This was addressed to Higgins.

Higgins'.reply: "I can't hardly recommend a $1.19 but I also
can't hardly recommend not increasing it at all. I know the bus
drivers in the county here are gettil $402'per month and that's
really not very much money. I 'don't know very many people around
that'd work for that kind of'thoney. Mr. Qualls told me that if we
cut the budget that he'd go back and work out with the school
board where they're going to cut, but he might have to come back
next spring and ask,for more if they run out of money. by then."2

Higgins then directed a question to a member of the audience
about the total. worth of the county. This fellow was at the
previous county court meeting and I assume he is the county audi-
tor. He laid that the county's worth is about $28 million, but °
he did not.know exactly. :The legislature recently cut the taxes
on utilities in half.in the county which meant a loss of revenue
to the county.

Wilder then interjected, "Well, I don't think we should pay
the court fine unless we have to. There's no-reason to pay for
something until we're sure we're going to have to."

A member of the audience stood up and said, "I think I need
to point out a.few things and make a few clarifications here."
He had a number of papers and books under his arm, was smoking a
large cigar, had a white shirt on with a tie. His shirt Was open ,

at the collar. He had on tinted lenses and was dresseormore
modishly and urbanely than any other person in theaudience and.,
the county court. He is the circuit court judge for Hickory
County.

of
explained the nature of the state law requiring the

payment of the cost-of-living raises. De is one of the plain-
, tiffs.in the suit3 He mentioned in passing that right now the

county only has one 'set of the State Codes Annotated and that
they'd have to buy 4 additional sets in order to have them
available to the judge and the county court.

Wilder then maie-a motion to move the books from their
present location to a new location at the renovated courthoUse.

Nobody seconded the motion,(so he continued to speak. "I
have a point of order. I thought that we voted on the suit an
hour ago. Inoell the years I've been in the ourt, we've always
run in the black. I don't think we shquld be s ending row on
things that we haven't even been billed fore yet.

Higgins: "Now getting back to James Qualls' school budget.
That'sLthe only one we haven't set yet. I think we need to set
that."

2By March of the following year., the school board had to
stop providing transportation services due to a severe money
Shortage.

I
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By this time, the judge had sat down. He had been before
the court for 5-6 minutes.

Bobby Dan Wilder stated, "I cannot iii good conscience vote
for this tax raise."

Higgins: "Well, then how much would you vote for?"

Wilder: "I won't make a recommendation.' I don't want the
rest of the court to blindly follow some recommendation that the
budget committee makes. I'll be frank with you., I don't know'
what to do. But I don't think I should just make a recommenda-
tion because these fellows need to decide for themselves what
to do."

AP

After this Wilder turned around and conferred privately with
3-4 other county court membeis all sitting very close, to him.

Doc Williams: "We've already set $1.20 on the tax rate.
We've got 20t set aside for the county,and a dollar for the debt
service. Last year the school tax was $1.80."

Qualls had gone to take an empty seat with.the county court
members while the circuit judge was speaking. After Doc Williams'
comment, he got up and went back to the podium and said, "I have
one question now. There are 2 items that are putting us in a bind-
here. We had a lack of tax revenue last year that we had antici-
pated coming in, so we weren't quite able to make some of the
payments that we had thought. The cost -of- living increase alone
is about $107,000. We need to raise the taxeas by 50t to make
that $107,000; that is to just Veep'even With where we were last
year. We might get by on that. but it night jus'9s well take more
next year to get by."

There was then a motion to set the tax rate at $2.10, which
is_a-300.-i-ncrease, Th4s-fs-based-on-an-ant' ipa ed increase of
total wealth of the county of $2 million. Each $2,400 of county
assets will generate It in property tax revenues. A 30t increase
would hold the county budget at exactly the same place as last year.

Qualls' response: "Whatever you do, I'll -Toni se we'll
operate as carefully as possible. We'll just try to get by-with
whatever you fellows decide. It's going to be hard but we'll just
do the best we can."

At this point someone introduced a motion tb pass a resolution
by the county court forbidding smoking ire the room. The gentleman
complained,he'd been sitting there for a couple of hours and his
eyes werephurting and he.couldn-'t breathe.

c-- Higgins' reply: "Can't we wait and vote on that later? We've
already got a couple of motions on the floor." The consensus from
the county court was no, that they wanted to go ahead and vote on
the smoking resolution. There was a voice vote taken and I heard

2-3 nays expressed.' The motion to give the school board a 30t tax

7 i
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increase was repeated. There has a call for a roll call vote.
There were 10 no's and 5 yes's.

There was a motion to increase the tax rate by 25t. On

'this there were 11 yes's and 4 no's.

James Qualls' closing comments: "I'll just promise, to do
my best; that's all I can do. I may have to come back here later
on if we run out of money."

One of the members then said: "Well, in'the future it would
be helpful if ydu would itemize all those 'other' categoriet on

',the budgdt. We just don't know what those are."

Qualls' reply: "I'd be proud to."

Then there was a question from Higgins to Odell Gore: "You
were the chairman of the budget committee weren't you?"

Gore's reply: "No, that was Mr. Wilder."

Wilder looked up surprised: "Don't use.my name in that.
I wasn't the chairman. That was Odell."

At this.point, the tax rate for the schools hadsbeen set and
there was a lot of discussion by the audience and court members
among themselves. There was a motion to.take a 10 minute recess.,
We went out into the hall and spoke briefly with Superintendent
Qualls, who said he was not surprised at the quarter increase.
He expetted beforehand that would be the amount the court would
accept.

we were exhausted from:the two hours of observation and
decided to leave. lie later learned that only 15 minutes of
routine business wa conducted after the recess. k

School Boards

Like the county courts, school boards are elected bodies made up

of men who represent specific communities.' The.at county superintendent's

position parallels that of the county judge- -the superintendent is

elected and oversees but is not an official member orthe school board.

And, there are no particular requirements to hold the office, although

the superintendent is often an expert in edticational matters. The lay

board defers frequently to the superintendent's recommendations. Also

like the courts, board membershare elected on a staggered basis so there

is ,some continuity- of membership. after each election.

- .72
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Most boards contdin'five to eight members. The Hickory County

board,coWsisted of a building contractor, a dairy farmer, a self-

taught tax consultant, the manager of the county farmer's co-op, and

(

a clerk in the village department store. There are no prescribed

qualifications for board members, other than that they live in the dis-

trict they represent. Educational backgrbund may range from completion- .

of eighth grade to a bachelor's degree.

The school board-meets on a designated evening once a month.

The meetings last from one to four hours, but the oard members will

frequently stay on after adjournment for informal talks about local

politics, crops, town gossip, joke-telling, etc. Such talk may last

until midnight or one o'clock in the morning. During the meetings,

business is conducted through informal discussion under the direCtion of

the chairman. Although there is a chairman elected by the .board members

annually, most of the factual information is provided by tte superinten-
a

dent, who sits next to the chairman and who sets the evening's agenda

with the chairman prior to the°meeting. Alsopresent at board meetings

are local newspaper rephters, school staff with an interest in some

specific agenda item, interested citizens concerned about a specific

issue, and other staff who. come out pf curiosity or habit but who have

Ob direct interest at stake.

Business items focus on purchase of coal contracts for heating

buildings; negotiation of prfvate bus contracts for districts that do

not own their own busses; hiring, promotion, transfer, and termination

of personnel; purchase of insurance policies;.funding, of athletic pro-
,

grams; disciplining- students who may have committed a serious rule

infraction such as drinking beer or smoking marijuana on school grounds;

4
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and reapportioningreapportioning teachers as enrollment changes across various

schools. Again-like the county courts, many of the public decisions

are made through.unanimous,consent. Voice votes are taken on most

issues, with no call for the "nays" if unanimity is apparent. Roll

c41 votes are requested on some issues that may be seen as contro-

versial so that the newspaper will publish the names of who voted for

and against such items. Board business is generally not concerned

with specific matters of curriculum content, teaching methodology,
o

staff scheduling, Air contact with parents. These matters are all in

the hands of building principals who may also hold part-time teaching

duties in the smaller elementary schools.

Hiring and transferring staff generates the most controversy in
N

board politics. Board members receive considerable pressure in the

forM4i6hone calls, petitions, and personal visits from citizens

seeking employment or from friends and relat4ves e people applying for.

a job or transfer. The school boards are publicly resistant to making

such decisions on the basis ofiersional connections, but the role of

family ties is central, For example, superintendents in two counties

ttaVe wives who are school employees,-and -they seem to receive whatever

assignment s,yequested.
A

In one of these counties, the superintendent also has a sister who

is an elementary school teacher; and, another central office adminis-

trator had a brOper who was principal of an elementary school. Such

kin ties are also pre5ent within schools. In one elementary school, a

fifth-grade teacher.is the mother of the principal. In another case,

a basketball coach wanted his son transferred to his school so the son

could be the assistant coach. The board disapproyed thiSi.not on the

grounds Df nepotism but because they felt an assistant coach was

.74
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unnecessary. One county resident described the school board hiring

practice as: "just politics. They hire their friends or kin. The

county court does the same thing. If it wasn't for politics, things

wouldn'tbe so bad."

'Highland RegionalPlan ng Agency (HRPA)

During the late 1960s, the Appajachian Regional Commission, the

Economic Development Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce,

and the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare began to

channel certain funds through the states to regional planning agencies

that could then allocate program grants and loans to ltcal communities.

The planning agencies represent geographically distinct regions of a

dozen or more counties. The HRPA was formed in 1968. As their

publicity brochure describes it, the HRPA is neither a federal nor a

state agency. It is not a 'new layer of government.' It is a voluntary

federation of local governments, formed for the common good of all--that

is, the neatly 200,006 persons living in the Highland.Regison." The HRPA

is governed by a 62-member Board of Directors and a 24-member Executive

Committee. This inclUdes all of the region'S county judges, the maydrs

of all incorporated towns, one industrial representative from each

county, a minority representative, and a state senator and state repre-

'sentative from the region. The full Board meets annually, and the

Executive'Committee meets every two months.

The major purpbse of the HRPA is to assess the economic and,,sc4ial

needs of the region and allocate public funds to meet those need

Some of the development projects to which the HRPA allocates funds

include highway improvement, sewage treatment facility construction,,
tf:7in

park developmentoocational high,school planning, mall business,loans,

construction of public housing i'ojects, firedepartment:communfcation
I -
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. . -
equipment purchases, renovation of county-courthouses, flood repair,

hospital and mental health'facility improvement, etc.

One area that is growing in importahce in terms of,dollar amount

and energy devoted to it is child development. Each planning agency

in the'state includes a regional child development specialist (CDS)

responsible for 'planning, coordination, and technical assistance to

programs serving children from birth to eiohteen years of age. The

regional CBS's salary and support expenses come from ABC funds. It is

the responsibility of the CDS to represent the interests of children's

programs before the HRPA Board. She (the four specialists in the HRPA

have all been women) serves as a key. figure by making program needs

kpown'to the Board and by providing information to local programs

concehning grant applications and deadlines, changevil state and fed-

eral regulations, new monies available, and the funding interests of

the,Board. Although she plays a central role in the eyes of local

programs, her position within the HRPA is minor compared to those who

oversee highway,.sewage,and public safety program development. Only

in the past year has the Board created a Child Development Advisory

Committee to work with .the CDS on needs assessment and priority setting.

The more traditional economic development areas have had such advisory

committees for several years.

In addition to the gin-house" advisory committee, which meets only

two or three times a:year, there s a region-wjde Children's Services

',Council (CSCj. This Council is a independent, incorporated body made

4

up of service providers; county officials,.prtiate professionals.

university staff, and interested citizens. Members join the CSC for

$5.00 per year,(when someone remembs to collect dues) and meet
ao

monthly. The CSC elects its own officers, but relies'heavily on the

76
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expert knowledge provided by the Child Development Specialist, whd

sits as an ex-officio member of the CSC Executive Committee. Although

the CSC is intended to.be representative of a range of community

interests, its membership has been dominated by social service

professionals.

During the summer of 1978, the CSC conducted a iegion-wide urvey

to identify needs in the area of children's services.: The purpose of

survey was double-edged. First, the survey results were to inform

the HRPA Child Development Advisory Committee as it prioritized child

development programs for the coming fiscal year. Second, the survey

results were to be included in a state-wide plan for improving children's

services that would be presented p) the newly elected governor who would

be taking office in January 1979. Table 1 presents the 10 criteria

used by the AdvisOry Committee in the priority setting process. Note

the reference in two places to the need for programs not restricted to

a certain income level. This theme will be discussed at grla,ter length

in Chapter V. .

Although there was some concern expressed in the CSC that the

survey should be representative of'the citizens of the region, it was

also recognized that the results were not "exact data" and were biased

by the selection of respondents. At the meeting at which the survey

was planned, a school syperintendentasked, "Have you given any,thought

as to how you will choose the people to talk to to make sure it's a

good sample?" The CSC chOrman said, "Well, you :just decide that

yourself. You make sure that you talk to a variety of people." Bye

November, 172 surveys had been returned to the Chigid Development Specia-.

list. A breakdown of the respondents is found in Table.2.

A
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TABLE 1

CHILD DEVELOPMENT RATING CRITERIA
7:

Rating criteria Points

1.. Provides needed facility or service not presently
available in the proposed geographigl area

2. Improves or expands services already provided

3. Serves more than one jurisdiction

4° Serves concentrations of children

5. Serves all income levels (not restricted to poverty
guidelines)

6. Local support funds haveteen appropriated or seraside

7. Program or service meets two or more child development
needs

8. .Provides support /encouragement for present- i- ndustr -y

in attracting prospective industry

9. Serves minority or handicapped children (not restricted
to income level

10. Special consideration by advisory committee-:

r8

5

E
Total!. 60

1
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TABLE 2

SOURCES FOR REGIONAL NEEDS ASSESSMENT

I

Type of retpondent, Number of surveys

completed .

Social workers and other welfare case workers

Education Personnel 48

Health personnel
31

City or county officials
15

Child care providers
15

Juvenile corrections personnel
ot,

Housewives

1

5

Citizens 37

- -
There were no uniform definitions of these respondents. so it is

difficult to tell how a "county official," "housewife," or "citizen"

were categorized. 'Clearly the views of professionals were soliCited

more often than those of lay citizens. -

The survey identified 14 service areas in which there was a need

for deVpment of new programs or expension of existing o es. Below

is a rank-order list of those areas mentioned most frequently with

the number of times each was identified as a need.

0
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TABLE 3

RESULTS OF REGIONAL NEEDS ASSESSMENT

68

_ Service area
Frequency of
response

Nutritiom
102

Parks with supervised pla6,
.t.

96Preschciol daycare

Parent,eAucation 94

Infant daycare

Child abuse treatment 85

Juvenile summer employment 81 ,

Drug and alcohol abuse programs 75

After-school daycare 73

Afterschool employment for juveniles 73

Family_counseling as part of juvenile court 69

Dental care 68

Preventive mental health 67

/Couniging 67

In October 1978, the Children's Services Council met with, the

ixecutive Director of the:Highland Regional Planning Agency to review

the status of the survey and the.Board's priority setting. Some of "the
-

CSC members had requested this meeting.because they were concerned over

the degree to which the CSC was able to influence the HROABoard's

decision-making. What follows is an excerpt from fieldhnotes taken at

the meeting. The excerpt is presented toprovide another picture of

group process within a regional political structure.

u
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The first item of business concerned membership. The
Chairman explained that,"the CSC, in its role as advisory
committee to the Highland Regional Planning Agency and to the
State Office of Child and Family Services, is now broadening its
responsibility and its role. It is important to get a represen-
tative from each county so that the needs'of the ggion can be
made known to the legislators in the state'capital.".

Child Development Specialist: "I'm open for suggestions;
however you wit to do it. I don't think that I know exactly
what to do. I'd like the members to respond."

There was no response at all on thtys'\ item of business.

The next item concerned meeting time. The Chairman said
perhaps one reason.theycwere having trouble with membership is
that the time they are presently meeting. is riot a good time to
meet for many people, however he said that as -long as he could
remember, it's always, met ttie same day. He wanted to know whit
"the pleasure of the group" was. Again, there was no response
to this question.

. The next item concerned the nominating committee. The
Chairman said that according to the by-laws, every year at this
time a nominating committee had be set up so that officers
could be elected in November and begin serving their new terms
in December. He said, "We need a committee to come up with a
slate of officers to vote into office in December. What we need
is a five-person committee... Is that big enough. do you think?"
No response, ."I want five volunteers. Not all from 'the same
agency or from the same county. I think we should spread it
around a little 'bit. Who will volunteer ?" Silence. ,,"No volun-
teers?" More silence. "Well, I suppose we could do it like in
the Army, you know, I guess I could appoint some volunteers."

Supt. #1: "I nominate (Supt. #2) for the post."
. 4

Supt. #2: "No, I don't thinklf should do it. I don't know
the people here. Gosh, I bet I couldn't name four people in.this

mkroom right now. I think you should get somebody that knouts the
people more than me."

Supt. #1:, "You're a politician."

Supt. #2: "Now if I dO serve on the-hominatIng committee,
I'll nominate (Supt. #1) as the head. Get (Title I Director),
he knows/everybody here."

Title.I Director!. "Well, I will if nobody else will. Seems
:like we should maybe get some of the younger people here."

Chairman: "(Public Health'Admiflistrator), ypu'll volunteer."

' PH Administrator: "Alright, I guesi I will-if (Title I
Director) does."
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(Observer's comment: The Ti qt I Director is an employee
of. Supt. #2, and the Public Health' Administrator is an employee
of the Chairman]

.

CDS: "Is working through a committee a possibility?"
There was no response.

\

Chai 1 "This silence don't offend me. I'm not going to-
, move un you say something.'

0 .
,

.

CDS: :'We need to approaCh th s as a group. I can't speak
For all of you. I don't want to." Followed by about 15 seconds

-'' of silence. .
. 0

. -
.e. .

.
. ,

. . One of the wren in the audience then said: "Why don't you,
go ahead and appoint your committee and just go from-there?"

s

At this, the Chairman said: "Well,
*

alright, then; I guess I'll
just go ahead and do that."

.

Audience member: "We should just count off."

Chairman: "Alright, wetan count off by ones and twos."

Atthis point, everybody, starting at the first table; *-

counted alternatively by ones and twos until everybody had done so..

Dhserver's comment: I should note that-when.it came my
turn to count, I passed myself up and told the next person he
should go ahead. A licensing worker from ',Iackson'Cqunty who I

.had met previously iN.Clever, looked at the puzzled. I said, "I'm
fro'm Nas'hville'. .1 really don't think.I should offer to serve on.
this committee." She seemed put out that she hadn't thought of
some excuse herOlf3

At the end of e.counting process, the Chairman said,__-
"Alright, all you.Nbmber One's, you're on the new priority com-
milteeoand all you Number Two's, you're on the strategy develop-
ment committee." There was, now some mumbling among the audience
members. .

Somebody raised her hapd: "What's Number Two, the what
committee ?"

The licensing worker said over in mS, general direction, "I
think this is going to be a real disaster."

. 4
Supt. #1 said: "Now isenhis all somewhat contingent on

what Dr. Bailey (HRPA Executive:Director) hat to say when he
comes lier-67- ' .

Cb5: "Not really, because nowyere talking about the state
plan; this is for the state plan."

A
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While we were waiting for Dr. Bailey to'arrive, the Chairman
announced an upcomiqlegislativehearing

on children's services.
"This is the first time I've heard abobt it. I'm a little
puzzled why we haven't been notified. -This is Your hptdog chante
to go down and tell you- story to the legislature. I think that.
everybody here should go down there.and tell them what yoU think
your needs are. If you've got a project that's hurting for money
or the ropes are strangling

your youshouid goonxiown and tell
.them your story."

He asked if:Anybody in the audience had heard.anything about,
, .

this hearIng.

,
Thel'itle I Director-and Supt. #2. were the only ones to-

indicate -that"they had.

CDS then made an announceMent about an.upcoming conference
i'n a nearby city: A couble of women thdt I was sitting near were
asking where it was. The Title I Director looked across, at them
and asked them how mucnthe tuition was. They replied. about $12
and he said that he didn't think that his staff would.go because
he can't pay for their fee at the conference. He could only pay
their mileage:.

4

'CDS then said to the .group: "The IIRPA Child 'Development
Advisory CoMmittee has taken all .the'suggestions from the survey
that,we ,dust did.and put:them in dtder of priority. They scaled
each.project from a hundred dowp, so ours had just as good chance
as 40y of the other projects in the other areas r
-transportation. Our committee was very generous in the ju ments
of the early. development projects. I didn't bririg a fiat copy
of the report. I thought it would be kind of boring if I were to
sit here and read it to you. ;If you have any, qu4stions about it,
you canask me -later."

The Chairman now returned from the hall wher4he had been to
see if Dr.'Bailey was here yet. When he gOt up to the head table,
he said, "Weill now the fun begins. It's ask what you want to, ask

. folks." Then 6e introduced some peq0le_who were new to the CSC.
It turned oCrt that a recently.elected,county, judge and a ripresen-

, fatfve from the Highland Met Health Center ,were here. u- noted ,

. with' interest that a.representativeofrorri the MHC mes here. This .

the firSt time 'I've seen, such a representative.- 'The "thought
occurs to me that he is here representing ChArles Simm (HMHC
Directorrto hear what Dr. Bailey has to say]

When'Dr. Bailey walked into the room, it was immediately.
clear o me the.t he was A different person than the others in. the

e
room in the dense that he eras extremely>ell:dressed, had- on what,
looked like'a'brown knit 3-piece suit with a handkerchief
breast, pocket. He ha his Hair. wel trimmed in-the modern' politi-
cian's style--haTf o er the ears - -an carried himself very.con-

''fidently., He spoke ith such confid nte that at times.it became
.monotonous, The tone soutyled 'as-thoUgh he may have been bored 'to
be here .3

,
s.

.

;
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After CDSwintroduced.him, he said: 'q'm really not going
to give a speech. Most of you probably know what the Highland
Regional ?lanning'Agency does, that is, you do if you read the
newspaper over the past 3-4 months. That's just lies that are in
there. The Planning Agency was created in 1968. It began,opera-
tions in 1969. It's governed by 62 board members, made up of 14

- county judges, 31 mayors--well, actually 29 mayors and two repre-
eseFtatives--and a variety of other representatives, from all the

c agencies in the area. It has four primary 'functions. (1) Planning:
Planning includes a whole variety of different areas, child develop-
ment, aging,Thousing, land development, Taw enforcement, transpor-
tation, highway, safety, and so on. (2) Technical assistance:
.Primari.ly what we do thereis provide assistance-to local govern-
ments in seeking federal loans and grants. That's really a very
unheralded part of what we do. Very few people know about it, but
if anybody ever has-a question; we always try to answer-it for them.
(3) Coordination between local units of government, especially in
terms of things like communication equipment, fire,'polipe dispatch,

vocational'schools, sometimes things like waste disposal between a
couple of counties. We'also try to increase 'coordination between
local/state and local/federal agencies. The final thing we do is
A-95 review. A-95 review just` to a memo that came out and, .

that was the number of the memo. .That's whereby we review all
federal loan and grant applications that come out of the region, .

whethQr they're being written by private or public agencies. Very
few escape our purview. We're also required to prepare an annual
economic 'redevelopment plan for each of the counties because, you
se this entire region has been designated as an econollic ce-
deqllopment area. We prefer §oing on this region-wide an so that
the entire region becomes eligible for this money. It used to be .

that only.a few areas in the region were so designated, but since
we've gone to the region-wide plan, we've been able to share the
wealth around some."

[Observer's comment: At this point 4 stranger entered thg.
room'and sat down. I noticed CDS watched him quite closely and
.smiled to herself as he came in. I also noticed that Dr. Bailey
watched the fellow as he came in: and sat down. Thit fellow was ,

also fairly well dressed

Back to Dr. Bailey: "The Appalachian Regional Commission
requires an area-wide action plan under their new legislation
which was just passed, that extends the Appalachian Regional.
Commission funds for another couple of years. The duly, other
areas 'where we-,have advisciry councils right now--1 4e this CSC.
here - -is in the areas of agirig and law enforcement. In the other
areas, likettransportation, housing, the chairman of .the Board
appoints an advisory committee to look at all the proposals and
set their priorities,.using rating:sheets with different criteria

t

for each functional area: This past year we got 255 pro that
we had to rate--well, actually, it was 256 projects; a last
minute we had a request for an ambulance service to come in from
Pike County and we added that, gave it a Number One rating. That
was,256,projects. The first thing we do is rate all the pro'ects
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against each other. We put them all into one great big lish'
early childhood development against aging, transportation
against housing, and so on.

il

,

"Realistically, you see, they're not in competition with
each other at this point. The only thing that they might be in
competition about is the facilities that they'd be using, like a

senior citizen program and a child care program, for instance.
The funding is really pretty much in its own area; so, that some-
body going after a.child development project wouldn't be going
after any money that somebody in aging mould. There are several
thal are in direct competition if they're going after the same
Appalachian Regional Commission funds--for .instance, if somebody
was going after water line money. n'somebody was going after
sewage treatment, there might be some competition between differ-
ent counties in the region for that same money. Now we couldn't
get all of this done without the help of our board of directors. '

What reallj happens in that board of direkctors is that there's a

lot of give and take between the members. When this request came
in from Pike.County,,we'd already decided--there'd only been one
request for an ambulance service and that was from Carroll County
and they already load a couple of ambulances and we didn't give it
that much priority. But when this representative from Pike
County.came in, the Carroll County judge said right away that he'd
be glad to vote for an ambulancp in Pike County. 'They could wait
until next year to improve their own ambulance service. It's.this
kind of give and take that we have on the board that is what helps

_ ,us get thejob done and nobody ever really gets mad in this situa-
tion either. Out of the 256 projects that we had to vote on this
year, only one person got mad and left and that's' a pretty good
average. Your input into this total process 'is as advisors. You
haves more. knowledge about early childhood projectspthan anybody

else. -Wherever such an advisory group- exists, INT ask that you
provide ome input to

''I know that this year everything was fast: and furious and ii.

you did not have a chance to get into it from the beginning. Next
year I 'promise you it will be different. Child development was a
brand new category this year, one that we haven't had in the,past
and we're just trying to learn together about how to get this
'Process going. I can.assure you that you'll have mire of inn -

advanced notice next year. You should also know that any member
,of.: thisgrouvould be welcome to join tbd,advisory committee on

the board .on early child development .to provide some input. that wallIW-

Anything that you'd like td ask; any questions that yog.might have,
I'd be glad to answer."

.

,
, .

CDS: "I know I probably shouldn't be asking the first ,'

question, but I think one of the important, things to is is that we

need to know about sources of money for child develoqient from thg
federal -government."

'

.

i

Dr. Bailey: "The pi-t7ary
1
'source has been Appaladhian Regional

Commi;sion funds for this area. Thote are theofunds that got..the
% prograp going a few yearsagoll The original concept of thosefunds

i
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Was to demonstrate the value of child development programS and
the plan then was to gradually withdraw support so that local and
`county govervents would begin to pick them up. But now that's
'created Mme problems at the local level because they haven't had
the money to pick those programs up. In addition to the problem
of planned\withdrawal, there's been a distinct and complete dis-
enchantment with human service programs in the governor's offjce,
with a corresponding over-emphasis on industrial development.
It's smokestackconstruction that they're concerned'with. They
refuse to look at anything not directly connected with industrial
parks. That's all economic development means to them. For the
past four years, ARC money for early-childhood services has gone
real down and I think it will Lye in limbo until we get`a,-new
governor. There's really no point in asking the people'that are'
running'right now what they're thinking about 'he issues. They'll
tell you what they thihk you want to hear and then they'll do,
Whatever_they damn well please once they get in office.

"I doubt that the transition' document will-really have any
effect. 'What will make the difference is the attitudes of the
staff who are in'charge of the transition. Those. ,attitudes will
make a greatkr difference than anything else and I'll tell ydu
one thing:- the attitude of the new administration will be
-reflected in what they do with the Office of Child and Youth
Services. But one thing that has been happening while the.governbr
has -lost 'interest jn child development, the General. Assembly has
foundout that it exists. They didn't even know that child develop-

. pent was agpund until the past couple of years.. One thing that the
legislators'` already voted on is to replace somelof those phased-out
ARC fundswith some of their own programs. I think this is a
heartening sign. The key pgsitioRrin the governor's office is the
Office of Urban and Federal4kffairs. Whoever's director of that
office will have a -real powerful position; that's ihe way it was
under the present one. Under.the previous governor that position
was more powerful than a lot of'cabinet members' positions were. .

4 The Office of Child 4nd Youth Services is still technically under
this office, but the Office of Urban and Federal Affairs has been
emasculated recently. The fellow that's in charge of it now is'
running around the hallway looking for something to do, and he
can't find anything.. Now what happens to those offices,'who fills.,
them, will have a lot to do with the future of child development.

° If a strong pers3n is put in, then I think that will be abgood'sigh,
I 'll tell you, we should know by next Magch what's _going to be
happening-at that office,' The first key 'tp look. for is who's,
appointed to the Office of Urban and Federal Pffairst It could be
somebody Viet ran in the pri,1ary for governor; that's the way
therve, done it in the past." -

-- At this point, Supt. #1 and Supt.
4

2 were talkinirquietly with
each other. , . A

4IP
Dr. Bailey: "Any moreque$tions?"

,

,Supt. #1 nodded to Supt. #2.. Supt. #2 .totid.up and spoke
formally. "1,1m.0(ith the Hickory County School System. I-serve
has the superinteddent up there'and I just have one question
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right now., I'Ve been coming to these meetings for the past 4
years and right now I'miat a crossroads &s whether or not to con-
'tinue my participation on this Council.' What I want to know, is
'this Council going to change at all? Will we really have decision-

,

making authority? Not just befpre the money comes in, but after
' it's here too,-how it actually gets spent out in the field.

We've been spinning our wheels by coming here every month."

Dr. Bailey:- "Now that's an ext071Ent question-. 'And I'm glad
you asked it. I think the first thing you should realize is that
thefinal authority for any decision-making has to be the Executive
Committee on the Planning Agpncy. The put of this group into
them can be as strong as you. waneto make.it. They will listen
you because you are more knowledgeable aboUt the issues here. o,
.4 don't think you're spinning your wheels or burning greenwood for
kindling. Vou are the lone hope for Child development in this area.
See; one of .the things thWs been happening now by.developing a
regional organization i5 that some of the power is going back to
the local groups. ARC was supposed to be a federal, state and
local partnership, but somehow the local got cut off; they got lost

in the shuffle. 'Now I believe in our Congressman's philosophy.
He says that (11 thelederal money should b spent according to the
priorities that are set by the local electerofficials.. I think.
he's right; I go along with that 100%. When we draw up our regional
plans,'we try to make them as appealing as possible so they can get
funded. We always tell our staff to put. a, lot of pictures and. .

maps in those regional plans. Those fellows up there all have
master's degrees, but they can look at maim a.lot,better than they
can read. There's hope, that's all, I can offer you, but really the
final decision is beyond our. handfven."

COS: "Is it a matter then, ipf becoming visible and vocal in
the,area?"

Dr. Bailey nodded._' 1

Supt. W l, standing up: "I: too,haVe been coming to these
meetings for 4 years. If we don't see some kind of change pretty
soon,. we'll have to label.this just another colossal bureaucracy,"
He then described a private'early childhood program that began in
his county for whith hewas.asked to sit in on a meeting to set
cook salaries. Thjs is one he'd referred to in a previous CSC

4 meeting. "Now that piOgram's come to pa v. If these things,are
going to take place without an adidsory cbminittee, that's just not
what the law says. Thy law says we should be involved in it. This
committee should be given the opportunity to be informed of what is
officially transpiring and the authority to make recopmendations
to the board ahbut That should be happening. In 4 ylars,I can't
think of anything we've given. any advice on."#

COS now defended the HRPA. She said that. the problem primarily
was in the pffice of..child and Youth Services being too slow to

----/.17k_L''respond.to the Children's Services Council. She said that she's ,

now having more success in wbrking with the pl/anning Agency than
with the state. /

Y A.
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Dr. Bailey: "I don't know what particular problea you're
talking about up there but if it went through the A-95 process,
and yotifdidn't hear about it or get a chance for input, it seems
to be the Child Development Specialist atthe time was probably
remiss in not contacting anyone. It's going to get better, I

promise you,"
3

Supt. #1:- We furnish buildings for Head Start. We see

them back there but it seems like there should be some sharing
of information doing on here, in a regilonal council like this."

At this point, the late-arriving stranger interjected:
"I concur 100% withtthe -gentleman over, here (referring to Bailey)
.I'think the school officials, especially,Iare in a very good
position to work with child development. You should let the
committee know what is wanted and what is-needed in your county.
We just got to have your input and we want it I want your

support. rwant to know what you want.. It's a good committee,
with the exception of myself. I appreciate your input and want

to know what you think'about it. It's been,like Dr. Bailey said.
We've been kind of'in limbo because of poor-)leadership at the
state level."

CDS now introduoed.Judge Greene of Pik.eCounty,. the ,speaker

here, who is the chairman of the Child Development Advisory Com-
mittee'on the Board of Directors at the PlanKing Agency. 63t one

point in the previous disCussion, one of the audience members
sitting near me wkispered to the person sting next to her,

"What is an Att95?'1J

CDS: "See, I told you, it could be like that. All we have to

do is make sure our input goes into JUdge Greene-and his committeg.
Now isn't that nice ?" [She said thjs-smiling, very cheeryl

Supt. #1: "We don't have to be in the saddle;. we just want

a placelon the horse's back."

Dr. Bailey: "Any other questions, comments or snide remarks?"

Supt. #1: "Well, clearly, we're operating on faith here that

we're going to have some input. I.believe we're-on the right

track and I 'appreciate your remarks." . 5

This was:theend of the business meeting.

CI

(
Families

11.
1

4 .

'4
.

. Clearly ttie most basic sociiI.unit t-tun which individuals in the

Highland_kegion organife their lives is the family, The family is the.
..

..:5, ,44.0, . - ;

t.,_ primary source of-i4entity,'and ascribed characterptics of family name
.

t
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and community membership are more valued than achieved characteristics

such as job title, income, or elected office. Individuals are referred:

to as "a Pritchett" or Gar4tt" or "a Qualls." Sometimes married .

adult women will be, referred to by their maiden name only, or .by the

maiden name followed by their married name--practices parallel to, the.
4 40

"modern" development among women who choose for ideological reasons t

preserve their own name after marriage.
. .

There are .several ways in which'the primacy of familial ties may

be observed. 'First, arcommon form of affectionate address to someone

in ht be "granny" for an older woman, "uncle" for a male elder, and

"buddy" or "brother" for &male age-peer. Second, when an outsider is
.1111.

t.

introduted to an-individual or croup for the first time; much will be

said about the outsider's name and place of birth. In our work, many .

people responded to our names by, saying something like, "OK, yes!

Mallory. I believe'there's some of them outwhere my wife's folkscome

from. You reckon you'rd related to Any of them?" Dr, "I hada second
.

cousin named Glascoe. They live aroud here soMewhere--I believe it's

over to the lake where they liVe." (Once: a public health administrator,
.

4

.when seeing us together for theifirsetime, exclaimed, "Why you.must be

$ kin, youfaver each other so much!") Third, familialbonds extend to

neighbors, even if they are dot_direct kiR. So a lifelong resident of

the Caural,Rige area, Alma Pritthett, could say, .'It's just family. I

mean this whole mountain's just like One bigi'faMily. I mean-your aunt
r ,, , ,.

.

and uncle live'here, your geania and grandma.' Everybody that's on this
,

.mountain is smile way related." he referred to her across-the -s-fge--t. .'

4 '' 4 ,

neighbois, Kermit andiCecil, as being "just like the famiTy"and this

4oseness was observed one day when Alma and I were sitting in her front

8.'2) .

-e
4.
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yard talking and Kermit and Cecil, who were sitting across from us

on their front porch, would spontaneously add comments relating to

our conversation.

One way to illustrate the importance of family ties and the feeling

of security coming frzom familial anfamiliar surroundings is to listen

to what Alma said about the few months out of her 26 years when she did

not live on the Ridge.

Mallory: Have you lived here all your life?

Alma: Except 9honths. I spent 9 months in Claver an came

ack.'.Where we lived at you couldn't get out your front door
withodt everybody staring at ypu and nobody would speak. I mean

thei,didn't talk; And Bobby Lber husbander didn't like livir:g
there. But°I've got a friend that lives in Claver. Her husband

runs an Esso station and she lived up here on the Ridge for years
and years. I don'tipow.how many years she's lived where she's
at but she said that -her neighbors didn't hardly speak 6 her.
And she never spoke to them. As many years as the's bqpn living
there. She didn't even know one of her neighbors. And everybody

." up here knows everybody or they're kin. If you need to go see
.4

somebody, talk to them about something, -you can go on. I just

can't stand to be off somewhere where you don't know anybody,
nobody to talk to.

,

Claver is about 20 miles from Laural Ridge. 0
a

One source of sustained family, ties is the traditional physical

proximity,of extended family members AlthouA the historical practice
-1

Of an entire extended family living under the same roof is fast disap-.

pearing due td social mobility, shrinking family size, and the need to

bu ld smaller houses due to exotbitant building costs, there is still

much evidence in outlying settlements, that family proximity is important: .

Pelcommon living arrangement, involves. having the children, male or femile,

build a house or bring a trailer irtoa lot adjoining the parents' home, .

.sa.two'and three generations remain on' the original family ,land.. The
.

children's homes are smaller; with central heating and plumbing that "
. .

4
, ,

mightnot have been present in the parents' home, The extended family

,e 1
0. 4
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.continues to work a common vegetable garden or tobacco base, shares

the same barn, and provides mutual help in child care, cooking, pre -
-t

serving food, car repair, tending the sick, and shopping.

As one moves closer to population, centers this pattern fades.

In communities such as Clover or "Sabina" extended family members

may be within a short drive, but ate not likely to live next door.

Mutual help 3s less spontaneous and frequent because of the physical

distance involved. In Jackson City.,, the pattern of.mutual aid is

almost gone. The professional, technical occupations found in Jackson

City are'more.likely to involve a high degree 'of transience for nuclear

c
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families. tresses that come' with the lack of mutual help provided by

extended fiftlies were described by the only pediatrician in the

Highland Region:,

Mallory? "You know there arc% lot of people now concerned -

about the ability -of parents to raise children in these times..
Many people feel that parents are not automatically competent to
raise kids and they don't really understand their child's develop-
ment. Have you seen that as a problem in your practice?"

Dr. Cooke: "Yes,,it's a major probleni. We have a transient}
society. People are constantly moving in and out of Jackson City
and what it means is that natural educator, the one that used to
'tell mothers how to raise their'children, just isn't there anymore.
I mean the grandmother. I know this sounds kind of strange coming
from me, but I can remember when I was Growing-up, my grandmother'
lived down the street. ighenever my mother had a question or-
problem, she'd just come-down there and help\her out. This is no
longer true. People don't live with extended family.anymore. One

of the major things I'm concerned about is many 'of the middle-class'
women I see are'very insecure. They're very afraid to get involved'
in church', the Junior League-, or any activity like that. They l'

. might play b little tennis but that's about it: They're with
Il

their husbands who are here with one .of the companies and the -

husbands are expected to be. transferred away from here within a
year or:two, to climb up the ladder in their businesses. The .

women don't seem to want to getinvolved in An thing here because
they know they'll be on their way out pretty s on: This means'

.

they don't have anybody to-help them out as rents.

The tradional child reari r functions families' are .also.under-.

--gbinTchanges as ecoemic pressures yd the absence'of.familial.splf-heIp

n
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networks bring more women into the job market, creating a need fob

some form of substitute care for young children. Discussions of

mothers' roles in child'eearing and the pressures of employment

indicate conflicting but strongly?hel.d,valuiS. On ne hand, many of

the-people we talked with recogized the need for mothers to, work,

especially when fatheesarelaid off as coal mines close or factories

__are in recession. Below are excerpts from conversations that indicate

the complexity of these,changes and the values expressed in response to

them. All of the speakers are marrfed women employed by the Hickory

County,Early Intervention Project (EIP).

Betty Garrett: The mothers working--that's the biggest
change I've seen since I grew up.

Mallory: What,kind of places do they work?

Betty: Shirt factories, factories basically, clothing

factories.

Mallory: Daytime shifts usually?

Betty: Mostly daytime.. 7:00 or 7:30 to around,4:00 or 4:30

is mostly the working hours.

Alma,Pritchett: Mothers having to go to work, that's bad.
I don't think any mother ought to haVe to work until after her

child starts kindergarten at least. Some mothers probably

wouldn't do anything if they.did stayshome. Some of them don't

know what to do with their children, but I think it&s better for

them to sit there and not do anything than ticio to work all day.

When we go irr a home and we start teaching the;, they don't know

I that they coulcj be teaching their own children this stuff.. I had

a mother say one day that she didn't know that her child could.

learn this one word. She didn't realize it:
.

ti,

Mallory: What should be done in families where the mother
.

e has to work because she's either the only onethere or the .

father's making $5-6-7,000 a year and that's-the only income?

That's happening to a lot of families now. If you were the presi-

dent and you got a chance to pass a law that could take care of

that pr "Mem, what would it be like? Or would you not even pas

1 the law? '. .

-

. .

Nma:.. One thing I can-say, I'm ,amazed just to think that

a, family could live on 'an income'that,a_m n could bring in. Like

sonle bf our families herein this place,' re making $2.65 an hour.
r

t.
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Some not making that much. How can you live on that? When

you take a person up North or something, he's making $7 or $8

an'hour and maybe doing the-same-job: But yet their taxes is

the same taxes that we're paying. It's just not fair.`

Mallory: Sp if you were going to do something, you'd make

sure tt t the fathers were getting.a big enough income?

A a: Iqwould make sure that fathers were, capable of .

making enough money to support their families. .

Betty: Thatts what the change is isn't it? That's the real

problem right there isn't it? That everybody don't have enough

money. Because, I mean, When I was a child, my mother didn't work

and none of my frier-ids' mothers worked.

Alma Pritchett told of parents that she worked with for a short
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time as a Head Start home visitor. In Hickory County and neighboring

areas, Head Start is referred to popularly as "day care.°
. 9

Alma:, Now I had some that would go to day care but thatdwas

parents that wante1.to get-rid of therit I hate to--say---i-t-but-

true.. They say, yeah, we want to get rid of them every day, but
we don't want to get rid of them twice a weekjiheTIP optioria

why'd we want that? Well, they wouldn't come o the EIPI would

they? .

Betty: I hate to say it, but lots of parents send their kids

to day care so they can get out and run around. To me, day care

is fine for a working mother, but it's t for a mother that stays

home every day.

___/-,Almaf, But It's not that way. I always thought it :was for a*

work4ng mother, but it's not and there's a lot of parents that
stay home all day, send their kids to day care, and then get out
and go places and stuff, use it for a babysitter purpose. And I ,

feel sorry for them.

Betty: Isyely, the higher income, yoU'll usually find that
both parents are working .and whenyou find that yoQ've got a child

wpat I call is neglected. Because I know when Ig6 home at night

I don't do. all the things I should do with Andy because I all just
.

wore out.

During a bus ride to drop'the EIP children off one afternoon, the

bus driver and a home visitor discussed this same issue: The fpllowing. .

t

.is taken from teld.notes written, after the bus ride.,
. 1 .

.

Sarah and RancyllOgan '6- conversation about their own children
,

0 and their work habits when they raised theih children. They both

spoke very negatively _about motherOwith young children working.
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; They felt,that at all costs, the mother should be at home with
their children. Nancy said very directly me me, "There really 4

isn't all that much that we're doing. We just have to teach
these mothers how to work with their children. If we could just
do_ that there.reilly wouldn't be that much else that needed to be
done; but the,mothers just don't.take the time and they won't tak
the time to do.what we asic-them to do with their children, or'to IF
do what it is-that A do for the children." She said that the
main tource of that problem is the number of Tothers that work.
'She said that she did not work when her children were young.
They did not have very much money but she felt it was much more
important for the mother not to work at least until the child is
in kiridergarten. Sarah agreed with this and said she also did not
Ark at hat point and that she would not have worked; her husband
_vauldn'T let 'her work. Nancy agrepd with this, saying that her

° , husband had also insisted that sheinot work while she was raising
her young children.

In -ihe View of these women and their peers, having the additional

income created- by mothers working does not necessarily improve a

familys child rearing abilities: In addition, the extra income means

they are no longer eligible for public assistance programs. Alma told

me, "Ail those programs punish the working family--day Care, Head Start--

the income guidelines ire just too low. Only the welfare families can

use them."

Betty: Lobk atJason and Beth. Their income's $12,000 a year.
Beth's.the one-that couldn't stand still, and she, was trying to
sweep the mirror, an.Oper family's.income is $12-13-14,000 0 year.
Income desn't-mattere' IbCome to me doesn't have anything to do°
with it.

A-1-ma: There's no iota trdifference, as far as that goes.
Sometimes I think the lover income Mothets'work harder than the
higher income mothers.

.

Mallory: With their children?
.

lo .

Atma: With us too. At home and in the classroom too. I

remember Miss Harry, she's one'of the lowerst income peWe we've%
ever bad; and everytime anything was goiny on, no matter what it
was,-she was right there. She's one of,the best mothers.

In-a related vein, a public health nurse.also pound incomes and

,

'

child rearing to be inversely related. At the end 4f a long conversation

,

2
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on the health needs of low income families, she concluded, "It must

be that the good Lord watches over the poor;---Thcy somehow do better

than the others."

The issue of family income, program eligibility, and children's
,

developmental status will be discAsed at greater length in Chapter V.

Voluntary Organizations
0

Outside kin and neighbors, the closest sources of support for both

stable families anS families under some ?tress are_found in voluntary,

non-governmental ldcal, organizations such as churches and civic associa-

tions. Churches provide both spiritual 'And social support to families.

Spiritual support centers on formal worship activities on Sundays

and 1 or 2 other days each week. Going to church' is an important

activity to most families observed. In more. rural areas,' the role of '

the church as a central social institution increases. One resident

.' described theHighland Region as "the Bible Belt" in referring ,to ,the,

,- importance people place- on church attendance and on conducting their

lives in a conservative manner by observing, taboos.against, drinking

alcohol' \and swearing' in Public. A highly valued characteriS'tic
t

is to
. .

;
rite,

r
that is., to not drink, smoke, or swear. Peo.ple who .

. .,
.

Observe these norms are referred to as "Christian folk...5," a very colt,-
. , Aki,)

, .
, %,,

o

plementary label for-most people we talked with... Some-allowance 'it rode
1

'
. I' :

44' 7
0,,,,,,, . - , 'I \- ,; , , .
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outside of' tMe- home, Alma.Pritchett said,."The kids do get to go to
,.

. chlirch, because for pne thing, they can't afford to take them.anywhere
.

1 .

4 ,-.
elsef ,Church is the

/ P
1'

Y they go place theel to 'Alma also,emphasiiedgo."
.

the difference between the More rural churches° along LauralRidgd and

those found in the county-seat:4--

For pne thing, if you' go to our cbur,ch, you' don't ha/eto dress
like a million dollars. Same churches; if'yba're not dressed to
a T, you don't walk in the/:front doom ti`Bu if you do, everybody
turns around and looks_ at you. But nom thal73-:the churches'
fault, when churches do tho But clor church', you dress in'Ohat-----Y
ever 96u've got to wear. :I' you don't have, a 9ew dafit when
EastervSUnday -comes,- yl5u,j,List gd'qn. It's not thaMmportant:: (-

Anther form of spiritbal and social support°, for families is found,

the i'watchdog",rdle ,that churches play fhlorotecting existing molval*

s

,slues. In Hickory County,"during the first half. of 1978, the county.
0 , *

to

ministerial associatIon sponsored a petition that ocirCUlted through'

. .% ' '

Several churches...ff
..

The petition was ai-Meil'Zt tithe vote dam in Tekas"
..,. -0 .. -. . e 1

. e-e

(one per'Son2'sr way bf describing the 1978 conVentjonvolotbe Natiopal ...-
, ,

. v . %c,

Organiiation of Women in Houston), an4 opposed ;the Equal Rights*ind-
,, .

. "' 0t, 21 ,,C
"Is ib. , t ,

,
meritl ("men using vvmen ' s eoi lets *Jou khow' ), equal, right's; forkomor' T .

,O, 'T 4 q 1 .. : .. 1 $ ... . 4
7 , , c

f a
p,.? ,

. tit. ,/-*
. - ''-'ssexlkals; and fedei-ally-funded,presdhopl arifi dAYvgareePNIRgrams-.. E4hisf , ,

,iii$ P- !ft, , 'I ".,

' these -was '.p*Orcqe,di a seth reateni ng to tradi sAilk° rolls ly " ,
f )

:c
P, 2'

.
,Napt:bnomyi and the illt,f4shlaliiitlY Oetriership in the"%bcielizatipm/and

e -74. ;*. '.;
- e4,4s;11

A . 4,104,4 °';..-"Y moral' develbp t4' f htldo , re ,x,
'P a t; °

4.,
. In Winchester County, during ,fhe 'fah.] of 1978; there wai a;very.'

active . anti- liquor campaign sponsored by several Churches of Christ

aimed at, a public referendurQ to allow package stores itahe county..

Radio ads were purchased and churches posted signs on their bulletin'

,boards saying, "Alcohol is a killer," and "Alcohol is the number'ond

drug problem the county."

96,
o
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The link between spiritual concerns and social change was also

found in discusging the role pf the early intervention 61-ogram in

Hickory County with its director:

You see, I think.the country is sick. The government is.sick. I

support early childhood education not for personal gain or for

prestige: If the program stopped, my salary would not be cut.

It's strictly a religious and moral issue with me. We,need to get =

\to the young children and the parents of young children before it's

too late. We're losing democracy in this country and we need to- .

work with our childre nd we need to work with young parents.,

even before they ha the baby, while the motnqr is still pregnant,

to tell them how to take care of their-bodies and to take care of

their little children in order to create a moral and strong country
that's committed to democratic 'ideals.

Another source of,voluntary support comes from civic groups such

as the Knightg of Columbus, Masons, Lions, and VFW.. Such groups are

most active and visible in the major population center--Jackson.City--

but they also exist in the smaller county seats such as Claver and .

Sabina. In these groups social cOncerns are more evident than

spiritual concerns,--but4there is occasionally reference to, the satis-

faction gained from doing "Christian deeds." 0,61

The Knights of Columbus in Jackson City is a civic service

organization with direct ties to the Catholic Church. Through their

annual candy sales, they provide financial support to the Highland

rt.

.Parent Training Project and to a public school program for severely

`multiply handicapped children Since 1975, almost $3,000 has been

donated to the Parent Training Project and about $1,009 has gone to the

public school program through their "Orthopedic Improvement Fund."

Most of the money raised by the knightS'of Columbus actually comes

from individually solicited corporate donations. About 40% of the

money comes froqpothe candy sales that occur'on one weekend each year.

An, officer in the3ackon City. - Knights -of Columbus described the role

of private charitable support by saying:
e,



.
The most important thing is the.loeal initiative. It's really

imperative. Federal fundi will always be necessary for.pro-

grams like the Parent Training Project. They won't survive

without 4t. But the peoiblefirr the community have to feel that

they own a program like this. I also think it'§, important to go

beyond just giving money to a program. 'We want to ge't the

members involved in weekend projects -- building playground equip-

ment, that kind of thing.

Another example of the role of voluntary organizations if found in
\,,

Sabina, where the Pike County Mental Health Association is located.

This group has been the primary impetus behind fundraising drives,

. program development, and capital improvement projects in areas related

to services for mentally handicapped and disturbed children and adults.

The Association was begun in the late 1960s by a well-to-do woman with a

,

psychotic sister: Unlike the Knights of Columbus,.theAssociation gen-

erally provides direct care or crisis intervention services rather than

financial contributions. Most of the work.is.done by local olunteers,

and the prime mover continues to be the original founder,.who is a well,

respected and widely known member of the Sabina community. Through her

extensive personal contacts, she has been able to influence all of the

` mental health services coming into Sabina through the Highland Mend %

Health Center in Jackson City. The Association has supportdd the develop-

ment of the Sabina extension of the Parent Training liroject beginning in

January 1978. In addition, thdAssociation ignow conducting a drive to

raise $200,000 to match w*th federal dollars for the castruction'of a.

mental health center in Sabina that will provide day treatment, resi-

dential care, and counseling services or the citizens of Pike County.

In Hickory County, there are no voluntary organizations actively

involved in supporting young handicapped children and heir families.

However, a county court member whose child was enrolled in the Early

Intervention Project and who served on the court's edwcation committee
0
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i'also a member of the Masons. He is using these connections to 4

support the, EIP by offering t the-project the use of the Masonic

Lodge on Laural Ridge. Without these direct personal ties, it is

doubtful that the Masons would have become involved in the EIP. There _

has been no pursuit by.EIP staff of voluntary support for the program,

and no civic groups have come forward to offer their support. Perhaps

ithis is because the EIP is a public school-based activity and thus
t.

seen as riot in need of such support. It may also be due to the con-

scious- efforts ofthe staff riot to publicize the project..

In general, larger towns and cities are more likely to have active

voluntary cividroups that support early iitervention activities. than

smaller towns and, villages. Personal ties with corporate sources of

r donatiohs, local decision makers, and families with.handicapped

children play a central role in generating. volunteer support.

In sum, the cultural institutions and prevailing values of the

region' must be discussed within the context of on-going social. and

economic change. It is the personal and community, responses to these

chn§es thatoffer a window for insight ints!the culture of'the'Highland
.

'4 Region. A public school administrator described the changes in job

status, sex roles, and family structure as "revolutionary." This sense

of rapid change threatens'the sable, secure, and familiar social

patterns that the, region's citizens have known in the pT.

Why if you leave a wheelbarrow down by the road, it's likely not

to be there tM, next time you turn around. It used to be that you

could leave a wheelbarrow out and if it was missing you knew that

your neighbbr had borrowed it and he'd bring it back in a few hours.

But now that just 'isn't true. These young boys come: up from

Jackson City andprOTI1 around in broad daylight, taking anything

Uhat's not bolted down. y

The encroachment of urban problems and values is viewed as a

danger, and frequent reference is made to the crime rates and congestion

9;)
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.

of urha n areas to illustrate the benefits of maintaining a slower,

less aggressive, non-competitivetraditionallifestyle in the

Highland Region. Compromise and sharing are valued over.competition

and social prestige. Higher personal income or educational achievement

A are not'primary sources of social status:
. .

kFor a long time people have thought that if you were pop. you'
were dumb, but ,I don't believe -that. I believe in being dumb

and rich. mean I do. I think youttcan be veryteducationally

/deprived a d be from very well-to-do families. And need to go

to school just as bad as anyone else.

The increased pressure on mothers to seek employment is seen as a

, ) .

..,

problem'if there are young children at home. Children from single-

parent families or from two'-parent'working families are viewed as

neglected or at-risk for developmental 'problems. In the view of those

interviewed, the response' toethese trends should be from local
"

resource's rather than from external intruders who don't understand the

region's culture. Support to families with yoUng children is the

responsibility of extended kin, neighbors, and community orgenizations.

When existing services are threatened by funding,-cuts or changes' in

regulations, there is often Wet acquiesence. In respOnse to the

closing of the EIP on LauralRidget one mother asked, 1§hat.wiWwe do?

I guess just like we've alw.asys done--get along just barely and the

best we co,!
,

,.. ..

Acquiesence does not imply apathy.'"'Anger'and frustration are
\ ,

, .

expressed quickly when external force? intrude in the accepted flow of
, -

events or when community Members feel their needs.are ignored, by

politici3Os. But the expressed anger ofte6 does not lead to concrete/

action. This 'is due in part to the widely accepted values of unaftitmity
,J

and the avoidance of public conflidi,v,that :e manifested incounty.
' 4

court and school board meetings. In addition, people effected by
.
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social problems caused by e te'rnal intrusion or neglebt do-not know

at whom t eir anger should be directed or what form protests should

take if heir grievances are to be,redressed. Chapter V will provide

a more detai3ed examination of the way in which Highlanders respond

to extWrnally-mandated changes in early intervention programs. '

d.

7

(
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CHAPTER ?II

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD SITES

,

Of theAozen counties that comprise the Highland Regional Planning

Area, two countiet were chosen that had federally-funded early inter-

vention programs in place 'Later, when one of ttie programs developed

an extension site,..the field 'tites were expanded to include a third '

'county. These three counties--Hickory, Winchester, a'nd 'ike--represent

three different stages Of rural -urban transition,-thus p oviding a

stratified sample of contexts for early inhrvention programs. It

should be noted that the programs and counties were not chosen randomly

or for their representativeness of intervention programs and ral

counties.' Although these programs and counties do have characteristics

that make them similar to other'programs and settings, there.are.also

,features uni6eto these,sites'that will limit the developmentof broad
o

, sow

generalizations Alpplicable to all early intervention programs in rural

,

.

communities.

Hickory, County

As the mos rural of the three sites, Mckory County represents a

traditi nal, agrarian, arid relatively closed culture. Yet; it clearly

manifes s the effects-of change as qtractive activity rapidly declines,
. 0

and workers are forced to shift fo.manufactbring and service occupa-

tions. These economic pressures.result in the highest rate of out-of-
.

county employment among the three counties, Twenty-one-percent of

IP e.,

0 PP-) ,

J
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Hickory County's workers commute to work to a neighboring county.

Most go to the county adjoining ts southern, border.

The-physical barriers that separate the western and eastern sides

c-,

of the county accentuate the social differences between the two sides.

The Otysical and social separationis characterized by local, residents

who speak of "over the mountain" (the eastern half) and "under the

mountain" (the western The "mountain" is actually Laural Ridge,

which stretches for 15 miles in a north-south' direction.' About 10
1

small communities are spread along the top of the Ridge, and others are

located on spurs that come off the Ridge and run to the east. 'Here the

population is quite sparse, roadsWere only paved within the past 10

years, the regional elementary-school Was built just.a decade%ago, and,

there are high'rates of male unemployment and tydisabili to long

. careers in the now-losed mines'. This aeea was hit hard by the decline

.

of the coal industry, and has not recovered since the /large-scale out-

migrations of the fifties and sixties. Those who do work regularly must

travel Claver (5 to 10 miles as the crow flies, 40to 50.minutes by

automobile), or Norristown or Jackson 'city i Winchester County (20

/ minutes and 45 minutes to the south, respec ively),

prosperous, towns are growing at a faster rate, and thb signs of urbani

L
zation-are visible in Claver. An industrial park (soon to be almost

doubled in size), a one -half million dollar cOurtliOuse renovation project, _

,

new movie theaters, fast food chains, highway improvements, new public

recreation artas, and new home construction indicate relative prdsperity.

The main north-southhighway that.connects Claver, with Jackson City is

slated to be expanded to accommodate the increasing commercial and
./ .

. ,
. .

commuter traffic between the two -counties.

0n tie western
4
stde, travel is'easier, families are generall' more

1 0 ti



Peoplg'from both under and over the mountain soon point out

tileir own strengths and the shortcomings of their counterparts. The

Laural Ridge residents see themselves as more religious, more f4mily-

oriented, and more'friendly and open than Claver residents:.

If you live up here and you're, poor, you're at least-

16 religious.

I

)

It's just like day and night. We're part of the county.

but we're not either. It's like you're part of.another world,

really, isn't it?

When I took some courses'down at Jackson City, those people
used to talk about this place like it was backwards'and the
people up here are.all dumb. The same thing happened when I
went, to high.school over in Claver:, It really hurts.

92

Under the mountain, the people of Claver express their own

hostility toward the Laural Ridge area. ',Ridge residents are referred

to as being "different from'the people Over in this part of the county."

A former county official who represented the Ridge but lived under the

mountain due to district apportionment called the Ridge.9eople:

no- gooders.' They're a bunch of dummies up there. Those

people are something else over there. They're kind of lifferent.

They are tough, you knower The kids are different from that we have

at Claver Elementary. There's something about their peer group.

There are people up there that like to bitch a lot. There are a

lot of good people up there too, but it just seems like those
people have a'lot to complain about.

These rivalries are reflected in political decision making that

results in greater allocation of attention and resources to the Claver

area. .A primary source of tension that we observed revolved around

/

schools and Methods of financing them., Tie Ridge ple point out that

thevey as much taxes as anyone, inclu8ing,the wheel tax of $12.50

imposed'several years ago to.inance a new high school for Claver, a

higFyschool which no Ridge students attehd. They also feel that the

edge Elementary School (a'corisolidated'schObl built foyears ago) is

the dumpi g ground for the less competent tenured teachers in the county.,

.41

1 0 4 -
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- A formOr school,boarq member said that board members will move the

"deadwood" out oi'the schools they represent apd transfer them to the*

Ridge school. A schoolstaff.member told us that one of the Ridge

school teachers, when initially applying fora 1pb_with.th school

board, was told there was'unly one opening in the county, but because

it was Ridge school she "probably wouldn'tvant to teach there."'

The EarlyIntervention Program

In the fall, of 1974, new pripritie§ in the state education agendy

(SEA) and the availability of carry-over funds for Title I programs

provided the opportunity, or early intervention program development.41,

These circumstances were capitalized on by theeducationcommissioner

for the state who had previously been employed in an innovative

Appalachian educitional research and demonstration project and-who was

knoWn partly for his interest in early childhood dpvelopment. When the

carry-over Title I funds w0-.e found at the end of FY 1974, the commis-

sioner declared the'money available for the development of services for

preschool children who were."educationally disadvantaged." The initial --

intent of,theS5A was to create a number of demonstration models, all

b'ased on experimental designs and all .following'a combined home

visiting and center-based format similar to Oat used by a model Head

Start program already operAing in the state. Curriculum was to be
.

based on the television show."Captain Kangaroo,1 with written materials
.

provided which parents could use tb reinforce what was presented on

television.

. Thirteen pilotyritle I early intervention projects were established

as a result of these new initiatives. One of the projects was located in

HiCkory County: Like the other pilot programs; the Hickory County
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program was intended to be experimental. At each site, experithental

\\and control children were selected randomly from_a pool of candidates

eligible for Title I services. The experimental children were given

thy Learning Accomplishment Profile, or LAP (Sanford, Note 4) as'a
4r
pretest in September. ;hey were then provided weeklyhoMe visits by

paraprofessionals,each lasting about one hour; in which the mother was

to be taught to teach her own children basic cognitive skills using

the "Captain K garoo" 0-014and accompanying printed materials. Every

third day, the child was bussed -into vcenter where a trained teacher

would provide further Cognitive stimulation and socialization experiences.

At the rend of the school year, each,child was given the LAP as a post-

test. A comparison of gains in the LAP (which provides a developmental

age score) with change in the child's chronological age indicated the

effect the program had on a child's cognitive abilities.

The six control children chosen at each site were td-be given the
.

pre- and post-tests, with no intervening treatment. Overall program

effectiveness wo thus be expressed as the difference in aggregate

scores between experimerftal and control children. however, politics

Dbecame a confounding variable in this model. In 1975, a new SEA com-

missioner was appointed by the recently-elected governor. The new

commissioner had little interest in early childhood services, and

neglected the Title I experiment. The new, staff brought on to oversee

the project left the SEA or a variety of reasons. -No post tests were

ever given to the control childreand the current SEA Title-I adthinis=

trative staff, headed by a woman who was once the director of one of the

original pilot programs, has little interest in the'seven surviving sites.

From September 1974 to June 1979, the Early Intervention Program
.

served 257 children 3 to 4 years old identified as eduCationally

S

p.
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disadvantaged. Very few.of the children served had specific,

identifiable handicaps The purpose ' the project', as stated in

every proOosal.since 1974, has been:
.

To improve the. home. (and] the physical
social, and educational development of three and
four year old childr nthrough a combination of home
visits and school-r ated classroom experiences.

A composite picture of the families arid children served by the EP

from 1974 6-1978 is presented in Table A.

Prior to the present study, there had been no systematic evaluation

of the program. The only indicate- of efficacy has been pre- and post-

administration of the LAP to.: (a) verify sub-nofmal cognitive func-

tioning and establqh el*gibility for the program, and (b) assess degree

of gainsin a variety of developmental areas after 9 months of inter=

.vent'ion. Although annual data for individual child gains do indicate'

growth beyondthat to be.expected in.a 9-month period, lack of experi-

mental designdesign prohibits ruling out a number of.threats to validity

concerning the specific effects of the'EIP. 4/

Eligibtlity,criteria for the program are based on the child's LAP

results and are set at 6 mOnthsibelow the normal coghitive abilities

of age peers. In 1976, when the program used Title XX funds, income

guidelines were used to establish eligibility. A majority ofthe

children served to date come'from faMilies whose income falls near or

below the poverty line. However, the last 2 prograM years,,1978 and

1979, have been characterized by a conscious effort to serve children

from middle-income families.
4

)
sFrom 1974 to 108, the EIP'was located at 2 sites in,Hickory

County. The main site, serving up to 60 children per year, is located

in a "portable" sheet metal classroom unit behind the County School

107
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TABLE 4

pMPOSITE'DESCRIPTIONOF.FMILIES AND CHILDREN
ENROLLED IN-pP, YEARS I-IV

1: Special Problem of qhild
1 ,vision 0' mental retardation

0 physical.disability - 203 not indicated .

--1- emotionally disturbed 6 other
TT speech and hearing defects ) ..

. ;

2. Sex of Child
107 male
Trj female,

3. Number of Siblings
.66 1-
25 2

22 3

4 4.
9 5

11 over 5

61 not indicated
25 none

4. Age of Mother at Enrollment
2 18 or beloO 26 27-28 10 36-40

5 19-20 22 29-30 '12 41:45

28 21-22 ' 12 31-32 4 over 45

25 23-24. -TT 33-35 39 not indicated
26 25-26

;',\_

5. Educational Level of Mot
1 no school some college: or post-high school /

4. TOT 1-8 years A.A. . :
"

56 9=12 years 4 B.A:

40 high school.grad. 8 not indicated

6. Target Parent for Home Visits
201 mother 1 bat:IS/sitter

3 father 0 other t

11 grandmother ; 5 not indicated
, .-

7. Employment Status of Target Parent

58 empl yed

140 unem loyed '24'11 not indicated. 41'.

,,-7.---
te

8. 1:Is One or More Parent Employed? ,

ti, 163 yes 5e 126' regular. '1 11 sea&onal

7-38- no
1

... .13 part-time
,

21 not lodiOted
... , 15"--
i ,

9. Total Family Income Prevlous Year ,

26 under $2,000 . 20 $6,001 - 8,000,

68 $2,001 - 4,000 ', 12 '.$8,001 - 10,000 ,

70 $4,001 - 6,000 10' $10,001 - .12,,00 13 not indicated
. .,

10. Total Number of Member's in Household

2 2 'e' 30 5
t

41 3 .,...:::' .. 32 6

64 4 25 ':over, '6 20 not indicated.

J50
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'Board building is a converted, elementary school that now houses the

superintendent's office, several administrators' offices, and'six kinder-

garten classrooms that serve families living under the mountain.

The other EIP site was at the Ridge School and served about 18

a,nrlies per year. This sift occupied a-large storage closet located

in the center of the building near the principal's office. The

windowless room measured:about-10:feet by 18-feet, and was very full
G

when 16 children, the lead teacher, the home visitor, and perhaps a

parent were all present at the same time. .

Thelocation of the classroom in the center of-the building and

the absence of easy access to the outside placed the Ridge School, EIP

in,violation ofthe state 'fire safety code. Althodgh the Ridge pro-

gram operated for 3 years in this location, 'it was not, until

December 1977, that:the regional fire inspector visited the classroom

and declared it in 'olation'of 12 'Code requ4rements. ByJune of 1978,

the School Boyd decided they could not afford to purchase a portable

/

.

classroom unit or find another site and ordered the Ridge EIP closed

,down. The response to this closing provides much insight into the value

placed on such a prograin, and will be discussed in detail in Chapter V.

Since 1974, the program has operated primarily with ESEA Title I

funds, Appalachian Regional Commission funds, and a local share contri-
.

buted by the School Board. The major exception toithesefghding sources

occurred in the 1976 -1977 school year. In quiy 1976, the SEA commis-

sioner issued the following statement:

Programs for .Three_ and Four Year-Olds Funded tinder Title I. This

year, systems having these prograths and requesting that they con-

tinue to be funded under Title I'for the 1976-77 school term must

assure the'State, in their application, that there are no othem

more pressing needs for studentsTrigFades K-12 (ages 5-17 inclu-

sive) within eligible attendance Areai. Also, such a request must

1 0
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be justified on the basis of a needs assessment as outlined in

current regulations. A .request for the continuation of such a
program for the 1976-77 school year should also include a plan
whereby the program, so far as the Title I funding is concerned,
will be phased out by the end of this. year. Programs for three

and four year-olds will not be funded under Title I after the
1976-77 school term.,

Taking the Commissioner at his word, Eugene Judd, the Title I

,director for Hickory County, immediately made plans to submit a pro-
,

posal to the State Department of'Human Resources for Title XX funds to

continue the EIP. After a year of using Title XX funds, and after the
4

'Commissioner issued subsequent memos softening the tone of the one

quoted above, the EIP reverted back to the use of Title I and ARC

funds. The ARC funds arescheduled to be phased out by 1981, thus the

local share is gradually increasing while the Title I funds remain the

C I
primary source of support'

Winchester County

( Although Winchester County is.Hickory County's immediatd neighbor,

the two areas represent quite different'stages of modernization. There

are abOut 40,000 people in the county, and 15,000 of.these live in

.
A

Jackson.City. In the past two decades, the city has become:a boom town

due to the interstate that runs along its southern border. Its growth

rate from 1960 to 1970,was 83%, and has been continuing at close to

that rate since 1970. Like other count4.es in the Highland Region, con-

. -
,

-:A.

k/- . -

'iseiderable population'waS loWto- out-Migration during the fifties (15.5%),
..

.4

!At since 1960, in-migration has been gi-dater than out-migration. Popu-
..,q.

lation density is 21/2 times that of Hf.Ekory County: with most of the

difference accounted for by Jackson City and its "suburbs." Average

family size -is one of the smallest in'the region (2.97), and the per-

centage of sub-standard houses is the lowest for the region (18.7%).

Only 7% of the adults go:oside of Winchester County for employment.
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There are three essential characteristics of Jackson City that

sett apart from the other communities in the region. First, Jackson

City is the regional headquarters' for all state agencies and for the

,Highland Regional Planning Agency. This provides the county with a

high concentration of social services and professionally-trained

government workers. Althouglop the services are generally intended for

g.g

'regionarconsumpIlon, they tend to go first to the residents of

Winchester County. Second,, Jackson City contains a state university

ntch has some 6,500 students in agriculture, Nile economics, education,

business, engineering, and arts and sciences. The university provides

many teihnical assistance and support services to industry'and social

service agencies in the Regions It houses the Highland Parent Training

Project and a Speech and Hearing' Clinic, both of which are available to

families with handicapped or delayed children living anywhere in the

Highland Region. Third, the presence of the interstate highway has

.

.

brought a substantial industrial base to the area. ,Shippin'g concerns,

chemical manufacturers, clothing manufacturers, electronic. components

assembly-outfits, and "the world's largest" confectionary are all

located here.

Because of its proximity to other'urban areas, Jackson City is

able to draW on specialists and professionals not available to-the more

remote areas of the Highland Region. The Cityls hospitals now have

specialists in all medical fields on their staffs. From 1974 to 1979,

the egion's only pediatrician was based in Jackson City. The presence

of n n-native professionals is also felt at the university where both

the Parent Training Project and 06, Speech and Hearing Clinic are-
_

directed by emigrants, and many of the university faculty are from_
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outside the region. At the nighland.Mental Health Center, the director

and most of tle clinical staff are imported, while the support staff

and paraprofessionals are more likely to be indigenous.

An interesting parallel betwe'en Windiester and Hickory Counties

is found in a geographic and social split between Weir eastern'and

western halves. In Winchester ,County, the urban industrial center of

Jackson City is balanced by Norristown abciut 10 miles east,of the city

4. ---

and at the southern tip of Laural Ridge. Although Morristown is'also

located on the interstate, it is a town in decline. Once part of thT

prosperous coal industry, Morristown now has no physicians, no

hospital, no significancsources cCemployment, and is-viewed byJdkson

City residents as a backwards hill town. PI: special education teacher

said that families from the Norristown irea .do not dfrose to enroll their

children in special classes bedause, "They're kind of backwards. ,I guess

it's- because they're from,the hills: There's a-lot of incest up there

too, and they really need some help."

Parent Training Project

In early 1974, efforts, were begun to develop replicattct model

for, an urban-based early-intervention program that had been in operation

Once 1969. The urban program was originally funded through the Handl-

tapped Children's Early Education Program, part of the USOE Bureau of

Education for the.Handicapped. The grantee agency was a major urban

teacher's college. Although the initial funding' was based on a 3-year

cycle, the project demonstrated success so quickly that third year funds

were not sought because the state decided to put its own resources into

the project. The state has used a combination of-AppaIachian Regional
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Cammistion funds and its own mental heOlh appropriations to continue

/'
both the urban demonstration site and the subsequent replication efforts.

6

'The success of the urban model is indicated by a resolution that

was passed,in the'state legislature to, encourage the expansion and

replication of such programs. Subsequently, state -level personnel from

the Department of'Mdntal Health developed an extensive replication plan

that included the implementation of roughly one dozen new programs to be

located in county seats and other regional population centers. By

late 1974, the plan was completed. In January 1975, one of the first

=

replication centers opened in Jackson City.

Like the Hickory County EIP, the Highland,Payent Training Project

was initially funded.with monies left over from the previous year's,

budget. In Ais.case; it was ARC rather than Title I funds t t were

used. The 'Project has continued to rely on ARC funds that come through
.

.the state, but as these have begun to be phased out (ARC funds may not

be used for more than 5 years, and the grant allocation is'reduced by

10% each year), increased support has been'sought through the State

Department of Mental Health`and the Department of Human ,Resources. It

is expected,that Title XX monies will be a primary source of support

in the near future. The Project's, annual budget has been about $40,000

for .the tst 4 years.

Since its inception, the Parent Training Project has beedlocated
....:* ,_

% ......4 .
.

at the university. It has served 2 to 10 families each year, or about

.25 different families by Mid-1979: ,Table 5 provides a picture of the

*families and children enrolled in Years I-IV of the program.. All

services are provided free of charge with the understanding, that the

parents (usually the mother) will attend the program daily with the



TABLE 5

COMPOSITE DESCRIPTION CF FAMILIES AND CHILDREN
*ENROLLED IN PARENT TRAINING pROJECT

YEARS I-IV

1. Child's Presenting Problem
6 Developmentally delayed5 , Behaviorally disordered

15 Multiply handicapped
1 Model'child (sOling of target child)

2. Length of Enrollment for Target Child (as of Nov. 1978)
5 Less than 1 month 0 13-18 months
5 1-4 months 3 over,18 months
7 5-8 months '10.1 ave. length of enrollment mos.

2 9-12 months

3. SekOf'fa-rget Child
17 male
T female

. Age of Child at Enrollment , .

0 0-6 mos. 3 19-24 mos. 4 49-60 mos.

4 7412 mos. 4 25-36 mos. 4 over 5 years

213-18 mos. 7 37-48 mos.

5. Family Income*
0 0-$2,00 6 $6,001 - 8,000 2 over $15,000

3 $2,001.- 4,000. 2. $8,001 - 10;000

'3 $4,001 -,,6,000 -6 $10,001 - 14,000 /

6. Age of Mother*
1 215-20 years 1 26-30 years 3 over 40 years'

10 `21-25 years 7' 31-40 years_ 4

7.

8.

Educational
4

Statusof.Mother*.
less than..,12.years

high.school.gragOate
college graduate'

of Referral to Project

t,

---.?

16

2

Source
3 physician 0 ublicl welfare agency

3 mental health center
diagnostic clinic

13 other (including self-referral)

,5

9. Distance Between Home.and Center

10 0-10 miles.

A5 11-30 miles 0 3150 miles.
8 over 50 miles

*Data missing for two fardilies.

.
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child and.will volunteer services to the program 3 or 4 days

a week for several months after the child leaves to enter the first

grade pr some other educatidnal settivg.

'---Eligibility for the program is not spelled out specifically.

Referrals by physicians, mental health workers, social workers, day

care teachers, and others are accepted by the program. (A description

of the children's primary evelopmental problems,is presented in

TAle 6). An assessment of the child's needs, the willingness of the

parents to commit time and energy to the treatment process, and the

capacity of the program to meet the child's and parents' needs are made.

If the child is accepted,Itne program requires that one parent attend

the center at least times a week to implement the sped6k treatment

plan developed jointly by staff and parents. The parents serve as

voluntedr teachers, with the support of paraprofessional,staff members,

a center principal., and various consulting therapists and developmental

, specialists. In contrast to the traditional curriculum used by'the

Title I EIP, the Project follows a highly structured operant conditioning

.
model to produce behavioral changes in "target"ichtldren. The parents

are ,iven extensive training'fn.applied behavior analysisso they may

carry out the treatment plan both at the'cVer and at hope. Although,

the original urban model was aimed primarily at 'pppositional children"

who presented serio4behavior management problems, the Project has

served children with intellectual anYphysical handicaps as well as

those with emotional problems. There are no specific income eligibility

I
guidelines for the Project, but a majority of t4 families would fall

(0

'within Title XX income guidelines.

Once a child has accomplished the objectives set by the parents

. and program staff, he or she "graduate from the Project into a

1"

4'7
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TABLE 6 1,

PRIMARY DIAGNOSIS FOR CHILDREN ENROLLED
1,44 PARENT TRAINING PROJECT

Child Number Diagnosis*

1. Multiply handicapped, with seizures

2. Mild cerebr41 palsy

3. Profoundly retarded and multiply handicapped

4. Cerebral palsy; non-ambulatory

5. Behavior problem
0

6. Brain damage, with seizures

7, Cerebral palsy

8. Down's Syndrome

0. . 9. Developmentally delayed for envionme\ ntal reasons
4' ,

10. Brain damage, behavior problem

141 Behavior problem

12. Spina bifida

/ 13. Down's Syndrome

14. Possibly autistic

15. Autistic

16. Behavior problem

17. Behavior problem

18. Retarded, probably encephalitis

19. . Behavior problem
,f'l

N

2Q. Autistic
i-

,....

2.1.. Rey's SyndroTe .

22. -Language delayed

21. Behavior problem, dscially impaired

. .

24. Brain damage, with seizures
. 4,

. , -,
-

*These diagnoses were offered by the PrVject staff. They are not neces-

sarily professionally confirmed.

1 1 6
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mainstream setting. Of those children who have left the Project since

its inception, three have entered a local Head Start program, two have

gone into a regular kindergarten prfirst gr4ade classroom, si5c,were

placed in a self-contained special education classroom, one went to

another private early intervention program, two moved away, five returned

home, and there is no follow-up information on four of the children.

Funding f'or the Parent Training Project has involved a complex

. set of relationships between state and local agencies-that even the

administrative staff findg hard to explain. Cash and in-kind support
4

during the 1978-1939 pro ram year cam from the following sources:

1. Appalachian Regional Commission

2.d^State Department of Meritial Health

3. Highland Mental Health Center ,,

4. State University '

. 0

5. Sabina Church of Christ

6. Jackson City Knights of Columbus

7. Highland Regional Public Health Office

8. Stae-level\Project Advisory ,Committee

The end result of this mixed bag 'of funding sources is that a

significant amount of a inistrative money is made available to the

Highland Mental Health' Ce ter as the delegate .agency and thd Depat.tMent

Of Mental Health asIthe grantee agency. The above funding' sources

provide about $57,000, yet the operating budget for the Project is less

than $40,000.- The difference is used iorHMHC.staff and bookkeeping

services and some adVnistrative support for the Department of Mental.

0 .

lth.

The fine details of.these intricate and inter -woven funding

mechanisms are not as relevant here as the fact that the Project pia

117
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been successfuil tn developing'a mixture ,of 'private and\publiClocal,

state, andfederal in-kind and cash Support. The phase-out of ARC

dollars has been anticipated and planned for.' Future funding sources

now being. considered include charging" parents a,sridingscale fee,

collecting third party payments thrdugh insurance programs (e.g.,

Medicaid), maintaining the Knights oftColumbus dpriSti9ns; charging
r .

local school systems for tuition under the provisions oP.L. 94-142
1 ,.

. ,

. .

o
1\ and similar state statutes, shifting HMHC 'monies. for outpatient and

...,., .

Is.

consultation /education services into the Project, 'and continuation %f

Department of Mental,Health support.

The otherSstriking feature of 'this budget is that-the tail

amount supports services for as many as+2 'children per year and as
r ->

few as 5 or 6 children. During 1978-1979Aarythe program a

}

'enrolled:6 chi l dren in Jackson ity and Ichiidren in Sabina. ; The'

6 children in Jzckson City include onelchild:fn his third year inthe
40

L., program who is the son of a staff member, and 2 children who attend once
ar

a week or less,
/

Thus, the per pupil cost has been relatively high

' about $6,300 per chilc_based on the total nti)or $23400 per child

based on the direct costs. 'Although.annual, roRosals AjectiServing'
.

as many ArS0 children, the highest enrolllept level: at one time has

been la children from 10 families. Chapter'SWil) discuSs at length

, -

the continuing enrollment prd lem faced by the. Project.-

Finally, it should be note. that there is mush work to be done

before the Proiect can expect to charge tUttfo$ t o the schools for

prying preschool handicapped children. Pre;ent4elatidns between the

Project and, school administrators are strainedt best Although

1

)

4
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. P.L. 94-142 mandates provisiori of services to handicapped preschoolers,

the law has yet to be implemented in the Highland Region for a variety

of reasons, This issue also. will be-pursued in Chapter V.

Pike County

Pike County represents a middle ground,between the very rural

Hickory County and the increasingly_urbaR,Winchester County. Pike

County is primarily agricultural, bUt itfarms and nurseries are

, business operation's rather than family'plots. Its population is

10-
,

growing almost as Tepidly as that of Winchester County, there are

-feweKloverty-level families than in any other cbunty.in the Highland

Region, and the average educational attainment is the highest in the

Regipn. A littlg over one-.00.1t1 of the county's residents live in

Sabina, the county seat.

The-variety of number of support services availabi-tb preschool #
e

chiThren who are develoOmentally delayee/t an indication that Sabina

is a Oansitional-town. Lo-programsloOalraveshelped meet the needs I)

1of prescho children are'sponsored by the Hedlth Department and Head

Start. ,The h alth profession is very visible in Sabina. In addition to

several priv/ te practices, Sabina supports a public health clinic and

Pike_;eunty Etospital, as we'll as a private hOspitall about the same size

and across thei street from the County's.

The Department of Health's primary role relatiVe tb presthool.

yr

children in Salina is as:a referral source. Another task of the Depart-

ment of4Healtn is to provide children enrolled in the local Head Start
.

Program with physical and dental checkups. Children also receive Vision'

and hearing screening from the Department of Health as part of the
o

44

4

"diagnostic lirbcess," according to the Head Start director. 'The Head

119
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Start program is administered-by Markham's Fork Development '

Corporation," mid' in addition health services, provides early

educational experienCes to p eschool children from thg three county

area surrounding Sabina. About 100 children ftom Pike County are

enrolled'in Head Start, 10% of whom are considered handicapped., In

addition, part of the new vocational facility at .Sabina HtghSchool

houses a program for preschoolers living An the Pye County area. The

program-a designed to train highhigh schoors-i4dents to observe children,

identify their needs, and plan appropriate activities in preparation

for a job in the childcare field.

. The role of a local menial health association was referred to in

Chapter II.- As it has Grown from its beginning in a single office

which was converted from a living room, this organization Was flourished, '

and it has become an integral part'Cif the community. It activities

have ranged from arranging institutional care to collecting food and-

Clothing for families irineed: At present, there is a drive to byild a

mental health center in Sabina, and the volunteers have taken it u on

themse-1 ves- to match monies pi-ovided by the state. Through its effor s

there exists an informal networ of citizens who are concerned with com

munity needs for mental h h services. The network makes individual

proNms knowPkto the la ger community, Whether the problem is finding

suitable living fora tarded adolescent boy, or shoes and socks for a

handicapped preschooler.

.41TP Expansion Site
. ,

In January of 1978, theaParent Training Program began to develop an

expansion site in Sabina for families unable to travel to Jackson City.

'The Highland Mental Health Center, which administers the Jackson City

12u 4
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program, runs the Sabina Parent Training Project through thmental

health extension officg in Sabrina. The director of the extension

,

office acts as a referral source to the Sabina Project, but as he

explained, the primary administrative functions are carried out )y

the central office. Thb Highland Mental Health"tenter procures money

for the program, primarily from Appalachian Regional Commission funds

and the State Department of,Mbntal Health, and is respohsible
a

for

designing and implementing the program's budget., Staffing, purchase of

materials, and leasing space for the program are als4B handled by the

Mental Health Center, 'While general administrative tasks are entrusted

to the Mental Health Center, day-to-day implementation of the Sabina

Project falls on-the shoulders of two women who were instrumental in

'establishirig the initial site in Jackson City. c'

"Alice Banfield,': an official-of the State Department Of Mental

Health,-acts as director of the overall replication effort in the

Region and plays a cutralsrole in the Sabina ,Parent Training Project.

In her visits to the program, which number between three and four per '

month,.Mrs. Banfigd does everything from handling minor administrative

problems -and training parents and'staff, to planning and carrying 'out

interventions with the children. The other key person in the Sabina.

Project is the teacher, "Sally Bean." Mrs. Bean first became invoNed

with the replication program in Jackson City as a parent who had diffi-

culties.ivmanaging her child., She and her child participatediin the

prograM's training. After ,ro years, the child moved or to a public

nursery school'and the mother became a/teecher'in the program. From

her home in JackSon City, Bean now commates.to Sabina twice a week

.

to run.the satellite project. She is primarily responsible for traininn

IP

4-
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parents and theichildren, but alfo manages the details ofday-to-day

r

.operati,ons. Mr: Bean and Mrs. Banfield have eseabliOed a good

working relationship.

The Sabina Parent-Training Project is housed.in a Church of Christ

located off the town square. The classroom is40 feet long by 20 feet
.

wide, cinder block Eansctructioi with a li oleum fl The Walls are

1.painted a pastel yellow, and there is a lackboa d with a sign saying,

'love Jesus",At the far end of the roam. 'The* a.re two small rooms

adjoining thexlassroom-,,one which is used as an office, fhe other as a
. .

. .

. ,- q!.,, .

training ro*where chii0renreceimadividual.instruction. There are

..-- I

''very few deprations on the walls other Than those.cfeated by the chileh

I
,

r d'

- for iti Stm00 School.class. Ail material's 'are stored in a cabinet next

:,.., A4
to the tqa,cher's!Office,. and. other than a tumbling mat,-and large, wooden,

-.,(.L,,,
41,

.4' ,geometrically,shaped figures used to enhance coordination, there are np
, ,:

.

. ,

activitOs or,displays with which a child may spontaneously interact.

Sllice its beginning, fir families have been served by the Sabina

ParentTraihing Project; three of-whom arestill enrolled. Of the five

familjes, four are white and gip black (the three continuing families

.

are all white). Family income has ranged from".$4i90 annually to over, ,
. , 0

.
,r''''

420,04 per year, with the majority felling in the $8-10,000 range-.--'

. ,

,.. ,,, t

Four of t 'e five families served live within 10 miles of the program's
. . ,

classroom.
O.

A total of e ght children have participated in'the Sabina Parent
No ,

Training pro Five..children were targeted for specific instruction
.

related to t r problems while'three children, siblings of he other

five, acted as "models': for the target children. .The childre 's ages
. qeb

a'
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ranged from justdover 1 year to
at'
over 5 years old. Of the five target

ch4ldren, two have been characterized as behaviorally disordered while

three\ave had multiple handicapping conditions.

In sum, the three counties in which observationi occurred provided

a range of social contexts from very rural to increasingly urban

settings. This range produced contrasts and similarities that

illuminated the relationship of the two programs (and one expansion

site) to the communities in which they operate. The programs investi-

gated were comparable in the -children's age-rangefederal funding

sources, length of o eration and kinds of families served. The

IIP
programs offered co trasts in the type of child served, their inter-

action with parents, their physical settings, and their administrative

sponsorship. tThe'se similaritieskand differences will be further

explored-in the presentation of findings.

c
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CHAPTER IV

TECHNIQUES.OF DATA COLLECTION MD ANALYSIS

Now that the-reader has an overview of'the social and political7
context in which the two early, intervention programs operate, it is

necessary to descrfbetndet ered--After

,discussing the varipus methods used in data collection, the next

section discusses the analysis of 700 pages of transcribed field notes,

UP pages of written notes, and several hundred pages of documents.

The next chapter provides a picture of the central themes that emerged '..

from this data collection and analysis process.c,

Data Collection

The image of a triangle occurrerepeatedly during the field work

stage of this study. I findthiS perhaps Fore than c6incidental, given

my interest in structural design and the work of Buckminster'Fuller.

In any Lase, the triangle as a symbol of strength, integrity, and

cohesion became a central. metaphor in the methodOlogy. There are two

essential ways this image was used.
4

First, Denzin's (197 interactionist perspective which calls for

an .inductive analysis of observed`phe'nomena was a gu.id.ing ft.imework.

Such an analysis is contingent upon a dependent relationship between

theory and method-, tempered bS, an active sociological' imagination that

can view phenomena from a variety of perspectives to generate a variety

of explanations. Denzin writes, "Methods are not atheoretical tools,

4 1
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but rather means of acting on,the environment and making that

'environment meaningful" (p. 6). As such, the method of participant

observation is an operationalization of the symbolic interactionist

theory discdssed in Ch'apter I. This is an ecological perspective that

leads to a concern far the situated meanings of phenomena. Under-

standing observed events or'interpreting symbolic acts must rely_onan

understaqing of the situational aspects of these acts. Interpretation

must also allow for continual change in the context in order to account

.for the Otoressuil nature Of reality. Thum, static forms of data col-
,

lection such as surveys or other fixed measurement devices were seen

as limiting observation of phenomena to an idiosyncratic moment. Through

participant observation in conjunction with other methods,,a broader

'ecope id longer tghior perspective of the proces5es to be explained

Was developed.
.14

Participant observation alone, however, tannot provide a, complete

picture of reality. Although it can be used to gain a' general under-

standing of sodlal context, the use of other information-gathering

methods is required to gain more complete perspective. Participant

observation is a sensitizing approach ,(benzin, 1970), but it is only

a beginning:

Once I have established the meanings of a concept, I can then

employ multiple research methods to measure 'its characteristics.
Thus, closed-ended questi'Ons, direct participation in the group
being studied, and analysis of written documents, might be the
main strategies of operationalizing a concept. . . . The sensi-
tizing,approach merely delays the point at which operationalization
occurs. '(p. 14,Y

This means that methodology must be triangulatedthat is, more than one

, source of data must be employed in order to generate valid hypotheses

about observed phenomena.

125.
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In this study, the three primary.sources of data--the three

p9ints on the triangle--were open-ended participant observation,

focused interviews, and unobtrusive document analysis. The informa-

tion generated by participant observation provided an understanding of

the physical and social context within which.behavior occurs. It was

a necessary stage before More specific, fpcused observations could
r

occur. The descriptive information in Chapters II and III was

gathered primaYlly in theinitial stages of field work - through partici-

pant observation. As more time was spent in the field, participant

observation ata was negated or confirmed' through analysis of documents

and by asking §eecific questions of a variety of people.

tf*

The purposes of the initial stages of field work when participant

observation was the leading edge of the methpdological triangle were to:

1. Survey a variety.of potential research settings

2. Survey those settings that were congruent-With the problem of

concern and which provided access

3. Establish initial contacts with informants in the setting

4. Develop agreements with primary informants about the observer's

role(sr in, the settings

5. Develop tentative propositions a t the primary issues

of immediate concern in the setting were in the f informants

6. Become familiar Oith the histohcal, social, political,

economic, anq physical characteristics of the setting

7. Become an accepted member of the groups in-whtch observation

was to take place

8. Learn the linguistic patterns and meanings of people in the

,e-
setting

.1

19
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9. Identify salient issues that required"more closed observa-

tions based on the next phases of field-work-,-interview and document

analysis.

ir
Althdugh this description of the method makes it appear to be a

linear procesi-, there was asignifccant amount of moving back and forth

between open-ended participant observation and focused interviewing and

document analysis. The focused activities opened up new avenues of

inquiry that required us to temporarily back away from focused investi-.

gation and resume participant observation in order to gain contextual

understanding of a particular issue not previously encountered.

The interviews done in this study were'What benzin calls non:

schedule standardized or focused interviews. "A formal, interview proto-

col was not developed prior to entering the field, as specific questions

)..
were not generated until a period of open-ended participant observWo6

was completed. .Then, as the areas of inquiry began to gel, general

parameters of investigation were defined. Informants were not al 1,.'asked .

the same question, but they were all encouraged to discuss the same

topics in order to pet multiple (triangulated) perspectives on the same

issue. "Certain types of information are desired'from all respondents,

but the particular phrasing of questions and their order is redefined

op to fit the characteristics of each respondent" (Denzin, 1970, R. 125).

For example, it was useful to approach the more rural, locally-

oriented people in Hickory County, especially on Laural Ridge, with

opeA-ended.conversation. This was less threatening and yielded richer

data than if we were to ask highly specific questions that could have

been viewed as meddlesome nosiness from outsiders. "Porch sittin''

became an important activity for soliciting opinions and explanations.

More formal arrngeTenis tended to stifle spontaneity and openness.

127



Long periods, of silence, although initially uncomfortable for the

observer,beCame a part.of the interview session,'and th

116

soon learnedIthat silence was not a sign of closure rejection-,'but

a normal pattern of everyday interaction. The initial tendency to fill

the silent periods with specific questions or comments declined.after,

it was realized that such gaps are normal and necessary from the per-

spective of the informants. On.the other hand; when meeting with

professionals in Jackson City, a specific question-answer-qUestlh-n

format was used successfully. Informants here were more likely to have

had experience with formal interviews, and could more readily conform

to expected "interviewbehavior.' This phenomenon was also experienced

with higher levels of state and regional administrators who responded

to the observers as though we might have been newspaper reporters- -
,

answering questions with succinct statements (sometimes sounding pre-

: formulated),, steering us away from sensitive areas, and.initiating

closure when they felt they had given enough of their time and knowledge.

. fn general, the informal interviews in rural communities lasted well

over one hour, while the focused interviews in more urban professional

settings 145ted 30 minutesto an houi-. ,/
°1

Another example of'how the initial stages of issue-identification

influenced interview methOdology is seen in the'approach to the

Winchester County special education staff. Prior to meeting and

I

interviewing the county special education supervisor,, we had received

'several assessments of hdr personality and style from non-school 'people

who had worked with her previously16 The gist of these comments was tha

"Mrs. York".was not cooperative with non-school agencies and,felt

strongly that the schools could meet the needs of handicapped children

. .

without support from other community agencies. In addition, there

12S'
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strong evidence from four different people, none in the sate agency,

that she was responsible for counting children served by the Parent

Training Project as children enrolled in Winchester County Schools,

thus giving the appearance of meeting statutory requirements while the

cost arid effort were borne by a non-school agency. This prior .infor-

mation influenced heavily.the choice of interview. methodology in this

case. It was decided 0 eater the setting as naive outsiders (the

role of "graduate studeuit" lends credibility to that assumed role) and

ask open-thided questions that did not reveal specific prior knowledge,

about the administrative practices of the special education staff.

Although the interview. could have been confrontive, perhaps evoking a

strong reaction to any suggestion that she was viewed asuncoopei.ative

or unethical, we chose to establish some rapport in, the hopes of -

catching a view of her own perceptions of herself and her program that

could then be weighed against other perspectives: This chq,ije is also

seen as less disruptive to the oh-going processes in the community, and

therefore a more ethically soundapproach 6-ti3ing field,based research.

The third point on the methodological triangle was documeaL\

rt

analysis. Here the goal was to understand the way in which individuals

or organizations portray themselves in written form, usually in a
. \s,

formal, business-like mariner. All the documents reviewed were

licited, i.e., 'they were not written for the research, but

prior organizationarfunttion. The types of documents revie d included:

1. Project proposals and accompanying materials (budgets, etters

of suplc.1;correspondence with funding agencies, annual report's,
. )

d som

contracts)

.1

2. Personal correspondence between project staff and oAErs.

3. Lists of project participants, identified by name or number

129
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A

4. Application.forms of project participants, inclUding family

demographic information

5: Results of assessments or evaluations of project children

6. Referral documents from 'outside agencies sending children to
4

the prOSects-for assessment 'and treatment
. :

7. Internal memos, logs, and minutes from meetings of the two

4 projects and related° anizations

8. °Records of staff applications, time logs, and evaluations

9. Reg)onal demographic data andoher publications of the

, Highland Regional Planning Agency
.t,

10. Newspaper articles referring to the projects or,to.related

organizations .

11. Statutes and regulations affecting the,two projects.

The information obtained'from these documents waslt viewed as

objective reality, but as a counterpoint lo the meanings expressed in

formalobseevations and face-to-face interviews. Documentary evidence

prOvided an "official" perspeCtive not found in the everyday behavior

. of 'informants.'informants.
0

The second use of the triangle metaphor is implicit in the pre-

ceding discussion. The triangle represents not only a way of generating

nultiple perspectives at one.point, it also can represent thetemporal
. ,

dimension of Moving from informal, open-ended partiCipant°observation

to formal, closed, focused interviews. The image is made clearer if

this aspect of triangulation is viewed as a "wedge'' approach toiield

work.' In the early stages of site selection and entry, identification

of informants, making reciprocal agreements., gaining access to informa-

tion, and assessing the Context of the projects, participant observation

was the primary technique used. Here, at the br'aid end of the yiedge,
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.
the observer's rote was a passive, reactive'one designed to discover

119.

issues, and themes.to be scrutinizedin more detail in later stages of

observation. As time passed,and'specific themes became stronger'and

more concrete, observations shifted to specific, closed interview

,,.

techniques. Here, the observer was more proactive, focusing attention'

on fewer phenomena with' increasing intensity devoted to a narrower

range df events within the setting. Not only were the Observations

more.narrowly focuse,P;there was a conscious .effort to focus the
.

attention of inforinanfs on specific topics. This process by definition

limited the portion of reality that was observed, thus it involved t oi'

rejecting those issues or themes which seemed extraneous to me ging.

hypotheses. The wedge narrowed both as an outcome of the deducOve

:logic that guided the method and as a result of the inevitable force of

time. tijthout an end date in mind, e could have stayed in the field

for years, gaining rich, insights into the macroscopic social setting

' 0 6

11

without ever being forced iR ao litore microscopic examination of specific
9.

. events.or themes.

importailtib,:xeiterate that this procgs. seems more linear

than it actually was. In reality; the observations did not move in a

i°

straight line from the broad to narrow edges of the wedge. Rather,' the

9

,

prodess involved "spiraTIng" through the wedge, moving toward °a finer
0

resolution of the observer's lens but ocCasiorially opening the ;iens up

, 1.

wide again to capture situational 'characteristics. This was viewed as

a necessary way'of checking the meaning of observed events within their

larger, context, In general, the des'criptive material in chaptes II and III

44

represents data generated at the bi-oad end of the wedge, and material

presented in chapter V illustrates data which emerged from the' narrower

end of the wedgy' 4
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Data Anal sis and C

Informal analysis of data began as soo as th'y was entered.'

There was a constant process of questioning emerging data to make some

120

sense out of it. Periodic-retreats from the field were necess'ary to

progress and identify the next round of settings to observe,

informants to interview, or-documents to analyze. Ale formal data

analysis process began after the first four months of field work were

completed, which,is when most of the observations' in Hickory County-

.

had, been finished. Using transcribed field notes, the data were code

according to thematic clusters or .categories that Seemed to be emerging:

A simple numbering te chnique in the margins. bf the notes was used to

identify 17 possible categoriet The categories were not viewed as 1

necessarily discreet or mutually exclusive. Some items were classified

in more than one plage, and some categories were subsequent

-analyses. -By October 1573, a list of thematic categories and opera-

tional varial*iles,to define each category was developed. `This, list

inclUded questions that emerged that-would gUide observations in Win-

chester and Pike Counties. Thus, to the extent that this research has'

been, a comparative case study, Hi kory County was the first site visited

and therefore served as a.baseli e for generAingquesItions top: 2d

at the subsequent sites. T e questions that were formulatdd at the end

of observations in Hickory County were:

1. What changes has the'Parent Training Program experienced 'as.it

has shifted grantee agencies twice since its inception in late 1075?V,.... ,

2. What is the anticipated plan.for replacing ARC funds now being

-
A

phased .out? What might bethe consequences of'shifting to,other funding

)
,

.2
. . ,

sources?
,

132
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1

, 3. ,What has been the relationship between LEA' and the PIP re:

recruitment and ennriment'of handicapped preschool children?
.

4. To what extent has the PTP deviated from the initial model

developed in an urbaiisetting?

5. What are the social and economic ,characteristics of families

that utilize the PTP?

O. What are the future plans and desires for the PTP/as expressed

By parents, staff, administrators, and others at present and higher

funding levels?

7. What is the level of -aviarenes-s-
P P

and regional,poricy makers (both appointed and elected)?

cal

lif

k

/

8. How is the PTP publicized, to what end, and with what: results?

9. What other resources and service systems does the PTP interact

with, around what issues, and with what results?!

10. What is happening at the new satellite center in Sabina in

relatigi to the above questions?

... The original coding of field notes vas modified in order to rede

the number of categories and increase their discreetness. For example,

an original category labeled "Assessment of Children" was colpsed into

"Definition of 'Handicapped' and the Identification and Placement of

'Handicapped' Children." "Instittitionalization and Bureaycratization

Trends" was collapsedsinto "Management Characteristics." "Jackson-City

and Claver Comparisons" was collapsed intO "Rural -Urban Relationships."

Below is the revised working tist of thematic categortes used to

code the field notes:

1.0 Increased costs of goods and services

1.1 Community, tax base ,

.

1.2 Changing economic.status of

.

cOmmunity related to rural-rurban-

urban transition . .

133
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\.3 'Personbel demands for salary and other
budgetary increases

1.4 Overcrowding and deterioration of
fadilities

later col lapsed

into 9.3 '4

12

20 Competitive and cooperative relationships between public agencies,

2.1 Recruitment of children ford places inHead Start, Title' I
EIP, PTP, kindergarten, or day care

2.2 Conflicting or identical catchment,areas

2.3 Conflicting or identical eligibility criteria
1

2.4 Resource sharing .(or lack of) )Tiong early intervention
programs

. ,

. 3.0 Definition of "handicapped" and'the identification and placement .

.
1

of "handicapped" children

1 Situational interpretation of regulatory language, e.g.,
educationally deprived, disadvantaged, special educationa
needs, at' -risk, deyelopmentally delayed, handicapped,
low-income, etc.

,

3.2 Perception of program staff re: status of children sery d

3.4 Enforcement of compulsory attendance laws with sch o -aged
handicapped children

3.3 AVailability-and outcome of professional diagnoses

3.5 Parental choice of alternative placements for preSchool
bapdicapped and non-handicapped children

3.6 Screening, assessment, and placement praedures used by the
programs

3.7 Parents' definition of "handicapped"

3.8- Post-program placement of children

4.0 Expectations and relations between program) staff and parents.

4.1 Role and value 'of program(s) from parents' perspective

4.2 Role and value of program(s) from staff's perspectivq

4.3 Role and value of parents from staff's perspective

4.4 Intended goals for children from parents' perspective

4.5 Intended goals for children and families from staff's

perspective

134
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4.6 Amount and kind of parent-staff interaction

4.61 Parents in the classroom as aides
4..62 Parents in the home as teachers
463 Parents in parent meetings as decision makers

% 5.0 Cultural description

5.1
4

Physical and socialcharacteristics-of-tow,-county, and
region

05.11 General demographic indicators,1950-1978
5.12 General economic indicators 1950-1978
5.13 Geographic factors

5.2 Family status variables for program clients

5.21 Size
5722 Structure

123

5.23 Income and employment
5.24 Migration, patterns

5.25 Educational background

5.3 Language and mannerisms relating to cultural identity

5.4 Role of church and religion

5.5 Individual expressed values, including views on 'family" .

6.0 Integration of program into community

6.1 Nareness of program expressed by county court members, 4

school board members', and pther public agency administrators

6.2 Degree of support for program expressed by those in 6.1._

6.3, Use of lotal media for program publicity and ecruitment

N-6.4 Amount and kirid of interaction with other early intervention

programs

7.0 Availability and utilization of external support systems for

two programs

7.1 Professional diagnostic and evaluation services

x,7.11 University in Jackson City

\7.12 Training and technical assistanceresources
7,13 Resources in nearby urban centers,

7.14, Private professional resources-010'0

-7..2' State Office of Children and Youth Services

7.3 SEA Title I-office



7.4 P model

0
7.5 State Department of Mental Health (DMH)

7.6 -Private charitable and civic organizations

7.7 Highland Mental Aalth Center

7.8 Transportation systems

7.9 Regional Department of Public Health

7,1!) Regional Department of Human' Resources (DHR)

7.11 Availabilitj, ofcooperative-placements

8.0 Management characteristics

44
qual-ificattoms-

1

G
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8.2 ksposition of grievances

8.3 Emphasis on institutionalization, bureaucratization, ant A

' centralization

8.4 Patterns of communication among staff members

9.0 Individual and groue response to external pressures: regulatory

and legislative policy making

9.1 State policies and response

9.11 Fire safety codes .A
. 9,12 State mandatory services egislation/
9.13 PTP r0,1-lcation resolution
9.14 'Interpretation of Title I regulations by SEA; Commis-

sioner's 1976 Memo
9.15 Interpretation of Title .XX regulations by DHR
9.1v Size and authority of county courts
9.17 Program monitoring and accreditation by SEA and DMH

93 8 Facility licensing by DHR

f
'9,2 Federal policies and reponse

, ' 9.21 P.L. '94-142 prAhool mandate
9.22 ESEA Title I amendments and regulations .

'9.23 Head Start handicapped manaate;.P.L. 92-424
9.24 Title XX regulations 50160 rule and the EIP ' .

9,25 ARC funding phase-cut

9.26 Proposed Head Start transfer

9.3 Local policies and response (later collapsed into 10.0)

EIP Ridge site closing

9.32 Wheel tax

136
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9.33 Beer tax
Add -on sales tax

1

9.35- Property tax

10.0 Relevant political structures

.10.1 Regional Children's Services Council

10.2 Title XX Advisory Board

10.3 'Highland Mental Health Center Board

10.4 School boards

10.5 , County courts

11.0 Evaluation methodology

11.1 -Initial contacts; entry

11.2 Informed consent

11.3 Reciprocal agreements

11.4 Resistance to ;evaluation"

11.5: Programs' pr vious ,experience
expectations this project46 N.

with evaluations and

._
1-1-.1i 'Identification of variable behaviors; public vs. private

Program design and history

12.1 Target pop .ulation and changes

12.2 Staffing patterns and change

12.3 Funding sources,and changes

12.4 External regulations and chances

12.5. )laxly program activities

13.0 Rural -urban relationships

13.1 Over the mountain. vs. under the mountain (Hickory County).

13.2 Jackson City as "hub city" for surrounding small towns
-0

,_13.21 "Norristown-Jackson City
13.22 Sabina-Jackson City

13.3 Jackson City- Sabina- Claver comparisons

1.?7
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` Once this list was complete, the next step was to take two copies

of the field notes and cut them up so that the notes themselves could

be rearranged according to the categorized headings. ,Where poSsible,

the same item was-placed under two different categorical headings to

indicate that the same event could illustrate more than one theme.

This added to the_complexity'of interpretation and Helped avoid overly

narrow explanations. A third set of notes was left uncut and marked to

indicate where data were placed in the categorical arrangement. The use

of this method may be illutl'ated by looking at categories 5.0,.
12.0, and 13.0 above. These represent the data sources for chapters II

and III. Categories 3.0, 6.0, 9.0, and 11.0 cut across the findings,
1 _

and thus became organizing themes for chapter V with the remaining

categories used to portray the issues, that emerged in cOnsideration of

integration, response to external mandates,,and,the process of evaluation.

The guiding principle of the methodology of this study has been

that theory and method are interdependent, with theory determining

method, and method determining the kinds of data collected. Triangulated

data sources and the use of multiple methodologies which ranged from

open-ended,to highly focUsed were employed to develop a complete under-
,

standing of ecological variables and their relation to program implemen-
.

tion. In analyzing the data, thematic categories were inductively

ge erated. This process resulted in the clustering of data into

relatively discreet areas which.34111 be explicated more fully in the

next chapter.

r

. r
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CHAPTER V

--- THE PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

The central concepts that emerged from the field work were shaped

bysthe itial questions posed. After completing the coding and analy-

sis of 'notes, it became. clear that some concepts cut across'all the .

theMatic categories, while others were relatively discreet and could be

explained as independent phenomena.` Thus, the inclusive concepts

became guiding questions that could be imposed-on the more discreet

variables. ..As we worked through the notes and documents. it began to

appear that category 6.0, Integration of program into comm'unity., was not

a discreet variablebut was an important element in understanding the

data contained within the other categories. In addition, categories 2.0.

3.0, and 9.0--Competitive and cooperative relationships between public

..agencies,-Definition of "handicapped," and Individual and group response

to external pressure's -- emerged as mediating constructs that represented

. *
a middle-ground between.theoverail integration issues and the idio-

syncratic descriptive and anecdotal data.

This hierarchy_then produced two overriding-themes that could be

used to explicate the findings. First, we are concerned with integration,

defined as (a) the level of awareness demonstrated:by community decision

- makers that the program existed, (b) the values expressed by community

members and decision Makers toWard the programs,' (c) the use of community

media to make people aware of the programs, and'(d) the programs'
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'relationship to social institutions such as the public sclpols and,

other public and private health ad8 welfare a ncies..
1

, This latter, component_of integration leads to the second central.

eme--interaction. Inter;ction, includes three components: program-

community interaction, program-policy interaction, and program-family..

interaction.
\ -0 :

1. Program-community-:interactiort includes (a) the situated defini-

tions of "handicapped" within community contexts, (b) the identification"

of a particular "target polSulatidn" within each community, and (c) the

flow of referrals from outside agencies to the programs.

2. Program-policy interaction includes (a) the response of

program staff to feOral policies (either legislative or regulatory),

and (b) internal policy-making activities intended to respond to problems

identified in progr"am delivery.

3. Program- family interaction includes

program children as decision makers; and (b)

development as expressed by program staff an

the roles of parents of

is for children's

This chapter will develop these four themes based on the findings

.presented... The final chapter will then propose specific hypothese

generated by the findings.

116

Integraticin

-A central question throughout this'study has been: to what degree

are federally-designed and4subsidized early intervention programs

integrated into local social and political'struCtures? The study has

been concerned also with 110W that integration changed (increased or

decreased) from the prOgrams' initial implementation to the. present,

after four'or five years of operation.

i4
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One of the least obtrusive and most accessible sources for

answering these questions is the local media. It is a fairly

matter tosgeher copies of county.newspapers and skim them for any

) articles pertaining to the progrfts. In addition, the Parent Training

/ Project had in its files a collection of news clippings published since

1975. Newspaper stor4es that cover some program event such assa field

trip or parent meeting, announce the availability of openings; or report

on a local contritutiod to theprogrItre common for most early. inter -

0

vention projects. They are seen.as a way to maintain public awareness,

assure political support when necessary, and recruit children each year.

It was intriguing that the Hickory CoUnty. EIP had'a standing, policy

of not publicizing the program. The head teacher said, "We try to keep

as quiet as a secret." The program has used no newspaper, radio, or

'poster publicity, The only incidence of newspaper reporting about the

program occurred when the Ridge site was closed by the fire marshall,

and even that news item was in the context of reporting on the schdOl

board meeting at which the issue was discussed: Although it was the

lead item covered in the story-- "Fire Marshall_Oisapproves of School

Facility"-- only took one paragrpph out of 15. The closing was

4, mentioned in two suocessive weekly editions of the paper during the
a. .A

summer of 1978, and there 'has been no mention of it since then.

There are two reasons for this lack of publicity. First;lhe

grogram staff does not want more applicants than it can!handle. Each

year there has been a waiti-ng list of 15-30 families who contact the EIP

beginning in the spring before. fall enrollment. Thus, recruitment has

never been, an issue'for the program. Children with special educational

needs are not.sought out. Rather, the staff is able to wait passively

41'

for the applications to come in and then choose eligible Chfldren from

141
3"/
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among thfi group. The process is explicitly a first-come-ffrst-

served system, and ie results in the program serving a select segment

of-the population. Parents' who enroll their children one Year may apply.

the next-year for a sibling, or may tell their neighbor or kin about the

project. Word-of-mouth is the primary source of publititi, thus

familieS living in the same neighborhood and who interact socially alv
9

those who call first in the spring to be placed on the waiting list.

Those who.live in more remote areas are much less likely to hear of the

program, especiallycif they have no children yet in the regular school

system.

The second reason for this "secrecy " 'sterns from the director's

desire nof to bring a potentially controversial a'ctivity into the public

view. .Mr. Judd is luite -concerned that any publicity will call attention

to a program who,se existence is already tenuous. Because of. the state

,

commissioner's 1976 memo forbidding use of Title I funds for preschool

programs, he is afraid that media coverage will lead to repercussions

from higher levels. The regional-Title Imonitor,,b1though aware that it

exists, has never visitecrtne EIP, and Mr. Judd wants .to,keep it that way.

Mr..Judd is especially concerned that any negative reactions to the Ridge

closing be kept.out of the papers. He does not want county court or

school board members find a reasorfor not allowing the program's
,t

continuation.

In contrast, the Parent Training Project in Winchester County has

used local media more feequently. Their ftleS include six articles

.
published in the county paper in 1976 and 1977. These articles focus on

recruitment and fundraising. In addition, the PIP Kas printed brochures

,

describing the program's services and te,±getl)opUlation% These brochures

are distributed to area cial serviceagencies in Order to generate
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,referrals to the project. However, even tis activity has not been

sufficient to maintain enrollment at capacity or make area decision

makers fully aware of the PIP. A state level consultant to the project

said that most of the enrollment problems in Jackson City and Sabina

are relited to a lacl of publicity, which she blamed on the PTP's

principal. In Sabina, a local mental health worker said that, "it

y hasn't been publicized that'well," and local policy makers, although

they received brochures, needed to know.more about the project if they

were to support it actively. When the expansion site was first opened

in Sabina in early 1978, there was no advance publicity or nevls coverage

of the, event.

Again, part of the reason for this low profile seems to stem from

a desire not to be faced, with more demand than the program can accommo-

date. It has been a policy in both Jackson City and Sabina to start the C

project with only a few children in order to develop a routine, train a

handful of parents in the project's teaching methods, and then expand

once a first generation of trained clients is, established. However,

r0 many people related to the PTP, including staff, felt that the slow-start

philosophy was carried on too long, and this has'resulted in continuing

;

° problems with filling the enrollment.

Given this low level of publicity, hbworaware are local policy

makers of these programs? In Hickory County, the two new school board .

members elected in the summer of 1978 did not-know the EIP existed prior
7)

to their election. One of the new members represents the Ridge area.

Ironically, the fire marshall whoordered the Ridge -site closed lived in

Claver but did not.know the program existed until the local welfare offict__
-4

asked him to inspect it prior to granting a license to the facility.

. -Outside of the county, the region's pediatrician had never heard of the

143
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program, and the educational specialist for the Highland Mental Health

Center was not aware of it. The Mental Health CentercOirector, who is

also chairman of the regional Title XX advisory couneW
.

knew the pro-
;1

gram existed but not in wha form. A regional Title XX administrator\a

had heard Of the program in p ssing, but knew no specifics,, including

the reasons for the EIP's use and subsequent rejection of Title XX funds

As for the Parent Training Project, more people were aware that

it existed, but few of these knew itss purpose or design. Th9(Menta1

Health Center, as the delegate agency for the project, was tluite aware

of it. The pediatrician knew of it because he was a consultant to/the
1

project for abolit 11, years. P. Title XX administrator knew of the PTP,

but did not know its functions or design. The principal of a Winchester es)

County'elementary school that received some PTP graduates thought that

the PTP had closed doyn when we interviewed him. He confused it with a

\,,
resource ma trials center also located at the university. In Sabina,

the PTP staff member doubted that either county court members or School,

board members were aware of the project, The Head Start director in

Pike Cdunty was also not aware of the expansion.site:

In general, few local policy makers appear to be aware of these

programs. T6re has been minimal publicity about the programs, and-

there:hac been no sustained effort to create either client or public

support for the projects. Ln spite of problems that demand public

'r'e'sponse, such as the site closing and low enrolments, use of the media .*

. .
r

has not been viewed as a way to generate community support. The result
- g 4 4

has been very little outcry concerning the site closing and continuing

problems with recruitment and enrollment.

Related to these issues is an assessment of the perceived value of

early intervention programs from the perspectives of policy makers and

41_ . ,
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the general public. The negative view held by-EIP staff of.Heac14Start

as a day care service folk "negligent" mothers was discussed earlier.
. .

dead Start staff object strongly to the day care.image, .diaiming to
4..

have a more comprehensive and desirable program than other early inter-

vention or preschool programs. No love is lost between Head
I

Start and

kindergarten programs, either. Head Start programs'that enroll 5 and

40 -

,- 6 year-old child'ren, handicappedor not, are:viewed as taking these

children away from kindergarten, thus low0-ing kindergarten enrollment

and leading to th ismissal of teachers. The regional child develop-
yw

.

ment specialist re d a,conversation she had with a regional Head

Start director:

When I interviewed the director'-of Head Start up there, she said
that the parents arebeggrng her to keep their childrenin Head
Sta ebecause the kindergartens are so rotten, and of course, the
Su erintendent up there thinkS,that Head Start is keeping the
children because they want to inflate their rolls and get a bigger

.,.
amount of money.

Several times, when interviewing early intervention professionals

in the regibn about the EIP or PTP, 'he or she would talk. about the

advantages of the program with which they were associated. For example,

a

. - ..,it

Head Start staff saw their services as better than thgse offered in the w.,

. f-
..

EIO" Or PIP;` and better than what was available at home. A 'public health
I

nurse said that the Women, Infants, and *Children Supplemental Nutri-

tional program
,

more effective than other alternatives because it

creates long-t m change in the dietary habits' of families. Public

school person el saw their own programs as better because they could

assist in the transition from preschool to school-aged programs. One

school administrator said school-based early intervention activities

could nrevOlution;zJ America" by.worKing with children as young as

° 2 ,ears old in order to/improve their learning abilities.
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Many negative dents were expres ed concerning the tole of the

mental health center in providing earl interventiOoroarent educa-

tion activities. Thepediatrician, Cooke, said that sky efforts
,-..,, P . ,

, t
to support parents of either handicapped or normal children were

--,

bound to fail yffered through the mental health center.. (Such
;,;

efforts .11aVe occurred, and they have not been well,attended or long

lasting.). He felt that:Such activities would be more effective if run

through chUrches or similar;voluntary qfpanizations: A university pro-
e

fessor who.is a consultant to the PTP,told

The people in the community see the Zental-health centers as a

pace for crazies. The university may be isolated but it ,doesn't

have that problem. When I was working out at the center we tried

to get a couple of parents' groups goIng.but the parents wouldn't
:come in.-because opf.the location. Besides, they just, want to

doctor them up Olit-therewithout working with. the fathily., They

wo,rk 'on the:traditional servicedelivery model, and that doesn't

0,1-W1y:salve the problem. I know this is a hard thing to. say,
-'-but_Im'n6f-oonvinced that thepeaple over there really .want to

s6411ibt.,:pUCh.chan§4,,occurring,,,7

^
.

An admin4gtratbrrof the mental health center reiterated thisview

er0 .o.

when speaking e6 the reg4114,011*.en's,er4ice Council.

ID , -
I've been here since 1270'r Itiat.length'qf time.gives me a

fairly`good perSpectftedqp,service in-the area. One of the biggest
problems I've noticed is ZoorAinWan among services and communica-
tion among the varigus agencieVfiatprovide services. Another

problem is the identity of serY)ze,s,, and I'm alking,esoecially

about mental/ health. We'ArejdenWied as services for crazy

,people. We probably,loge about abi,"of MO.-people that come to

us,b1cause of thg way we, get It May -eventually mean

losing 70 out of 100 that don't ever. e our servIce-S.. .Part of the
`problem is.getting information to Dlepeople. Part of it is-a

philosophical question. Should we provide services through a cen-
tral facility or through each'ofkthe exfsting systems the child is

already a part of? .

. dP
Another problem we have 190xpectations of just what we.will do.

People are conditioned by the medical or:Session that.we can-cure
them--you know, come in, give the6 a couple of aspirin and they'll

go away cured. Whell people come into-the mental heal nter

we tell them it's going to be long'drawn-out process and things.

aren'tloing to happen right away', they won't-'show up again. One

problem we have now in the PTP program isin getting referrals.

To some extent, we're in competition,with,Head Start. They don't 0

146
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require much participation from .parents and can get child en

-enrolled easier than children in PTP where we ask parents to

come' in every cay.

The problem of parental involvement was also mentioned by a special-

education teacher w o is now working with a PTP graduate. She Aid not

think the projec is a feasible alternative to Head Start or school-based

programs because no transportation is provided and the pareAts are

.
1.

.:

required to attend with their child daily. This view was congruent with

the Uinchester County special education Supervisor's.beljef that the PTP

does,not have the staff or program necessary to qualify/as a placement

. ,

for handicapped children. Although the'supervisor told us that Vie-

schools have used the PTP as a placement site ("We now have six, no

three- -well, actually, we have one childthere.''), the relationship

between the supe'rvisor and the program has been strained. The regional

special education supervisor, who covers all the counties inrifie Highland

area; also reportedly-did not hold the program in high esteem, according

to the PTP principal:

Finally, the university at-which the.program is located 'held a

unique perspective of the'program. .From its inception, the PTP's vdlUe

has been as a practicum training site for the university's special

eudcatioh department. The program's relation to the university evolves

from-this function, and any attempt to move the program or change the

designikouldte opposed by the university for this reason. One faculty

a

member sai that iff the program were to close down or, move to another

site, the- iversi y would probably develop its own early intervention

classroom n order to Continue undergraduate training activities.

Program location seemed to be an important factor in determining

the degre of community integration for the two programs. The univer-
..

ti

sity-bas PTP, did not have a good relationship with the public schools

I 4 I,
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in terms o f referrals, placement decisions, or resource sharing. On the

;

other hand, the public school-based EIP was fairly well integrated with

the schoul system in all of these areas. Although there wac little evi- ,

dence of formal contact between EIP staff and kindergarten or first grade

Aeadiers, there weNg opportunities for informal contact at school func-

tions. At. the Ridge site, we oberved the EIP children eating lunch in

the school cafeteria where there was frequent social interaction betwegn

the EIP ch- ildq(en and/the older children who were either siblings, cousins,

or friends. At the Claver site, the children were - ussed to the Claver

Elementary School for lunch until the 1978-79 program yeal when the

lunches were brought to the EIP cl a.s.Broom, thus removing one opportunity

for inieractioRl. In:addition,the EIP Screening Committee which selects

eligible applicants each year consists of the school system's severely

mentally retarded (SMR) teacher, a former program parent, the local( public

health nurse, the school's attendance officer, and a local welfare admin-

istrator. The composition of this group enhdhces the level of community

and school integration. ccontrast, the PTP did not have such a committee

4
.and thus had fewer formal contacts with school and other agendy personnel.

Although the PTP has intended to develop an evaluation committee of parents
V

and community representatives, which would enhance integration, the

committee hasnever been formed.

A Rarticifiarly sensitive issue we discussed concerning integration

was the relationship between th\4two programsiMhd the local Head Start

programs. Because Head Start serves children of the same age and is

required to set aside at least 111; oftheir enrollment for han-Ncapped

children, there is a good deal of competition and tension between Head

Start and other early intervention programs. This was seen most

clearly at a meeting of the Children's Services Council at which the

, issue of competition was discussed. At this meeting, a representative
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orthe state Resource Acc s Project1 spoke about Head Start's

handicapped services manda e and the need for inter-agency :ooperation

to identify and serve preschool handicapped children. Asuperintendent

at the meeting said that it was harmful to.,children not to be in the

public school if,they were old enough. A Head art director answered

that she believed it was the parents' right to deeide where the child

should be, at least until_th mandatory school age of 7.--The.superin-

tendent viewed the problem a

own county. He asked sever

of competition? How can we

to sit down and work out t

waiting for sone form of t

..tion on the part of eithe

a, regional one, not just liMited to his

1 times, "What can we do about the problem

get the schools and the 'flea

se problems?" It str

ird-party intervention.

Start program

that he was

re'-was no incliRa-

the schools or Head Start to initiate their

own discussion of the issue. The 'first time the Head Start staff

approached this superintendent to talk about the placement of children

was three days prior to the CSC meeting. At a liter CSC meeting, a

supervisor of.jnstruction made the comment: "I feel like we're in

competition with 11.4 'ad Start and that's bad. But we dorilt, work with

them very much to solve it." A mental health adffinistrator responded:.

Yeah, it's partly a transportation problem. But also there's no

identified person in Head Start who works With the public school
sytem to get that child in and to get thes-information to the
school system about what the needs of the child are.

One'source of the Head Start-school friction stems from Head

Start's advocacy activity in the implementation of P.L. 94-142. Head

Start actively encourages parents to request services for preschool 4

1The Resource AccesssProject is a nation-wide project operated

through the Adminis atiOn'-for Children, Youth, aRe. Families to assist

:Head Start programs in ainstreaming handicapped children.

-14
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children under the federal law, which is, not al5pr clated by

school staff. Referring to the local coordinator of services or.

.
handicapped childreh, the Winchester County special education super-

visor told us:

Head Start's having a lot of trouble. They.'re not doing very

well-with providing services,to handicapped ch.Lldren. You know

they have this colored girl that grew up around here and theh
went up to New Voris to get an education. Sh back here

with a lot of big ideas. Seems to me they'r mo concerned with

the law than withproviding services.
O

Another factor that may be causal here is the,historicgl develop-

merit of kindergarten in the region. In the county represented by the

superintendent at the CSC meeting, Head Start was implemented-prior to

Ihe'creation of a kindergarten program. Like many early Head Start

_projects, tfs one was based in the school system. The subsequent

development of kindergarten was an outgrowth of Head Start when the

litter moved into its own facilities. Thus Head Start had a longer

history in the county and may have been viewed by parents as the pre-

ferred program for this 'reason. On the other hand, the first rural
La

kindergarten in the state was established in Hickory County, and Head

Start arrived a few years later. There was no indication of competition

ji),Hickory County between Head Start a,nd kindergarten, but there was

competition between,-he EIP.dnd Head. Start.

We have 'already S'een that ffii- EIP held 'a negative View of Head

Start. The feeling. was reciprdcated when Head Start had difficulty

tillihg its Claver center in 1978, Th director, in referring.to the ,

EIP said:

That program is really hurting us. We can't get enough low-income

children in Claver because the school's taking them. Up on the

Ridge, we've hado close one center down and may have to close the

other one. Maybe things will get better up there now that the

.
school program has been closed down.

42.
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There are other possible reasons for the enrollment problem, suet) as,

declining birth rates, but Head Start staff view the cause as competi-

1
tion with the EIP.

A third'tource of friction was found, in Hickory County where the

school board refused to grant Head Start the use of public school busses

for field trips. Although this practice was allowed in a nearby county,

the Hickory County board turned down the request; causing ill feelings

among Head Start staff.

Finally, when the Ridge EIP site was condemned by the fire marshall,

the Hickory County school board investigated the possibility of moving

the program into a community center already occupied by Head Start.

When the Head Start director heard of this, she immediately called the

local official in charge of leasing the building and asked her to for-
.

ward the coming year's lease as soon as possible. Within -- -3 days the

new lease was signed, making it more difficult for the EIP to move in.

As the director said, "You have to know the powers thbt,be in these

small towns. Everybody knows everybody else, and you jast have to know

who to call."

There are informal contacts between Head Start and EIP staff.

'These contacts are based on friendships that develop outside of work

settings. However,_very little information about the two programs seems

to be exchanged through these relationships. For example, the EIP,staff

was not.aware that Head Start is also using the LAP as an assessment tool.

Other information about classroom,materials, staff training, and.recruit-

ment also is not shared. As the Title I director put it, "We don't work

with them and they don't work with us.."

- The Head Start-PTP'relationship is-mgre formal. When we asked

the'Head Start director if she had any interaction with the 15TP, she

15_1
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replied, "I've worked very closely with Linda Davidson (the principal).

Of course, she's no longer there and I haven't had any contact with

them since then. Once one of our programs came: down to the PTP to

observe an d get some training." One child enrolled in Head Start

was referred to the PTP for treatment. The child, who was diagnosed

. as Liistic,-spent 2 days a week at the PTP and 2 days at Head Start.

Head Start also serves as a post-PTP placement for children,, top young

to enter t he Oblic schools, However, during the
//
1918-79 program year,

PTP staff attempted"to place two handiapped children in Head Start

without success. After several weeks of trying to set up appointments

and get a commitment from Head Start to accept the children, the staff .

finally gave up. One person said, "I guess they try to get out,of_it

just like the schools do."' One of these children.was later plac'ed in

a private nursery shcool; the 'other child remains in the PTP.

The PTP is not viewed as being in competition with Head Start gr

the'public schools, primarily, because the PTP serves more severely;

handicapped children than either.of these. The program's consultant

from the Department of Mental Health belives that there is no competi-

tion because Head Start and similar programs emphasize readiness activi-

ties in traditional settings in contrast to PTP:s individualized

parent-based curriculum.

But the lack of competition does not necessarily produce cooperation.

". et

The PTP principal told us that she receives "no cooperation from the

county special eduction supervisor." Several people, including the
Al

principal, told us'that the schools were carrying PTP children on their

on enrollment lists to give the impression that these children were

being served by the schools as mandated by state and federal law. This

became apparent when the Winchester County special education staff called
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to inquire abdut a PTP child's diagnosis and medical history. The

principal refused to disclose the infornation on the grounds of

confidentiality, ancr(isleed how the school got the child's riame in the

first place. The school, in turn, refused to answer that question.

The principal said this'"double counting" also was occurring with

a PTP child from a different county.'' In this. case, the mother

approached the school board to request mileage compensation for

driving her child daily tothe PTP and back, a round trip of about

100 miles. After 9 months of negotiations, the school finally offered

to pay her 5 a mile. Against the advice of a state special_ education

.0

official, she refused-and demanded at least twice that amount. The

issue was still unresolved several months later, by which time the

child was no longer enrolled in the program. It has resulted in con-.

tinuing tension between the PTP and the county school boards.

The ispe.of double counting was discussed at length by the state

director fo'r replication of the PTP projects, PaulAlinsky:

When that issue first came up, the issue was not achild find

or liaison to the next placement kind of issue. The issue was, I

won't mention names, double counting of kids. The only service in .

the world they were receiving was at PTP, but to learn that a
couple or three of. those families were being double counted by the
school systemg% and the initial request in terms of contact was(
it appeared to us, that all they wanted to do was to get the rest

of the names so they could double count them; not providing mileage,

not providing a nickel's. worth of service but receiving the credit.

That was. unacceptable to me. It still is. But now there are two

other issues here: the child find issue, alright. I'm committed

to child find; I think it's the only way we're going to get enough
dollars into this state through P.L. 94 -142 so that local school
systems will begin to realize that it can be to their advantage

to serve handicapped kids rather than to ignore their presence.
And the liaison kind of thin9s in terms of the kid moves into a

school system and information about his prior treatment; I think

that often is useful, too. But what we' have, here-, and it's one

that Ihink is all that I ever asked for, well, I think Linda took

it kind of another step--is that that's a parent's prerogative.

That's all. We have to assure our parents that we again, are not

going to turn over a piece of information without their prior

-approval, on a case-by-case basis. So for child find purposes,

Aso
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for the liaison relationships with school systems, if the

families said, "Okay," I thirik itts our responsibility to. sit down

and talk about the advantages and disadvantages of aing that and
they sign it, fine. But for anybody, from the Winchester County
Schools or anybody else to call up and say we need a list of the
kids that you have served or are serving or whatever I hold by,

\I\
that decision. But Uhirik Linda took it a step furth r with
just resistance and non-cooperation, almost without aiming for
protection o9 the parents. .

The Winchester County School,System just assumed that they
had the right of, access to that information and we say, well, you
do if the parents want you to. And yeah, people don't Yike us for
that reason. But I still think it's the best way to no. And, as

a-matter of fact, hell, we were doing things 10 years ago that
the Buckley Amendment only in the last 4 years had made people do.
So we are a little bit arrogant on that, issue. In fact, we were
protesting rights of the people involved in this program long
before we were compelled by law to do so, and we just like the way
it feels and we're continuing to do that. But thaCkesn't mean
resistance and Pon- cooperation; that just means that the person
in the situation who'.s right it is to make that decision is going
to be consulted before we release anything. And this is not
playing general at the expense of the lives of the'soldier; but
goddammit, unless you turn those kids put and forCe`the community
to begin to come up with the services that hey'-re obligated to
provide, then you're' not doing anybody any'favor in the long haul
in the whole Highland area or Winchester County.

Goddammit, they are obligated, legally obligated--I don't care
about moral responsiblities--legally obligated to provide services

to those.kids. And if you hold onto them and begin to do things
that your program wasreally not designed to do, namely be a 3 or
4 year shelter for families, you know, over the long haul, you're
not letting the community respond the way its obligated to
respond to the needs of those people. There's no question that
we're letting other systems off the hook,

Mallory: IS there,any place at any of the PTP sites in the
state where you do have a cooperative relationship with the
school systems in terms of having them piovide you financial
support for meeting their obligations under the law?

Alinsky: Case-by-caSe, and it's only mileage.. But I don't

fault the school systems. Until the P.L. 94-142 monies begin to
flow there's a lot they can't afford and we've had to fight in some
cases. In some cases, we fought once, then they were cooperative.
after that. But, in terms of providing, mileage for families and
beginning to take that wnole staffing process seriously,41for example,

under P.L. 94-142, I think by definition, Bruce, that a system
that is early intervention and that is parent-implemented is in a
somewhat antagonistic role with the traditional. school systems'

approach. But th4 doesn'tolean that it hat to be bitter enemies;

tr
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-.it's just that we have more outspoken parents. We provide support

to those parents as they begin to-insist upon appropriate educa-

tional placements and treatment of their children,

This tension between early intervention programs and the schools

over"comOiance with state and federal mandates was summed up by a

regional.public health administrator who operates a home visiting pro-A

gram for at-risk infants froelow-income families:

We should act as an early warning system. Our role should be to'

identify children when they're very young.- For instance, we can

identify a spina bifida child when he's 2 years old and then tell

the local school district that in a couple of years"therre going

to be receiving this child. for them to gear,.up now to

get ready for this child so 'they can provide the services as

they're supposed to.- Right.now our interaction with the school

system's not really 'good or bad, really the best way to describe

it is just as "very little." I see us as being in the position

of advocating and I want us to move into that role even more in

the future. When the parents go before the school board and ask

for services from the school, usually the school just turns around

and blames the parents for causing all that trouble; usually the

school says something to the parents like) "Well, now if we go and

provide all these services for your kids, you're just taking away

the. services from all the other kids. Why do you have to cause

all this trouble?" I feel that there's an ethical obligation to

,really push the school system to serve these kids. You know right

know, everybody's kind.of rkluctant--that is, both the staff and the

parents--to really do this, push the school board to provide these

services that the state says they're supposed to pilievide, but I

.hope that maybe we.can do a little bit more of that. I know. I've

got a couple of staff that aren't going to be'reluctant at all and

are just waiting for me to giVethem the word. 'I have been telling

my staff that the state does havespecial money earmarked to pro-

vide special'educational services fdr these children. .°

Theissue of integration is essentially a matter of open communica-

tion flow and knowledge about what services are available for handicapped

children. Lack of communication and know ledge lead to friction, competi-

tion, and duplication .of services at best. At worst, it means that some
41

children do not receive the services to which they are entitled. Turfing,

jealousy, and personality clashes all appear to affect program integra-

tion, as illustrated by an excerpt from a conversatioewith Dr. Cooke:

41--tf
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41$
Mallory: Is there a problet with finding 'placements and

services in the region for preschool handcapped children?

.Cooke: There's a hell of a lot of stuff available; youjust
can't find out what it is. Everybody seems to be doing their own
thing. What we need is some kind of central office to tie all
these agencies_togefther. You have two or three programs fighting
over. the same kids; that's just crazy. The Mental Health Center
refuses to work $/ith us; the schools aren't any help at all--the
supervisor of special education over there thinks the school can
handle every problem that there'is--she refuses to work with the
local folks. Hell, I knqw,L can't provide all the information that .

they need;14mjust a doctor. I don't know what the educational
needs are and to psychological needs are of the families. I need
some help. Ican't do it all on my own. Buisthese agencies don't
seem to be willing to work with anybody else. There seems to be
a major problem with this Mrs. York,.the supervisor of special
education over there. I've tried to call her up a couple of times
but she's refused t work with me. Some of the teachers now,
when they make ref rals to me, contact me directly rather than

i

going through hpr, because she isn't any help. I really don't
$ know what the services are in the area. Somebody ought to be pro-

viding that information to us. I just heard aboutthe Re-ha Center
in [an'urban area recently. We placed a child down there and we
had a very successful experience. It's really sad we never knew
about it beforft now.

Nob y's talking to anybody else. The ear-nose-thy-Oat man is
mad at t university's speech and hearing clinic so he brings in
a team from 60 Miles away to do the audiological screening up here.
And now the regional public health office wants to get,something .

going. Somebody from there came td see me the other day about
starting a new speech and hearing center. That's.just'crazy to
have three speech and hearing programs going on.in'the county and
they can't even sit downand talk to each other.

Interaction

Program-Community Interaction

In addition to assessing'the degree of integration,, we were,als

interested in program interaction with external structures. Intgraction

is defined here as the process of reciprocal influence that occurs

between the programs and their surrounding communities. We sought to

discover in what ways the presence of the program would change community

r

structures and process, and, conversely:how the community would cause

the program to change over dire. Wewill discuss-three aspects of

15G
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,interaction below--the definition of program eligibility, the situated

meaning of "handicapped," and the flow.of referrals to the programs.

These are inter/dependentZactors, and their relationship to one

another will be the focus rather than their discreet characteristics.

,The Word-of-mouth recruitment process used by the EIP has a eady,

been discussed. Once a pool of applicants is established by Ngust of

each year, a screening committee is formed to review the applications

\and determine who is eligible. At the same time, the home visitors go

to the homes of the applicants to administer the LAP. Any child who

.falls 6 months or more behind .on three or more areas of the LAP is con-

sidered developmentally delayed and therefore eligible..\"yie screening

committee..considers both the, -LAP results and any prior knowledge they

have about the family to make their judgmenfilThiery few children are

rejected eadh year. 'Almost all the applicant are found to score be1oW

. the cut-off, and those that do not often are found to have other circum-

stances that would. make them eligible. For example, one child who

scored within the normal range had a mother who is disabled by multiple

sclerosis, and he was accepted. Betty Garrett verified this when she

told us:

Well, we hardly ever turn away anybody. We had-one little boy'ill

Claver last year that tested too high; the only one we had to call
back and say; *Hey, I'm afraid'you won't be able to come to chool.!
And when we had `Title XX we had a lew.that were too high income
th.;t really wanted to come and we had to say your income's just
too high. We had maybe a dozen, all around Claver. There's not
been too many people that we've'had to turn away. Pid we've never
turned away any, one because of a handicap or a disability. Never
had that problem.

Since the program's inception in the fall of 1974, there has been a

deliberate shift in eligibility criteria, moving from family income to

developmental status. This shift has been the result of local policy

decisions rather than any external mandate. However, the shift is

1 57
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congruent with current national trends to move from criteria based on

equity to' criteria based on academic competence. Below are two

ts-
excerpts from conversations

-

with EIP stiffthat illustrate this his-

.

torical trend. Betty Garrett is the head teacher and Eugene Judd is

the Title I director.

Mallory: One of the-things that I'm interested in is the
kinds of kids that yOu serve. Do they have to be at least
6 months behind on the LAP?

Betty Garrett: Yes. Now that has heen changed. The'first
year, we started up With the children that had to be -in a certain
income bhcket. The family number and the income.is what we based
our opinion on. *f they met the guidelines that way, they were in
the program. The second year, the 'same guidelines. The first and
second years exactly alike. But the third year we had Title XX
money and tbe auidelings--50 of the children had to be AFDC, and
the other 50 had to make the guidelines economically, just as
before. And this year, we went b"ack to,Title I, and the guidelitnes
have changed; they no longer had to be'a certain' income, they had

. to be 6 months behind in three or more of the areas that we tested.

Mallorzy: So this is the first year you've Used just that
LAP criteria?

Betty: Yes.

Mallory: But you've used the LAP test every year-, this is

the first time you've used it for eligibility?

Betty:, Yes.

Mallory: You think you would rather continue on that system?
Now you've had several different systems, what do you think is the
idearone?

Betty: The ideal situation Would be to choose the children
based on an educational need, which is the LAP test. Because, you
know; people'have--maybe'they're right--for a long time people have
thought that if you were poor you were dumb, but I don't believe
that. I believe' in being.'dumb and'rich (laugh). I mean I do. I

think you can be very educationally deprived and be from very well-
to-do families. And need to go to school just 'as bad as anybody

else.

.Mallory: There's a lot of discussion now 40 Washington about
Title, I money. There's been a suggestion that rather than being.
based on financial need; you know, now Title I programs are always

set out in regions that are poor. .But some people want to change

that so it Is based OR academic test scores just like you do here.

II/I.Y1111IIIIIII.
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Betty.: I'm sure that the need's there but it's also

other plac6s.

Mallory: Yes, but,you think it would be best to go towards

j9st looking at the educational need, regardless of income so you

could be serving anybody?

Betty: Anybody. Anybody that needs it.

Mallory: And that's pretty much the way it is this year,

isn't it?

o

Betty:* exactly what we did this year b77-1.

This view expressed a value position concerntnn the needs of middle

income families., However, the views expressed by administrators reflect

political 'priorities as well as values.

Mallory: Eow has the income criteria changed since the

program began?

Eugene: Over the past couple of years we've tried to serve

the middle,- and upper - intone families that
need special help. All

families need spec'ial help, not just the.low-intome. Most of the'

federal programs that'have,
come,downto us for' the past few years

have just been for low-income, low-income, and we need some pro-

grams for the other families that need help too. Everybody needs.

help.

These views were heard again one day on the bus when the driver and

the home visitor wet talking about,the change in eligiblity

The driver said that she thought it was good that thre was a program

for the middle and upper c4ass because no such service has been

available before now. The home visitor agreed, saying-that the ErP

began serving these groups twd years aeo after only serving low7ipcbme

families in the first two years of the program.,

Three members of the screening cohnittee.were
interviewed and each'

one was asked to explain the eligibility criteria for the 'Ely. There

was some confusion over tbg relative ipportance of income and develop=

mental status. 'A local welfare office administrator said:

The first `thing they go by is income. They also give the

children some kind of test. I don't know very much about it.

Primarily they go by that.
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Marlory: So you mean the first,thing they Took at is the

income, and then they look'at thetest results? ,

/

Administrator: Well, maybe they go fy the test but consider

ircbme along with that. The test has-a bunch of different thingsy,

r'm not too_aware of it really. Things like how they use their

hands, youtiow, that kind of stuff: I really -don't *now what it

is--gross.Motor, things like that.

I just Went down there and we met and went over the applica- .

tions and we take the ones thatgdo the worst,and then'take.the

other ones later. P;really not too familiar with how that all

works. You,know how it works.

Later in the interview, he mentioned that the, elfare office sends

-a computer printout with all the AFDC children L 1 ow 6 years old in the

county to the school. "I think they use'th t for doing their recruiting,

so I guess that means income is a factor.",-

A school adrilistrator on the screening committee said the primary

criteria are related to test scores, but the committee also takes other

needs into account. He said there were some.sPcific caselowhere the

\

.

test scores might not be as important-as family needs, for instance, if

the mother might be running around with men, that kind of thing:

A,pu6lic health° nurse said that the ril,Aimary criterion is family
. ,

/ .

income. Mahy famlies are in a "pitiful, sad situation," and family ,

ot

need is considered first inreviewin.g the applications. She said the

committee considered test results to some degree (she referresi. to the

test as "the.Denyer" rather than the LAP). Beyond income and test

results, exceptional cases are considered such as the child with a

diSabled'mother. In mentioning the test, she said, "The items failed

were things that the mother would normally teach--things like counting,'

talking, colors, you know, things like that." Table 7 indicates change's
r--,

in family size, age of the mother, and family income-for the LIP since

it began.

1G0
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TABLE 7

CHANGES IN FAMILY SHE AND INCOME

Program k _Average Humber

Year of Siblings

Ridge

I 2.1

II 2.5

III (Tite XX) 3.9

Iv' 0.7

TOTAL AVERAGE 2,3

'Claver

I : 2.0

: II 1.8

III (Title XX) 1.8
\

IV N/A

V 0.3*

,,

TOTAL AVERAGE 1.9

Average Age
.of Mother
at Enrollment

Average
Family Income
(Approximate)

22.1

4

43,300

28.2 3,500

29.4 4,300

27.0 6,70a

28.1 $

.

28..A.., , $4,000

27.3 3,900

N/A N/A

23,0 -- 6,400

N/A 8,500

28.1 $5,700 i

*Only includes si lings under 3 years old; not included in total average.

N/A = not available.
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Given-this conflicting view of eligibility criteria, we should

briefly describe the.chil en obseiwed in the program, In general, we

were struck by the healthy and."ftormal' appearance of the children

given their assessment of significant delay and/or impoverished living

conditions. No children had observable handicaps other a need,for

eyeglasses, moderate articulation prOblems, and some immature coordina-

f -

tion. We reviewed each 'pre- and,post-LAP,test given to all program

chfldren'since the first year, and found that almost all were signifi-

cantly delayed in.AUgust.. By the following May, most had made

tremendous gains of 10 to 24 months on the post-test. As an example,

at the Ridge School in the 1977-78 year, gains ranged fron 7 months to

° 3 year over an 8 month "treatment' period. The average gain was

19 months in cognitive development and 15 months in. language development.

When we examined the LAP test booklets closely and Asked the head

teacher to explain how she scored the tests,'a great deal of irlacCurdte -4

-

scoring was revealed. A critique of the EIP's u4e of tlie,LAP*was pro- I,

vided- to the-staff as part of the program evaluation.

In the winter of 1977; 43.of the EIP children were screened for

communication and visual motor disorders by a BEH-funded outreach

. project based in the state capital. Certified audiologists and speech

pathologists carried out the screening. S' Only three children failed any

part of the screening. '..even children were identified who needed

further-teacher observation but did not require professional referral.

For themost part, the children were found to be healthy, intact, and

developing-well, according to the outreach project director, Some

children, were congested at the time of the screening, -which may have

produced poorer heating test results, but no signifiCant handicaps were

identified.

.4
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Anothtr way to assess the status of the children is tepee how

many were placed in special education classeS after participating in

the EIP. We consulted with the county special education supervisor and

lea ned that26 of the 141 children who partidpated in the first

3 years of the progriiii'are now receiving special educational service

either in resource rooms or'the county's. self-c ntained classroom.

Twenty-two percent of the Rid A children have b en placed in a s ecial,

education program, and 17',, of t Claver childr n have been placed.

The El? staff is sensitive about hoW they-1 bel the children;

_especially in their interactions with parents. The staff believes that

the children are.develppmental y delayed, but th'y are careful not to

give parents the impression that there is really anything wrong with

their' children. The head.teacher said 'she belie)ed tfit if they give

the impreAlion that the children are abnormal, then parents, especially

the, middle-income parents', will not utilize the rogram for-finTir-o-f.

having_their children assoCate with slow learne s. At a parent meetin

Eugene Judd told the parents, "Your child is not unnormal, your child

is just a little bft different,"

In a private conversation with us,, Mr. Judd calleCthe children

*
"deprived," in the sense that, "any child whose mother works is deprived.'

ti

The number of "deprived" children is nrowing 11n the county becauseoof

rapid industrialization, according to Mr. Judd. Thus, he believes the

need for programs such as the EIP is also g owing.

The expressed desire to serve childre regardless of income status

movet the EIP away from the initial purp ses of its funding source- -

Title I of the ESEA. However, recent d bate in Washiii-iton indicates

that the EIP may just be ahead of its time in this respect,: There is

certainly a good deal of sympathy with such a policy shift

163
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within the Highland Region. We heard many educators and social

service providers lament/the narrowness of means-tested programs.

The Title I director believes one rationale for broadening eligibility

criteria to include higher income families is that such people can pro-

vide more articulate and dependable support of the prograri before the

county court and school board. It is better to have rAildren of a s

doctor or somebody like that" should the program ever require major

funding at the local level. The head,teacher argded that income

eligibility criteria are "just as discriminating as.discriminating

against someone on the basis of color." The Title I,regulations do not

mandate a means-test for individual- prom participants, but require

the program "meet the special educational needs of educationally deprived A

children.' The deariihtent of Title I is to serve low income' children,

given its fu ding formula Which is bas-elkon the number of families in a

school district who are-belowthe verty level and who are receiving

public.assistance (.P.L. 95-561). According to the Title I director, it

is the absence of an individual means-test that allows the ProgrlamIto

serve.the clientele of its choosing.
_

1,-

Head Start, food stamps, and other federal programs' with income

criteria are viewed as punitive_

411 those programs punish thd workirig family. The day care, the\

Head Start, the income guidelines are just too low. Only the

welfare familieseran use them. If you own 10 or 15 acres of land,

but you're just getting minimum wage, you'can'rg.et food stamps:,
.

°A Had Start teacher said

There aren't as many 'poor children in the county, as. there were

10 yekrs ago. Poverty has been moved,out of the county. If two

people are working at theMinimuwwage of 52.65, then that'puts

them over income and that's crhY.

(The 1973 Head Start income ceiling was 56,200 for a fiily of four.)
16

We also heard county judges and human service-professionalsexpress a
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desire for broadened eligibilityat meetings of the Children's Services.

Council. For example:
o

The problem is transpOriation. Nothing is-available for the

middle section: There's a lot of services:avila6le ta the low
income people that aren't available to the middle income people,

and that/includes transportation.

We should note that virtually all of the contents people made about

income guidelines were unsolicited. Regardless of the topic we were
wir

pursuing, the issue came up frequently in conversations.

TheTaient Training Project has never operated with income

criteria, 1so may of the issues we encountered in Hickory County were

not. repeated here. However, the meaning of "handicapped" also took on

a situated definition in the PTP.,: The primary criteria for determining

eligibility is, If the parent says there's a problem, it's a problem."

The PTP does not do its own diagnoses and assesments', but refers

children to local or regional cliniciansi Accurate and honest diagnoses °

appear difficult to'bbtain from the point of view of PTP staff and

parents. The principal said that physicians usually tell parents that

their chid will grow out of aproblem and special attention is not

necessary. The pediatrician for the region does give accurate diagnoses,

according to the staff. But the principal said that parents often do

not .return to him because they cannot accept the reality of their child's,

handicap.

.The dilemma that emerges from accurate diagnosis and the concern

.for labeling is illustrated in a story related top by a-PTP staff

member, Nellie Flatt. 'While describing the attempts of a PTP mother

obtain Mileage payments fib-Mher'school tba-rd,Aellie said:
t 6

Dr. Cooke wrote a letter for Mrs. Wilson so she Could show it to

the,speeial educatiOn person up there, I don't know fIer name.

And you Vhow Billy isn't all that bad off but in the first pira-

graph,.Dr4 Cooke kind of spelled, it out real bad as if it was the

16,
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worst possible case and he used words like "retardte.just to
. prove to the school people that Billy really needed the services.

Dr. Cooke also praised the school board in the letter to kind of
positivelyeinforce them.

[Observer's comment: I noticed immediately that she used,the
term "positive reinforcement" in this situation. She's picked lip
the operant lingo through her participation in the program

Resuming the quote: Then later on in the letter, Dr. Cooke
explained really how well Billy was doing and what he needed and
why it was important for him to come to the program.. Well, the
superinteRdent made copieg'of the.letter and passed copies of the
letter around to all the school board members to see at the meeting
that Mrs. Wilson went to. I think that's-just awful. That means
he'll be labeled for life. I think that's just shocking.

Another example of the probleMs associated with diagnosis is seen

in the interaction between a regional speech and-hearing clinic and the

Winchester County special education staff. The clinic director told us.

that the school system refused to accept the diagnosis she had provided

on a 5-year-old severely handicapped child. After she sent a copy of the

diagnostic report to the parents and a copy to the school:

The school recounseled the parents and told them that the child did
not need any *services. Then the parent turned around and blamed "
me for telling them that somattingwaswrongwiththeirchildand_.
charging them $40 when the school says that there's nothing wrong
The parents get stuck with the bill, they get mad at me, and the
child doesn't get any services. That's when I called Mrs. York on
.the phone when I found out that they had said that she didn't need
any services. Boy, was I ever mad. I told'her right away what I
thought of her and I told her that I wanted a meeting. I wasn't
going to talk to her overthe phone about the issie, and I'll be
over there in 30 minutes. Well, when I.got there, she had the
entire staff there in front of me, and that's when we had some words
over the issue.

This

40

problem was probably exacerbated by the clinic directq's open

pressure on the schools to comply with mandatory education laws.

The children we observed at the f*P were clearly, handicapped in

some way. (See diaptdrIII,Table 6 for a listing of their diagnosed

conditions.) Although the original urban model was designed to serve

"oppositional children" who reqvired behavior management, the Jackson
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City PIP- has worked with a range of handicapped children. The

director of replication for the Par,ent Trairiing Projects recognized

this shift.'

The proportion of delayed and physically impaired children
served in Jaakson City compared to proportions in all the other
programs is just way out of kilter. It really is more than any
other place, in state or out of state. For a variety bforeasons,
we drew those kinds of folks. We drew long- termer's rather than
the brat cases which are quicker turnover.

Within the regional Head Start program, we encountered another

example of situated meaning. In annterview with the program's

handicapped services coordinator, we were told thelproject is now

serving 43 handicapped children out of a total enrollment of 563.

Twenty-four of these children were labeled "speech impaired." But

when we probed to see what degree of impairment was present3 she said

that that group inclUdes two children with cerebral palsy; one child.

with spina bifida, and three emotionally disturbed children. The

reason she does not ase the primary handicapping conditjn to describe

these children, and uses the more generic "speech impaired," is because

she believes the diagnostic labels to be stigmatizing. This then helps

prevent segregation of the children when they enter the publicschool.

They'll put the nornal kids off here in this corner and the
handicapped kids off here in that corner. Now that's not main-
streaming. None of the Down's Syndrome children ever go intothe
normal classroom,: They just look at the child's label ands then
place the child special education without asking what the child

can do.

Thus, she feels a duty t6 protect the children against automatic

segregationlby giving them a less severe, more remediable label. The

process, she belives, forces the chools to look at each child individ-

ually before determining,. placement.
.

The last illustration of program-community interaction involves

a look at the flow of referrals into the programs from othergencies.

1 P7
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In the Hickory County EIP, there was no evidence of a formal referral

process into the program, Because of the low profile maintained by the

program, and because it is not viewed as a service for significantly

handicapped children, it does not seem to attract referrals from health

care or social service agencies. Some informal.referrals take

place in the screening committee meetings if a committee member has

personal knowledge of a d.0-eyed child whom he or she feels would

benefit from the program. We saw earlier that the welfare department

provides a list of AFDC recipients to the program, but this is not a

case of individual referral. Rather, it has been used for general

recruitment purposes, especially during the year in which Title XX funds

were used.

In contrast to the EIP, the Parent Training Project does have

several referral sources in the region. One way the PTP hears about

children is a circular process igrwhich Dr. Cooke, the pediatridian,

refers children to a comprehensive diagnostic clinic in the state

capital, which in turn refers the children back to the PTP. This

"referral loop" also occurs through health care providers other than
6 alt

Dr. Cooke., Another referral source is the local school'system. How-

.

ever, in Jackson City, the special education adidnistrative staff is

no longer referring children either to the PTP or the regional speech

and hearing clinic, due to the differences between the schools and the

programs described above. .Inaddition,-a school-based early childhood

program that occasionally identifies handicapped children among its

participants has not referred children to the PTP because all*of the

children's mothers work, thus precluding them from attending the PTP.

diily as required. As Nellie Flatt said, "We can't use the early

childho6d program because all the parents work there, and they Wouldn't
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be willing to stop work'to have their children come here." In Sabina,

the relationship with local schools appears tb be better, and the

expansion site there has received a few referrals'from the schools

according to a local mental health worker associated with the project.

Yet this view was contradicted by the expansion site teacher, Sally

Bean, who said she had no contact with the local schools. Sally

believed that most of the referrals were coming from the Highland Mental

Health Center, the local health 'department, and an urban diagnostic center.

Since,1975, the PTP has never achieved its full enrollment capacity.

Although part of the problem can be attributed to a conscious decision to

start slowly, the continuing enrollment shortages are partly the result

of poor relationships with potential,referral agencies. These poor

relationships are due to, organizational conflicts over serving pre-

school handicapped children and a lack of awareness among potential

referring agencies as to the purposes and functions of the PIP. In

addition to the referral sources mentioned above, one of the most logical

and a,cces,sible sources is the Highland Mental Health Center, which

alnisters the program. As a 'Community-based service that doe's a good

deal of preventive family therapy and outpatient counseling, the HMHC

comes in'to contact with families with yojing children. Many of these

fami.lies have cildren with developmental and behavioral handicaps that

cause stress that could be ameliorated by the PTP. Yet; the principal

told xis that she had never received an "appropriate referral" from the

HMHC. The director of Children and Youth Services, to whom the principal. .

is directly responsible, has only visited the PTP site three or four times

since t'975. The principal feels that he ,uninformed about the program

("Not only is he dumb, but he's ignorant too:), and does not encourage

- 16S
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h.is clinical staff to identify potential PTP families. The PTP state

replication director described the problem:

I oron't care if you're part of the same organization or you're
across town in another system or whatever--I mean we're junk mail
in the lives of people who have other things to do, and the only
way, not just PTP, I mean that's true with anybody, the only way
that you have people be sensitive to the need and seize an oppor-
tunity to make an appropriate referral is not.to pester them,
but simply to keep yourself present. To let them know, you know,
that you want them to think about you and that's not something
that can be done once at.a staff show -and -tell. It's not something

that's going to grow out of a single visit over to the,classroom
by a mental health worker person. It's something that you've got
to keep working on all the time, all the time, You can't evert say
that folks are going to wake up in the morning and think about who
can I send.over to PTP today., I don't condone that fact; I think

it's just a part of lifie, that's all.

I'm,willing to be proved wrong, but right now, my operating
premise is simply that no one has gone out of their way in a
persistent, consistent fashion, to let other people know on the
MHC staff that it's importailt to (a) give referrals, (b) that they
are especially good for, those referrals, and (c) that we can work
very closely together. It's not a natter of either/or, it is a
matter of fact because of the Ohings that that program can do and
can't do, Simultaneous therapy, complementary services are the
name of the game. They have bdri kind of mutually exclusive situ-
ations, in which if, you're counseling-some family for marital
difficulty, just because they might enroll in the PTP program
doesn't mean that they have to drop out of therapy; in fact, it's
quite the opposite.

One attempt to increase the flow of referrals (and income) into .the

program is a contract between the Mental Health Center and the regional

public health office to train public health home visitors in the PIP.

applied behavioral methodology. It is hoped that these weekly training

sessions will increase the level of awareness on the part of public

health paraprofessionals so that they will be alert to families who

would benefit from the program. After several months of ti-ainipg, no
.,

new referrals came from the public health office to tHe/PJP. As the

replication director' put it, "We'll see what hapWs. It's not going to
,

be a saving grace at all."

1 7 io

i.
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Confounding the enrollment problem was the absence of a principal

for the last,5 months of 1978. The original pr.incigal, Linda Davidson,

left fOr a variety of reasons including continuing conflicts over salary

and authority with the Mental Health Center administrators and a

strong desire to enter a business administration master's degree pro-

gram at the university. During this period, it was very difficult for

the teaching staff to maintain community Contacts in order to facilita,te

referrals. The Mental Health Center took so long to find a wplacement

that several people related to the program suspected that the AdminIstra-

tors were going to let the program die quietly. However, a new principal

was hired in .January, and the PTP staff began.to feel some support from

the Mental Health Center.

Program-Policy Interaction

The major source of policy making activity that affects the EIPand

the PTP is federal laws and, regulations that pass through the state

government where they may or may not be modified. Local policy, makers

are in a reactive role vis-a-vis early, intervention policies. They. tave

very little authority over lihe funding. patterns, continuation decisions,

and eligibility criteria prescribed at the federal-level. As we have
1.

seen, this does not mean that there is no local autonomy, but local

decisions are more often attempts to subvert federal objectives rather..

t

than to initiate nevractivities in response to identified community As.
).

Local decision making is a residual product of minimal oversight.

There are four federal policy areas that have direct effect on-the"

44

two programs. These include the gradual phasing-out of funds from the

Appalachian Regional Commission, the allocation of Title I funds "(and

regulations affecting the relationship between Title I and"P.L.,94-41),

the requirement under Title XX to serve 60- welfare recipients (incore



1

maintenance d 5O low income families (income eligible), and .

6

the implementation of 94-142 as it effects preschool aged

handicapped children. In addition to the narrative description of

the interaction between'the two programs and these policies, a graphic

illustration of their realtionship is presented in Table 8.

ARC funding phaseout. The Appalachian Regional Commission was'

authorized under the Appalachian Regional Development Act (P.L. 89-4)

in 1965.. In 1969, Congress instructed the P.h)C to begin experimental

child development programs for children from birth to 6 years old
-

in Appalachia:- This effort, combined with the concurrent dev

raent of Head Start and Title..I programs, marked the beginningof

P-

comprehensive early intervention programs in Appalachia, administered by

18 different agencies and bureaus, of which the ARC and Office of

Economic Opportunity were the major`' contributors (Education Commission

. of. the States, 1971). The intent of ARC funds has been to "leverage"

other federal, state, and local monies that is, to provide an a mpetus

for spending in social service areas, but not to replace existing funds

or serve as a'permanent source of support. ARC dollars can be used to

match other federal dollars (such. as Title XX money), and can be

, allocated
withou1t 4

regard.to income (Tracy -« Pizzo, 1977).

a

:The ARC is not al-lowed to provide f' to non-highway projects
$7.4

for longer than a five-year period. Section 202 of 61e Act, requires

4 that annual grants be 'reduced by 107: so that termination of funds is

(P:igradual-, allowing local or state replacement\of ARC This

section of the Act was schedUled to expire in 1977, thus cutting off

all ARC support for child development programs. However, in response So .

L
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Table 8

F1DERA1. /STAT1 POLICIES *AND PROGRAM RE5PONC1'

EARLY INTIRATICLION Vidmr.PA6if10571'-

- Hickory County submits proposal for carry-over Title I funds to estali.h fir Iroposal

funded. FIP staff hired (Title 1, 1002)

- Year II Title I protposal submitted to SEA. Patent Advisory Council formed at request of SEA.

proposal lundod (Title I. 100:).

- EcLA Title III ploposa) submitted to USOE for aupplem.ntal funds to expand Fir to 12(. chill-
dr.r. Proposal not accepted -- project description WAIF too pelletal to CACUfe effect. of

PrWAM.

- ARr and Title XX proposals au5;itted and accepted 41),Title 1 yrcosal t?tihmittcd Local

share locluded for first time (ARC, 182. Tit)t XI, 257.. local, TX)

- Prop's= was two months lett in start ins duo to diffitultils in ferf1,171f4 chilciten that meet

Title XX gold. lint. he patenr advisory council requited under litl. XX

- Hickors fount. decides not to applA for Title XX funds again- too mart, patcrwors, eligiitfitA
guidelims toe narrow, rtArflicts over policies with local Welfare ri'ict

$3.00D carry-ovrT ARC funds returned toAstate du. to under - enrollment

- Year IV 'fitly I and ARC proposals ..mitted and approved
CFA requests reestablisnment of Parent Advisory Council

1976 - Year V Title 1 and ARC proposals aubmitted and approved (APL, 24Z, Titl. 7577-1-A.s. :

FEDERAL AND STATE )'OMICH'S

1965 - Appalachian Regional Development Act (ARC) enacted.

- Elemental') and Secondary FAuclAtIon Act (ECEA, includ.Inv Titit 1) enacted

19Lh - Handicapped Children's Early Education Art (Amendment to F',A) rnact.d

w 19714 - tate retecla continuation of federal funding, adopts utCan-Ce.rd Trainint FiVifff,

De nitration Model

caner" CA Title XX

(AR'. , ?Et, Title I, Slt, 1,f A' 1%.

1522 - Sta e mandatory Special Education law passed.

- He Start Amendapnto .(10: handicap mandate) enacted

1974 - State avails carry-over Title 1 funds for Preschool Early Intervention !,*(01.J.Sel.

- Stale P4K4';'s resolution to encourage replication of Parcnt TrslnlnA ElP1ert, Deft,,Aftwitm
Model

)975 - Education of44614pdicapPed Children Act (P.1. 94-142) enacted

- Amendment* r social Security Act (Title XX) enacted.

- State avails carr)-over ARC funds for replication of Paterr Traintot, Proirct

1976 State Commissionsr of Education writes memo terminating Title 1 iundlu), of f.aris

Programa uithin one year.

1977 Extension granted for ARC funding.

192$

197h

1977

1978

PARENT TRAMS:: PROJECT

- Pursuant to atate rerolutton, plans devAlop.d for ParPnr Training Prt1etl in'Jar...01 Cit.

- Jackson City program begins

- H1phland Mental Health Center becomes delegate spew, for PTV in Jackson Cif,.

- Initiation of intake appointment process marks the bet.incluii of tar en' Training P101,' 11,

Sabina.

- Training tonriart with EublIc 4fralth Child Deselopment Project frittated to ciZt..tAal. for

decreased ARr funding

-1(0.

0,

ar
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pressure from many projects that had not completed their five-year

cycle by the end of 1977, Congress extended Section 202 ly two years

ib ginning in 1978. This prbvided short-term relief to projects trying

to generate alternative sources of support:.

In Hicory County,'the EIP has utjlized ARC funds since the 1976-77
to

program year. The first year, the fUnds were used to match Title XX

dollars (75% Title XX, 25% ARC). The initial amount granted (59,200)

has been reduced by 10% in each succeeding year, and the program will be

ineligible, for ARC support after the 1980-81 program year When the

EIP returned to Title I support in 1977, it continued to draw on ARC

dollars. At the same time, the local share contributed by the county

sctibol board has increased each year from to 25- of the total budget.

The school, board does not indicate this share .as a separate budget item

in its presentation tp the county court. Rather, the local share, is

"buried" within the instructional category. Thus, the increased local

shay does not come under lic scrutiny Or debate Auring the court's

.51.1dget approval process.

The ARC funding phaseout also presented few problems fob the PTP.

Although their primary source of support has been through annual ARC

grants, the Highland Mental Health Center has identified several p(Issi-

bilities for replacing the lost dollars. The )979-80 program year will

be the final year of eligibility for ARC funds, but the HMHC director

believes the program can continue on income-generated from a public health

training. project, by charging fees to parents, and arranging service

contracts with area. schools: The PTP principal described her project

as being "a magnet for funds" within the.tHMHC, which is facing its own

problems with continuing grant suppbrt. In lattr 1977, the principal

even predicted an eventual surplus of funds available to the PTP in spite
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of the ARC phaseout, beciuse its services were so attractive and

,
necessary. The surplus has not materialized, but the program remains

.

solvent so far. The ability ot the HI HC administration t'4; create a

mixture of contracts and other funding sources will enable theproject

to continue so long as the non-ARC sources themselves maintain finan-

cial support.

Separation of Title I and special education programs. A second

policy area, this-.pne affecting only the EIP, is the regulatory separa-

tion of Title I funds and P.L.-94-142 funds. Under the regulations

for implementing the Education of P.11 Handicapped Children Act, no

.child presently receiving Title I services may be counted as handicapped

or benefit from services provided under P.L. 94-142. This would appeir

to be the result of a-Congressional intent for Title I to serve economi-

cally hisadVantaged children and for P.L. 94-142 to seryediaanosed

handicapped children.

This policy ias raised problems in Pickocy COunty, given its .mall

size and informal organizational structure. The Hickory County School

System wished to provide some remedial activities to ,children in,need of

special education, and believed the easiest way-,to do this was to pro:-

vide those services through-the existing Title I program, rather than

by creating separate resource rooms with.additional staff to serve this

small number of children. Eugene Judd asked the State Title I Office if

° this, combined system would be permissibliOtt the centra office,

"really,did't answer my questiOn. They di,dn't say, I co'y dn't do it,./
but they did saysI'd be taking a chance if I did." Mr. Judd's response

.
. .

was to interpret that answer in the negative, and he subsequently sent

a memo tifivall Tftle I, schools ordering them to stop this integration
,'

. /

(and econoniz fionY.ofsertices. .

-

. .

.,
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In spite of this incident, Mr, Judd feels t at the separation of

dollars is advifitageous to his programs,'as indica ed in a letter he

wrote to his U.. -S. senator in 1976, concerning propose block grant

legislation:

Dear Senator:

After having studied the Block Grant legislation for education
proposed by President Ford, I want to express my opposition to the

bill as written.

I do this based upon two primary-assumptions. First,'WithOut

a percentage of the funds being earmarged for selected categories'

in education, it is my feeling that both vocational and the handi-
v capped would absorb most of the funds. This could cause the com-

pensatory education program to become extinct. This would be

tragic since the Title I program is causing progressive educational

change to take place in America. Then, too, the deprived child
would loose (sic) much supporttand would sink further into socio-

logical and economic failure. As a result more of the population

would become a direct burden to the tax-payer having to be placed

on the Welfare rolls or incarcerated in prisons, which are already

over-flowing.

The block grant philosophy in itself,appeersappealing; how-

ever, safegards (sic) should be built in to protect those programs

which,,are laying the foundation to America's future.
1

My position on this matter is ton- partisan. It is simply my

feeling of what the-government should do to protect proven progres-

sive programs that serve the cause of its people. (Italics added)'

- In an interview with, the State Commissioner for Special Education,

-

the issue of Title I and special education was discussed. The Commis-

sipner said-that there has been a separation at the state level that has

developed over the pas couple of years. He belieVed this is a reflec-

tion of federal poli es in which there is a great amount of "turfing"
6

between the Title I offices and the Bureau of ,Education for tb,e Hindi-

cappedand this fragmentation is being felt at the state level. To his

.
knowledge, the State Title I Office has instructed local districts that

they may mix Title I-and special education money and services if they

keep sepanaU.4 account)ng systems, i.e., "They're going to have to play
..16 ,

Gs

4
.11

6
0 e I "T,
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the banjo in order to get the'moneyto do that." He believes that the

JP
local systems have not been "willing to go throgh the prOcess of

developing separate books, and therefore they have kept the services

and children separate. The Commissioner Celt that Tit e I children,

whom he referred to as "culturally disadvantaged and e onomically

d pfived," could r4equently also be- libeled "learning disabled,' and

should thus*Ue counted as eligible for P.L. 9ii142 funds.

. In a rdlated area, there.is some evience that the implementation,

of P.L..94-142 is causing the withdrawal of Title XX funds from programs

that serve schoollaged handicapped children. In the fall' of 1978, the

Commissioner of the Department of Hunan Resources, whin oversees

Title XX spending n the state, issued a memo forbidding the use of

Title XX funds to provide educational services to handicapped children.

The rationale provided in the memo was that the state had claimed that

100;; of all handicapped children had been identified and were being

served as required by state and feder law. thus there was no need to

w

use social servicesdollarsto'supplement specialteducational.proorans

which the state claimed were legally adequate. This decision was 'likely

to affect significantly the non-school based programs.in-the-Higkliand

area which were serving handicapped children with Title XX funds, -

according to a regiohal human resources administrator. The issue is

now affecting services for school-aged children, but nay extend to pre-

-school children as state and fedjal laws are nore fully implemented

with this -younger age group. The State Commissioner*of Education also

recognized the 0430blem, but wasObt overly concerned kbout_its effects

on the preschool handicapped population. "It night have_an adverse

effect on some programs that are now using Title XX funds to serve these

children. But our position has been that we cannot serve younger
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..
. .

. .

°children'until all the objectives are met for the older children.
.

We don't have the expertiseacThat's.otherveople's
\

responsibflity.",

. .

The Title.XX 50/504e. Title XX p

/
f the Soci 1 Seturity Act was

. /

.implemented in 1975 to consolidate existing social service funding

programs. .SUbsequent Iggulations, included a requirement that mdnies

appeOpriated under the Act be distributed evenly, among famtlies cur-

rently receiving, public assistance (e.g.; AFDC) and those families near

-ahe poverty level but not already receiving welfare payments. The

former group is called the 'income maintenancg" (Im) population, and the

latter i5 referted to as "income eligible' (V)..
°

*This requirement is 'am example of urban-oriented policies that do

not fit rural circumstayes. In Hickory.County in January 1976, there

A

. were 71 children 4 years old or younger who were in families recOvino

AFDC payments.` Twenty -nine of these children wve 3 or.4 years. bld.,/
.

When the EIP decided later that year to apply for. drTitle XX grant to .

-,... ,
. ..

,
.

*At: replacethe Title I. funds that the EduCation.Commissioner threatened to

-

5

cut off for preschool programs, they found a major recruitment pjobleri.

Because of their policy of no publicity, very ,few AFDC families were
,k.

aware of the project. During theopreviout two year5'of.operation, the

EIP served only 13. AFDC families out of a total of 137. The Title XX

50/5Qrule'required the program to increase the proportion of AFDC

families served from 13% to 50rin one year.

In September 1976,-alaQ staff began to recruit children' for the EIP.

-Because of the lovLnumher of AFDC families, especially in the Ridge

44110

area, it was not until December that the program found enough,children

to begip operAtion. This...long recruitment period led to,an.immediate

.conflict over .cash flow betwegn the szhOopbbard.and the 1Dcal-Depaft--
.

.
,

,

Anent of Human ReSources, which admini sters Title Xt in the county.
--,. 5

-

s
1.

a
° 17 S.

O
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Under Title.XX state regulations; programs are reimbursed for services

after: they are delivered. _The reimburseMent is based on the,number-of'

///
. .

.

. ,

children enrolled each.month. Tftus, during the time that staff were

recruiting, no children were'enrolled and staffsalaries tOuld not-be

covered by thejitle XX cowErgi. The salaries were paid durin6_the
.

4-mdnth,period by ARC and local do-llars. :-By the end of the program'

yea6,the school board had drawn only half of the initial 540,000 con-

tract becabse of .the delay in enrollment.'-
. ,

Additional conflicts between the school, hoard and/ the HuMan Resources
4

.

Office concerned the increased paper work related to verifying family

. -

income every few months Wr. Judd said he was spen4ing 50, of his tire on

. , . .
.

a program that 9 presented 1T: ofhis budge1,.) Another conflict
::------ /

..- .

. .

, grew out of differing personfiel policies between the two aoencies. The

1

.
,

School bard-did not offer the same sick leave and annual leave benefits
4..

.,
_

-..

ivquired,by Hunan Resources and there was disaoreement as to whether LIP '

staff wer,ccboo employees or HumanResburces employees. Problems also

._
.

,

';toccurreo in relation to-the children's ages, as the or%pal contract
. ..--

, . -,

. was-foi-,servics'io 3 and 4 year glds. Cul '%inc; the spring, some of ,

_ . , .
,. e

. the children.turfled 5. This required the contract to,be amended ,the.

program could continue to-serve these few children during the last 2

-
. .-i:.

aloriths-dftlie progra- m year.
.

.
...,.

The up teacher, Betty Garrett, requested a transfer to-a kinder-
. .

40,0*

*N.

.
.

garten classroom 'during this period. She Cescripe the,year as, 'one .

..

Meadache-after7another,.«,Every nornina when 1 woke ;,,I wongered what
. , c.

.

T.2-t,

at.

9

., A

problem I'dwhaye t6 ce that day.'' Mr. Judd talked her out of the' ..

:
.

1
-

. . 7'
transfer by arguing that the kindergarten class wourdvropably itself be

closed soon dueto declining Enrollent. "The Ridg site homeviajtv,
,

. - :
. ..,Sok... 4,740 '

. , .. , .
.

, .. .. ... , 1 .

,. , . .,
,

:
;. w ''il

0 I 4
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Alma Pritchett, also disliked the arrangements under Title XX. The

50/50 rule 1/as impossible to implement along the Ridge, since mist

C

families, thoUg6lqufte pobr, are intact. She said "The people in this

. a area are very poor, but they're also very proud. They need helpd but

they won't split-up their families just to get'Welfare.' Shelc.new of

*
One family where the father 1iVed ih...the rear of the house so he could.'

make a quick exit when thesoCial worker came by. Alma viewed th'e

social worker assigned by ruman Resources.to.the EIP as insensitive to .

o '

0 .

the culture of the Ridge residents--"She would just( go into thee

people's homes and tell then) what to do. That ain't ri-ght." Alma said

she was always well received in the homes because sheminded her own

business, and "as:long as you mind your own business,,the people will

mind their own business and they won't - bother you:" By the end of the mr

year, the-Claver program had served 13 AFDC children of the 16 enrolled,

while the Ridge prooran served only 4 AFDC children out of 19. The

overall percentage of AFDC'dhildren was close to the mandated 51Y'.

the 50/5Q rule. also was difficult for a regional child-health

project to implement.' .In fact, the project director saidit was the

'biggest problem his project was facig7--TiM home visiting staff was

having great difficulty in locating AFDC families. When.asked if this'
f-

was more of a problem in outiPng areas than in Jackson City, he replied:

.Even urban centers in this area are really so rural, there's not

that much a higher proportion of IM families. Its pretty unifOrm

across the whole region. You'know there really is.a greater need

among the'IE'poOulatiow, especially in health. When you go out

into the rural areas; you fled all these.faMilies that.are.still
intact but they're just living on real low incomes. Maybe. the

'father is logging or 40thething like that and only Works part of

the year and they'we got real serious problems. The IM families

ight live in a housing project or-ativorced worian might still be

living with her mother., and they don't need the kind of support

services that the family does that's trying to matte it on its own'

with -very little money and they arenligible for any kind -of

public welfare. .

.
he

s I. ,

1S()
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Finally, the Title XX administrator for. the Highland Region

referred to day care programs in Pike and Winchester_ Counties as

"disasters." He asked:

Are you fathiliar with the AFDC rules?

Mallory:. Do you mean the 50/50 rule?

Yes (shaking his head). Only about T, of the children served
in these programs are AFDC children. In Pike County they're

doing a little bit better but this has been a.ceal protile with
the Title XX- money. flow.maybe in Washington or New York or some-

placelike that, they've got high concentrations of AFDC children.
but we just don't have that in the rural areas. It's imposible
for us to find them. Thep just don't live out there.

The implementation of P.L. 94-142. The Education.of All Handicapped
141.

Children Act, enacted-in 1975, mandates eduEational services for'handi-

'capped children b-eginning at age 3. However, the law provides that

e .

state-level special education mandates for preschoolers take precedence

over the ,federal,requirements, thus the beginning age for mandatory .

services in the state studied was-4 years (9 years for.deaf-children).

.

State and local education agencies were required ,to be in full compliance

, .

with the Act as of teptember 1978. In'an effort to facilitate servics-
,

,
s

for. preschool children, an incentive grant of up to r..300 per child i,s

.
g .

available to state education agencies. However, Congressional appropria-'
i ,

.

. ,
. .

. .

tior.s have been_yell b.elot`4W:uthorized amour/et: and'only S75 per.
* A,

. .
child was'actually available in FY 1979 (Cohen, Semmes, &. Guralnickf

1979). This figure is a national average, and in this particular fate, _::.-

Ihe'amount available per preschooler was only S30. according to the

State Commissioner of Special Education.

Given. this small amount of Money, ?t has been aifficult to implement

\
. .

. . ,

.A . .

he preschool' provisions of P.L. 9.--14?. -Although the 'State De' artment .

. -
.

.

/.. ,
.

) of ,Education claims th0- earlychildhood education for borr handicapped
' '

and non-handicapped children is'"our riumber*-one priority over the next .

.

ki .

. :

4
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few years," there was little evidence of a major of -tort to locate and

serve preschool handicapped children in the counties we observed. The

State Department is conducting "child find" activities to identify F,-
handicapped children in need of special education, but there is littlew

comparable activity atthe local level.' The sthte -level outreach

efforts have resulted in the identification of 7,000 preschool handi-

capped children, but the. Special Education Commissioner is not "or-dud

of the way the child find has Worked out for us.. You know there are

more than, that out there:" -lie saithat parents are reluctant to have

their childrdn identified as handicapped unless they can be sure that

p
some services will result from the identification. This is particularly

a problem for parents of preschoolers who must wait for'servicesfor a
,

year or more after-identification and labeling. The result is that

parents,Of preschoolers are less likely to initiate the identifiCallon

and labeling proceSs than parents of school -age children.

Althougn the Special Education Commissioner stressed the importance ;

of early childhood services, this emphasis was'not,indicated by itheS4te

Education Corissioner. He did not believe that the present trend to

6

serve younger children through public schools was aPtirepriate because

of the, lack of expertise of school personnel, in this area., In refgrring
4.

,to'the Troblemt.,;Of'serving the younger age group, 1)e remarked, "You

. ,

know we can't goin there and just jerk then off their mothert.s.
cqb

s

The pad-,ly of funds available and conflicting signals from the

S,tate DeparA4i have allowed local educatiOn agencies to move slowly
,

in implemgnting state and fedell prescheel:mandates. The resistance

shoWrk by Winchester County and other ,school systes in ser"ving preschool

children was described ea 11 Refusal to reimburse parents for trans-

portation costs, counting 'children enrolled in non-school Trograms as
,

At

D
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served by the schools, and lack of cooperation between_ school's and

. other community agencies have already been documented.

The impact of P.L. 94-142 on the EIP has been minimal, since the

program serves "delayed" rather than "hanclicapped" ckldren, and there

does not seeM.to be any intention to seek out and serve more severely

delayed or dilbled children. -.The program staff claim parents of
7

severely impaired chiAdren are not pressing demands for service,

and they believe this is an, indication that'either such children do

not live in the area or their parents do not want them to.attend sdhool

until they are older, if at all; The self-contained special educitiOn

class for the county only served one child below 6 in 1978-79.

The Parent Training Project also has not been directly affected by

the laws, except in a negative sense in that t*ir attempts to develop

cooperative relationships with local schools have been unsuccessful.

The Mental Health Center director said there was no interest shown by

area schools 'in developing working arrangements with his agency or with

the PTP to wet the preschool adates. There was no indication that

.thisr situation would change in the near future, particularly given the

absenceof significant pressurep rom the State Department to come into

compliance.
1% ,.

.

.
,

) Although it is- peripheral to (he study of the EIP and the PTP, an

.-.

, analysis of the identification and placement p'rocess for Kandicapted
1 4 .

i .
a

children in Winchester CoUnty Schools provides an example of both the.
-

.

.
.

. .

ea

way in which the law js,being implemepted and the method of trian%ulated

perspectivesused frequently in' this research. In order to get an.idea

* /f ,

of ho wlplacement decisions were made, the, unty special education
A. .

supervisor, Mrs. York, was interviewed. She said that a multidisciplinary

group (the "M-T.eaml makes offici

1

deCisions concerning placement and

O

4

ti
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services.. The '1 -Team i" made up of the building principal, the child's

teacher, any resource or special education teachers that work with the

child, and herself. Occasibnally a psychologist oacspeech therapist may

join the group. And, she said, "Of course, the parents are included

too, because the law says the parent,hasto be imiolvled." She gave the

, impression that placement decisions pnly occurred thrliugh.a formal

M-Team meeting made up of several professionals and,the parent. Although

t'e team is labeled "multidiscioltnary," membership, is heavily weighted
)

toward education and psychology (Mrs. York.backgroand is in'speech,
.

therapy)., No,medical specialists or social workers are included on the
. .

team. '

. ./'
4

The next interview Was with a building principal /hose elementary

It

school contains the county s self-contained programs for severely,

. multiply handidapped children. This school had one.PTP graduate in it

during 1978.71979 then asked how-the' M-Team pl'acement process worked at

his schoo,l, he replied that.it operates, "on a very informal basis.

Lots of times we just meet in the hallway, or we have to make decisions

over the phone." He said that the M-Team Consisted of Mrs. York, a

clasroom teacher, and hiMself. Often hewasunable to attend the

.
/ .

meeting becausd of other demands on his time.

It's just imoossiblefor me to go to.two meetings on each
handicapped child in this -schel. It would mean going to over

.

1 300 meetinges:a year., j just. can't do that. I need _to spend my

tithe doingltome other thtngs,t00% So we try tp get these things

done as'bestwe Can.' - ,.

. ,

The.priweinal made no-mention of .parent involve) ent in the placeMent
. *

. .:

60gxess. . .--
.

.

4.,...
.

4,

0 .1

'Finally, a speCiaT.bduca q nteacher'was asked how the M-TeAm,

efunCtioned. She said that the,placement process:
- f

,

.

r
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usually means a knock o'n my bior. Somebody will be standing there

holding a child by the hand. Sometimes 1.,1rs. York or somebody

might call the Friday before they bring the child:into the class

on Monday, but I almost always have no information before the child,

gets into the classroom. *I've never seen a medical history on any,

of these childrtn.

She said that she had not participated in any formal M-Team meetings.

As far as she knew, there have been no such' meetings for any of the

childre who were placed in her classroom, which is for the most

severely impaired children inthe county. In addition, she rarely Sees

the parents of the children prior to placement, and never sees them

-
4111"

after placement. 4
. 4

Local progracipolicy,making. The preceding section desc4ed

federal and s ate-level policies and their effects on thetwo early

intervention p ograms. If is clear that much of the a/Ministratfve

.

.

staff's time is taken up with 'responding tp ex ernallyfgenerated

policies over which they have no control. This response may take a

number of forms, including full compliance,appirent compliance without
t6

meeting the full intent of a policy, ignorilig a policy, or actively

resisting it. 'In addition to-responding to external policies, Xhe two

programs als6 generated their .own policy decisions, partly in response

to state and fedral policies and party in response to local circum-

stancesauneffected by higher, level policy making.: It'is this .latter

r . -

type of local policy' making that.WiT4 now be examined. The first issue

to*bediscussed.will*be the Policy-reonses to the closing of the'Rjdg.

EIP program by the regional-fire marshall. The second area of loclal

i
policj making to be reviewed willbe the process of rewliCating the

. 4; .* /

Jackson-City Pirent Training Project fn Sabina.
N !,

. 11
The_clbsing'f the...Rige EIP.itIn Decethber 1977, the regional

fire marshall, who happens to'live jn Clever, inspkted the Ridge

185
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Elementary School. The purpose of the,inspection vas to see whether

"he-TIP site located in the school met the National Life Safety Code.

When the Title I director applied to the County Department of Human

,

Resources for an operating license the third year of operation, the

DHR notified the fire marshal of the application and asked him to do a

routine inspection prior to granting the license. Thesite was

inspected using the new Day Care Center.:Standards that had been recently

added to the qiode.to cover day care centers serving 12 or more.children.

'Although the EIP is clearly not a day care 'pronram, these were the only

standards that appeared to be applicable. Two days afte'r the inspectioh,

4
g letter was sent to Mr.-Judd advising, him of a dozen fire code viola-

.
. . .t

ticAlthat haye to be-reMedied,if the program were to continue at

that, location. Although it was not stated in the letter, Mr. Juddand "c.
i

the fire marshal quickly agreed that the center could)stay ope?for the
. 1

. remainder of the school year to avoid disruption of the program.

rr. Judd informed the EIP teacher, tie superiAndent, and the
;

, .

school principal of the notice, but told no one else,- and none of these

. __.

people told their Own staffs, theaprogram parents, on the school board

.-

about-the results of the inspectioW Alma Pritchett, the Ridge site

\\ 0
home visitor :was aware that the inspection, had occurred, but she was

b 4 .

pUZzleff that she heard nothing more about.it for 5months. "Why dfd.

it take so long? I thought I'd hear something right4away: If we'd

imown ;about it sooner, it.seeps lIke we could have done something,

insteadk .of having to do s'Omethinvat the la'st minute." The EIP teacher,
.

. -

4 4
t .4

. 'Betty GarAtt, actually was not.told of the inspection, results until . .

'. A.
'qv ,

, .

.--',.--L.
.

--..

Febrbary,-but she said that Mr. Judd hap
,
given her .the impretstion that .

.

it
4 t '- . ,

. :. . it was of a Serious..problem;anq it was not clevr what the, consequences
.

,

f . o . .

. C ./ r ..
, . ...

-4, ... .1.8(r, .

o;.01.,' V
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t would be. Thus she chose not to tell her staff of the situation'

until a second notice was sent to the school 'Board in mid' -May.

The initial decision not to anriounce the inspection results stems

from Mr. Judd's add others' desire to, keep the. project out of public

. view as much as possible. Mr. Judd and Superintendent Qualls felt.

thaeto publicize the issue would cause\stiTf and parents to become

upset. Their.hope was thatthe problem would dissipate without any
*.

direct action. And it appears thatthe decision to not appeal the

closing or try to keep the site open was made soon after the inspection.

The following year's school budget was io the process of preparation

throughout the spring, but there was never an atterpt to include money
. % ,e

for renovations or a new classroom. Infildition, the next year's Title I

4

and ARC proposals were being developed and they both provided for only

one site fn Claver. Thgse prOposals were written by Mr.---Judd before may

s when 4 made public the order to close. Pr. Judd was fearful of

bringing the issue before the county court because it might generate

`""'questions and debate that would harm the overall project, given the

conservative values Of court member. He also feared t at the issue
\.

would come to the.State Education Comnissioner's'attenti n, thus'

jeopardizing future funding..
4

I just wantto keep he status quo going, that'S, all. As long as

the program is still going; that's all I can hope for,' at least

until we get a new commissioner that favors these programs. I've

never tried to 'publicize the program and rake people aware of it.

'Weave alwayS kept a very low profile.

Mr. Judd .lso was concerned that to makethe issue publiCwould generate

demand for the program i.n tommunities.ttt did'noi already hive the
. 4

service available.
.r. .

.
. , . .

. -... ,
..

..

4. .. "r-.. ) ,

.

1 8
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A second factor in the decision'to keep the issue quiet was a

general.sense of dissatisfaction with the Ridge sfte.' As M . Judd
.

said, "This is better anyway." Although he believed that the site was

)operating smoothly, he felt that the demands placedon Betty Garrett
*40,

lito cover 'both the Claver and Ridge sites were too great, and monitoring

the Ridge site from Claver was too much trouble. The Ridge home visitor,

Alma Pritchett, was viewed;as competent but in need of supervision.

She was not viewed as ableto'operate the site independently, and

Mr. Judd was especially concerned that if she were given responsibility

for recruitment, she would try to .get hen own kin into the program. If -

the pr-ozam were to move to another site, such as a local community

I r

center, then there Mould be no building principal to provide daily super-,

a

vision. "She actsolike'the director sometimes,"because Betty can't

always be there, and Betty doesn't like that.',: Betty confirmed this

view when she said that she felt that she had been devoting too much time

to the, Ridge site because she had to pack and unpack materials to take

from Claver once or twice a week, and this caused her-to neglect Claver

and the two home visitors there. She'said that she could dc.oro a better job

just covering one center, .\

Mr, Judd wanted to hire a second teacher to supervise the Ridge site,

e but he..said there was no money to do-so. AlthOugh thetotal Title I
--/

budget fpthe countyis underspent each year by 516,000 to.$20,Q00,

o Mr:-Judd did not sugg st that this carry-over budget could be used eithgr

, - 1 . .. -
.

.

.

4

. to. hire a second teacher to make the 'required renovations,,

.. . .
. ,

The third fact& in not respondiho quickly ,to-Ihe matter,is the
..°

4

attitude 9T those people who live "undef' the mountain".tgward those who
...

.
live 'over" it: Mr. Judd Wieved that the-Ridoe people are "different

..

.

from thegeople over in this part of the county," i.e.. they are .

185
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independent and could not be trusted to manage the program wit out

close supervision. Their "differentness" also meant that they would
44 o

"not say. too much" about he closing, and their traditional la k of

infltience in county poll ids meant -that they would not be ably to ston

the closiag. The Ridge rea school board member also said th t, "Peo le

aren't too active up the e," and they would not complain very much abut

the closing. (This is 'he same school board Member who did t'activ ly

campaign'for reelection because he got too many phone calls

complaints while in of

Yet this 'negative_

public. Mr. Judd .and

protest over the ci

ice.)

attitude toward the Ridge did not have to he

nd

nade

. Quails both believed that Any challenoe co

ing should come from the "grassroots." Fo the

school board to appeal the order would create "just too many hassle

and it 'would be better for the'appeal
\
to come from e community and the

'parents of the children affecfed. The strategy be le one of letting

,It

any protestetwl-e-frolmihe-plibifc,nat from the school board. This strategy

was bound to fail, gi-ven the lack of power and organization on the Ridge;

it wo uld appear that the people were unconcerned, thus providing the

necessary political justifiGAon for letting the Ridge site die:,Johich

was somethingsthat Mr. Judd and others appear to have wanted. '

The'strategy worked"well. The 5---month.delay iv making the

problem known meant that it was too }ale to amend the project proposals

or school budget to keep the center open. And the Ridge tommunitYx%,

woricin with very linae information abou the issue, .was unable to

respond. 'By June, when the batteilkirsi wai-reported,fh the newspapers,

r`

the.program was winding dmin.for the summer,: t4 home visitor'sposition:',

:was ending, the elementary school, was closing for vacation; and there

were no more parent meetings planned.
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The firSt-announcement of the problem to the parents was made on

.the last day of the program as "graduatio'n diplomas" were being passed

out to the children and their ,a rents. The principal of the Ridge

School, Dillard Crawford, told the parentS after the graduation that

L'
the fire marOal had Ordered rbajor renovations in the classroom that

, 00° ywould proobablT,pot be fnsible. He said that, the problem-was
, 0

time rather than-Money, in that it was probably too late to getthe
6

school board or county court to act before school reopened in the fall.

He told the pareRts 'tharhe would present the matter to the school board
.6

the next week, arid if there were no resolution of the problem, he would

call and ask them to attend the next county court meeting. As it turned

out, the school board eting was postponed. Mr. Crawford went on

v cation for. the summed, ancrthe parents were never contacted about

bsequent school boar or county court m9etings.

After the parents were presented with the issue, one mother

4
immediately spoke up. "Well, wh*re does our wheel tax go? Shouldn't

i' . .

is...' ?

that go to=pay for things like 5h1s?'Wehave to pay our taxes for the
0

.

..
,-%

Claver High School, s we shopld get atgram up here. We shouldn't

//
let our taxes go to the other schools." Another parient suggested that

O

they withhold their wheel taxes in the future if the Countycourt did
lk

1

not support the program, Of the seven mothers present, three were

upset and vocal'about the issue,while the others remained quiet.

Alma Pritchett began to act as ay conduit for information'tetween
.

.
.

..,,

the parents and 'school. officials. She contacted the area school boaf:d.
.

A
. 4

member, Omar Perkins, a feW'days after the pre2ts were told of the

prob/e.m. This Was the firSt time thal ha became Aware of the issue.'

ale also told the parents not to take 'an0c-t{on yet anCknot protest

too quickly. She did not want to,upset or 'ange'r apy.schooror,doun

1Su

-

y



officials before it was necessary, and she did not _want to be viewed

,As being overly aggressive. -

179,

A few weeks after the parents were informed, Alma said that many

of them had contacted her to ask what could be done. She said, "The
. ft

people don't understand why the schocil's been closed," and they did

- not understand why the school board lwas not being more active in trying

to keep it open. This perception of the parents' confdsion contradicted

the county court represe ntative's and the superintehdent's view, who

believed that the people in the'area understood the problem and knew

that the school board and county court had to accept the tire marshal's

findings. Alma said that the pOpple did not know what to do, and they

Pict not .know where to "put the blam e" or focus their protest. She
,

.advisedreution and restraint, but [ier sister, who was also a program

. . .

parent, wanted to .':go beat the OW out of all of thg." AlMa's sister)

2.

'did not know whoOmar Perkins Was, and neither of them were aware of
.*.

.

the school board meetings atWhich it was decided to cl se the Ridge
\ V

si' ,f loWiligrye,a1:. At one point, Alma called Ir, 9ualls to

a

ask,what the p. en s could, do, such as attehding a School board meetingf
. .4 . _J, ,... .

2, but he told her there was nottilreg they `could do--the .matte7wasLup to ,

'r%
.

t
. ;

',the boAina tiie:,14;en 4utiwould make no diffdrenee. $ ;'n a subse-
,

*... CI i
, 1 1 ; .l ..-r . 6 00 0 4, :'

s . Crtierit '1 kter1/0 eWitqne% month later, Alma Said .she= had called :Omar Perk'

!zt
. 4. , 1 t. s . e

.

.13;
. t p. ; % . °

74 . * 11.' seyergimet and IleAold her he dld not kriciw what to` ab.41bOlut the ,
s 1

/ ' a' a . N. s e.. .
f I4 *II

t ""i4. ,

6 i 6 ,...0,.

t 1 ' ' problep. Sne iele, Ao,one seepis to know AO Itopdo."1Jlothing'A *elangell. tai . %.
. .

) E . .,,. op, *e .

1 %

; ° a a 0.^

4 .16 ... e .

ti, 1 1.4 4 ' V ? e -0.'t ' i r.,) 1 ..

. ' Weqtill Oontt know1Why all j.gis flaNened erid me. still don-'XkrIT loht..,01 ,, ..,1,1°,:

4 4. , ' a 1 1:14, . 1 .. f..., .1:'
.. t* ) \ . ../0'

. , . .. .

s .

to, db. " ' i . ,: 4 ',- tk"" .t: .. :,:vf4t..11.1".,*;:: ., fii.
.,:,,, jig ,V ° &

ZIkiriristlii.s period,, q'Ity GarreWlilayed,i040siVk.roje n the
. .i, -

4 0 1 4 2. 44" 4 PV , f.
* 0

matter.' She was unaware'of the deta4Ts of4 tri inspectiOn result',
.., .,.

,
. k * . . A . 4 ..

1 oN. a . a ,

inctuding recommendations tor piftr: changes in the-Cliver Center:,

,.
.

,

-7,
,

. . 4 rim
(
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./Betty was resigned to the situagetn.. "Well, that's the way things go,. .

I hope I still have my job. next year." She did not become invoiced in

any 6..f the ir,iteraction-between Alma'and the school board,,and by late °

. e.

June' was: assuming that the Ridge site would be closed for"at least 'the

coming school year. By -June, others suchtas.44r J,t2thd and ter. '

were alsb using the Rost tense when refereIng to th& Ridge site,. as at
40P/

,
.. . ..b , .*.

G. .
'

Si , .68

a .Title T, parent meeting where Mr:JU'dddescribefi the EIP site thitt.
,,,,,,

.., .
., ., . -,.

"we tied up on the Ridge." . I. .4
f

In the ftrst 'week of J.une, the school board hel-d,:a regular meeting,. .

St li

e .sit which tile fire marshal 's inspection results Were -.presented. The

.
. .... discussion of the issue opened with Superintendent ,Qualls stating: "The

.,.

: . .'t .4. , ' %. .
I ,v,tky I see it there's 'really no choice in the matter-. Thp fire ma

I,
I E / Le .

te.;% . ,¢:

- has told us that the-classrOomis unsafe), and,t,fie eXoense:of making the; .... :,

,.. ,
% 1.

..
a ;. , .3 27. ,

, 'entire building sate would just be way )(jut of l tine." .0nfar; Perkins , ,%e, v . ..,

0 : ;%
V. ..? 3 t E

4 : ' ie. , . I '',; ,, 4,, ,

I
* I asked., ;Is .there 'anything iie -.can (44o? There nusCbe soinethiii,g.,:-It4 a li -..' ...

. ,, ii .: " o ° '0 ^ - 4 . 0 I : , ,. I ;i.
t ' 4 . 414. A ., . VT, 1,*

el t . good program,,especi a 1 ly i f i t does'n ' t. opt u, any mone°y.. 1:, Mt4' Qgval is :24 -., ,
,,.., . e- Z r

; , 0 4 %
good

.1, ',.. .tf' ' .41, . w 1
1,.,>, , ,1,,;,

".4se.'wd?

'tea 4 ..; . N. said there wo-.i 'nothing tiltibe done' unless an extra Pbrtatti:e cralSsroim, s7 .. i . . ,1

1)

. . s ,
og . ,,,,,. , -' :. A. . " *I:,A s . . ...

1 ,
,.. .,

''=',3 s c.' 00d 14;1ocated::: ,Th ,e wat-taftea $ shoreage of the portable ...wilts,. in ..,v .'''''' ',,

* ''.: n ., 4 - v .. *.-,*, s -,,4,
. . ...

s .1 .. - , °I
. .

..- e. . 1 a y , - of , t.. e.e' SI .P
kt, fig '1 ..t4 i , and there wire other:fiem.d6itsl:f9,,r GICfre P C la ssrctri spiC.e',.

..,

A ...
. _. .: i' f .ft. ,. 42s-: ; kP ' 41/4 i, . o ap-

I vri.s -. " . s ,.1.

s besides sthe:EIP need, No board members othei than Mr. Perkins ,pursuet ; ,.

;
..

.''' : 40404,- --- !' 4 , , 1. ..0

;
%

4 s..b.._

the-issue. Wheri_a bus driver in the audience,
;
who- Oas there on otkier

. s' --..-.4...
. *7

v. .t

,

buiness,. volUnteered information about a community center thatght
. -

be an alternative site, Mr. Perkins wanted to call the fire marshal

immediately CO see if the suggeitea;building would pass inspection.

While Mr. Judd made .tke phone call to .the fire` marshal 's home, the -
,

board went on to other, business, and did not return to the issue until'
4s 41

two hours after the call was placed. The iire marshal was unable to...

O 1'0
-.

43; e
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give a definite answer to the question because his records of the

community center. were in his,office. No action was taken by the

board that night.

181

At the next meeting, one week later, the school board voted to

close the Ridge site for the coming year. The fire marshal had told,

the superintendent that the communiq center was not acceptable (a fact

which made the Ridge parents fused and angry since the building. had

housed a Head Start class for several years). Omar Perkins Was the

only board member to Vote agalnst the closing and that was done for

"political reasons," as an indication to his constituents that he caned,

although he said in a private interview that there was no chance'for.

keeping the center open. After the vote-to close the center, Mr. Perkins

moved'to search for a new location for 'the center, which he also

described as a politically motivated gesture., This motion passed

unanimously. He later said that he dj.d not know whose responsibility

it was to carry sut the search. but that he did not feel it was his job.

In later conversations with Mr. Perkins, he said that only 'one or

two parents hlyLi contacted him about the closing, and Alma had called

"
him a few times., The major contact with parents occurred in August on

electon.daj, When he was'at the polls and several people questiOned him

about it. He telievedthat the program did not remain open becuse

nobody took any leadership in the community. He said the parents had not

"gotten together to try to keep it going, and the school 'board, "just

. kind of neglected that program. Where there's a will, there's a way, and

there just wasn't any 011 to keep that classroom open up on the Rqtge.

41',,A ,Seems like nobod4ocared about it. "'

Odell Gore, the county court representative' for the Ridge, was the

kmostactive person in trying to resolve the problem. He,was in a peculiar
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-I ,-

position a5 a county court member, a member of the court's school

budget committee, thefather of a child who had attended the Ridge EIP,

»

and an employee of the fire marshal who had inspected the center. He

nordid not protest the closing, nor did he use his position as a court

meriibr to influence tt,school board's decisions. But he did tell'Alma

Pritchett that he would int;:oduceOR,amendment to the school. budget

,... I I

.

during .a county court meeting to provide funds to reinstate the program.
.

He also began looking for an alternative site, and worked with Alma on

this, In private conversations, he listed several possibilities for

saving the progral including construction of a separate cinder-block

classroom, perhaps using vocational-technical high school students for

labor; finding federal funds for construction;'and renoiiatingthe local

Mason's Lodge. However, he did not introduce an amendment to the school

budget or make his other suggestions known to anyone else. He'h-as

.privately pursued the Mason's Lodge_possibility,Olich would involve about

$1,000 of plumbing renovations.. He is.a Mason, and he feels this is a

likely alternative for the near future. "I hope we can get that pro-
°

'gram started up again next year. They just extended that law CESEA1 for

another 4 or 5 years and added more money-to it, so we should be able

to have it."
4

There was no pressure put on other county officials over the

closing. "Not one word" on the matter was heard from parents by the

superintendent. The one contact he had with a non-school perso"n was

with Odell Gore, and he believed that as because they had once been

school classmates, and the inquiry from Mr. Gore was out of "curiosity"

rather than questioning the board's actions.

At one point, Mr, Qualls suggested to Mr. Judd that the Ridge

ciVldren might be bussed down to Claver so the community could Continue

I (-1 ,
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toparticipate. But Mr: Judd rejected the idea because it would be

-too long to travel for 3 and 14 year olds. When this idea was sug-

gested to Mr. Gore, he agreed that the parents would not want their

children on the bus for that length of time.

One alternative never raised -would be to maintain, just the home .

visiting component of the project, since the children came into'the

classroom only every third day. Although this occurred to the observer

as a logical compromise that would have kept the program functioning

until new classroom was loEated, the methodology of the study

required that he moot intervene in community processes, thus this sug-

gestion was not \ Offered. This became a najOr ethical dilemma, as it

was believed that-the idea could have benefited the community, and to

. r withhold a benefiCial suggestion might be, a harmful-act of omission.

° `When the field work was completed, an evaluation report was written

for the program which included this suggestion.

Ey midsummer, it was clear that the program would not be-open in

the 1978-1979 school year, and its long-term future is also doubtful

unless Odell Gore is able to convince others that the Mason's Lodge

is feasible and the program should.be revived. In July, Mr. Judd

commented that the issue had'reaohed its peak. It won't really hurt

the program to close that tlaSsXm, at least as far as the size of tie

program.goes." In September, the Claver center opened with one new

home"Visitor and 17 additional children to replace those lost as a

result of the Ridge ,cloling. Ironically, Alma.Pritchett was re-hired

,by the Bbard in the earlysumMer, although she'had fold them that she
s. A

.
would not work in Claver because of the expense of drivingacross the

: 4°

county. The Board ignored her statement and in June.hired her 'for the

: /
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following school year so they would not have'to pay her unemployment.

benefits over the ummermonths. She was thus forced to offistany
,

'resign her position in'the fall,'making her again ineligible for

A.
benefits. ,

2. Replicating the PTP inSabina. In 1974,..the State House of

Representatives passed a resolution citing the success of th4 urban

model PTP as an "innovative and effectivatTprograni iii training parents

tp detect and act upon emergency eviOnceof abnormal behavior jn

children." The resolution called.for the development of a plan for the

,

replication and expansionof the PTP throughout the state. The-Depart-

ment-of Mental Health was requested to draws'-up the expansion p.lan and

. -

submit it for consideration before the budget for the next_fiscal-year .

i . ,

was enacted. Subsequently, the DeparthentideVeloped a plan that.would'-
CO

have established a dozen expansion'sites in urban and rural areas at a
,

cost of about $250;000. However, the planas not submitted to the

.

state legislature until after the budget-,setting process wat completed.

thus no money\became available to implement it., The result, was 6 tom-

prehansive plan with little hope of realization_. As the pleri was being

.4

finalized, a new governor was elected whose
b

interest in Chtldren:S

services -was markedly less than that of hi$.predacessor, and the eeces.-

,-

1 sion of )1141975 was slowing down
, fund* for social service's. THe

. ..

result of these circumstances has been a pieCemeal expansign ef+oq
,,,

_

tha -by 1979 had implemented. about half of the intended expansion sites.

Rather than relying on a large contributiom from:the state legislature,

each site has had to'develop its pwn funding:sou'rces throbg local
o

.state, and federal grants.

,

.......
- ,,.. .

.. , ,

One 4f the first expansion sites esi6bli5hed was !n Jackson City
,

v

In 1975, the Department of,Megtal Health learned of §omeAppal,athian,
.

1 a e;

V
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Regional Commission funds tat had not, been spent by the end of the

ftsc Y r and wer e available to child development projects., Based

on ntacts in the Highland Region, and because the ARC funds could

on be used; in certain .areas ofthe state, the PIP expansion direCtor,

Paul binsky, initiated talks with the Highland Mental Health Center,

an area:Head,Start'prapram, and the state university in Jackson City.

The Head Start agency wasdesignated the regional sponsor of the

Jackson City Parent Training Project and provided two staff members

on a loan basis. A field consultant from the- Department of Mental
A

Health supervised he initial implementation of the project until a

principal was hired in.mid-1976. The first two years of the program

.

were relatively smooth, although enrollment-never reached tbe pro-

jected capacity,of 30 children (for a more detailed history; see

Chapter III).

From the beginning, it was hoped that satellite centers could be

_established in the remote areas of the Eighlan4 Regicm-co serve those

families who iiyed too far away from Jackson City to benefit' from the

PTP. This second level of,expansioror repljcation was.also to occur at

the other PTP sites in the state. The first county identified for an,-

)

expansion site was HictOry County, just to the east of Jackson City.

,.. After that site was developed, similar expansion sites were to be

\ o.-

created in Other counties in the 114$61nd area. ,At the time that Hickoi-y

County was-chosen as the initial expansion.site, the Early Intervention .

Program was in its first year of operation. The PTP planners were not

then aware of the EIP, and did not make reference to it in the PIP pro:

Oosal in the section concerning coordination with other'progras.

In the summer of 1977, PTP sponsorship shifted:from the Head Star't

agency to the Highland Mental Health Center (HMHC)% The HMHC's siTector

1 n
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...

was in his third year, and he was seeking ways to ind'easeservices to
,

children and to expand services to outlying towns. The opportunity to

_ .

"---'' become the delegate agency appealed to the%director,.Charles Simms,
.. )

andHead Star was having cash flow problems related to the PTP,

, -

Because of the' administrative role of the Department of Mental Health,

and because the other PTP replication sites in theState were under '

.
mental health center sponsorship, the shjft seemed logical and desir-

.able from most p'bcspectives. The only perso who expressed reservations'

about its consequences was the PTP principal, whb was concerned that

the HMHC might have priori:ties and policy Rractices that differed frOm

the original model-or that departed from' the goals of her 0Wri proyam.

Her concerns focused on a loSs of authOri4 over the program's operations

that she 'feared would occur under the ne sponorship, She also

expreSS'ed concern that Dr. Simms would not be sympathetic to the central'

mile played by parents in delivering services.

Aftei. HMHC assumed spohsorship, concrete plans began to be

developed to establish an expansion or satellite center for the.PTP.

The RMHC already had three outreach.counseling centers operating and

'intended to.opb4Pup.more in the neat future. It seemed most efficient
.

to locate the new PTP site in a town that had an outreach center, partly,

6111%.

'a

because the community.mpuld therefore'have some familiarity with the

HMH,C6and part y because the new center would be, easier to supervise.

It is.'for' the s'thaf the site that. was eventually chOsen was in
_

es reason

Sabina, whete.a full -time' HMHC staff member was operating an outpatient

`clinic, rather than'Hi °ckory County, which at that point did not have any

HMHC.gutreach Ser.vkes.

° Plans for staffing theew center Were a potential point of Con-,

flicl between Dr. Simms'and the utncipal,,Linda Davidson: In a prjvate

1. S
Re
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. interview that took plate just before the. change in sponsorship,

' Dr. Simms indicated that he would ;like to staff'th%proposed expansion.

sitewith,public health nurses, perhaps by buying some time from the

nurses involved in a regional child health project for handicapped and

delayL.children. Yet in an interview, with Linda Davidson,om the same

day, she said that the proposed site would be staffed by parents who
.

.
. .

,had completed the RTP and who were meeting their 6-monith Oblfgation,to
,

train other parents. Neither person was aware'then of the other's
1.

staffing plans for the Sabina center..

During the fall and winter of 1977, plans evol;ed, for the Sabina

site. Most of the decision making took place at"the HMHC and the
/

Jackson City site,,with very little activity in Sabina self.qPThere

was no deliberate.at?empt,to inform other Sabina ,agencies a the

,\

planned expansion, an)there was 'no advance public announcement of the

pending service. The Outreach mental health worker in Sabina helped
. ,

the principal locate a possible site in a Churth.of Christ, but)he had.
. .

no other

)

nvolvement in the planning or implementation wocess.

Duri 9 the winter, one of the'twaorigina staff people in Jackson,

itity'was fired by Ms. Davidson due to .prqlong d absences and diffi-

culties in /letting pareats assume Tesponspility 'tor. teaching.

Ms. Davidson asked Sally Bean, a PTR parent in her second year with.the

( . ----'
project,-if she would be interested in the vacancy. Ms, Bean was

.. ..

employed by the phone comptny at the time, bpt she quickly applied -for

the position. When she was hired, it was with'the understanding that

.Y
she would be responsible for developing the Sabina program_ lthodgh°t'
Dr. Simms had "some reservations" about her because, she was "not one of

the Outstanding parents in theprogram" and he did not know.if shewould .

be "independent enough to carry itoff," he felt the need to get the

- '
1 on

1



Site going and a§ceed to let her try it. Several months after she

was hired, he said that she had "blossomed,' and lie was pleased with

the ,job she was doing. L

Although the staffing issue was resolved to both people's

188

satisfaction, the tension between Ms. Davidson and Dr. Simms continued

He e an-to complain that she was dragging her feet in developing the

.abina site, and she-began to press for a significant'salary increase

to compensate for respOnstbilities related to getting the expansion site-

off the ground and for conducting weekly training sessions with the

staff of_the-regional child health project. The salary request became
.

a major point of contention, and Ms. Davidson began talking about

.resigning in order to go to graduate shcool. No increase was offered

to,placate het-, and by midsummer, shdlleft the program. Asamentioned

earlier; no replacement was hired for 5 months,.and SallyBean was left

to develop Sabina on her own. She did receive support from Nellie Flatt,

the other staff person in Jackson City; and from the Department of Mental

Health field consultant who visited Sabina weekly and providedisupport

In a parallel fashion to her involvement in the_early stages of the

JacksOn City project.

The administration, of the .Sabina site 'remained at the HMHC in

Jackson City. The Sabina outreach menial health counselor referred

some families who he knew personally to the new program, but was other-
,

wise,not involved in its development. He. as unaware,of the funding ""

mechanisms for the project, did not t at ARC monies were soon to

be terminated,. was not involved in placement Qr. treatment decisions,

and generally spent "a very small percentigev of his time on, matters

ting to the program. Heldidnot objecf to his lack of involvement.

.

4
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.
and seemed to prefer that the administration of the program be

centralized and'out c7f hts hands.

Sally Bean was also comfortable with the centAlized administra-

tion and did not try to create a working telationship,,with,the

Outreach counselor. She -commuted from Jackson City to Sabina twice"

weekly to run the site, 'but spent very little time in the community.

establishing contacts with other agencies or publicizing the program.

As was the case in Jackson City, she deliberately 1imited the initial

enrollment to a very few familig. The limited enrollment continued

for the first yearof operation, and did not. show signs of.chanoe at

the end of that time:

The field consultant, XTice,Banfield, was somewhat concerned about

the low enrollMent, but felt that the Sabina sitehad successfully

replicated the design of the PTP model. In other words, although the

program was only service three or four'families, At was true to the

original model, and that seemed to be a more important criterion for

success than the number of families served. Lack of public awareness,

transportation problemi, and the heavy demands made on parent's time

were acknowledged as factors in contjnuing low enrollment, but kllegience

to. the original model meant that the.program,could not be modified to

resolve these problems. Ms. Banfield described the Sabina site as a

"non-program.," and said,917ron observer, r wouldn't be impressed."

She felt. that the program was stagnant, and nedded to expand soon or

risk being terminated by the HMHC administration, and sire suspected that
0

(

'
the delay in hiring a principal might-indicate a conscious neglect by

//

Dr. Simms that would eventually lead to closing the program. Yet her '

recognition of these problems and their causes did notlead her to taking

an active role in finding vjutiOns. Again, as someone allied to the
A

201
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program since tts inception, she 'struck us as more conurneewith

he replication of the model than with proViding an accessible and

appropriate service that could adapt to community needs.

A lThese-two illustrations of the policy making process offer
4r
opposite endt-of the continuum of program development.. One program

was closed, but due to a lack:.of information on how to challenge the

closing and Suggest alternatives, the community response was limited

to expressions frustration and resigned acceptance, The other.

program observed was in the process of opening, tut a row level of

prograM-community integ\ation and a lack of community awareness aboUt
,

\

the program kept it frcp moving bey..9,nd the,initial stages of develop-,

ment. In both cases, a centralized administration made decisions

affeCting outlying communities with very little input from the ,

communities themselves. And, no one suggested possible alternatives

that might have avoided total shutdown in the firstcase or rigidly

0
adhering to a model at the expense of prograM growth in the second.

Program-Familyinteraction-

The fairtli'and.final area of findings is concerned with how the

two programs interacted, with parents of children being served. Some

aspects of parent-program interaction have already been 'dis'cussed,'

such as theruse of parnts as teachers in the-Parent Training,Prooram.

The focus.here will be on: (a) the role of parents as decision
r

ma- kers in the programs, 'and b) the goals that.parents have for their

. children as a result of heir partIcipation in the programs, These

.
It-

-two%issues are central
..

t the-implementation o....f early intervention

:.---J

programs' as marry - federal social policies now mandate that parents be

..-
,

. k

/
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given some policy making Powers; and the values and.e ectations

'of parents have' been recognized as a significant itlflience in the

outcome of such programs (Dokecki, Strain, Bernal, Brown,

Robinson, 1975).

;

1. -Decision making roles for parentS. Because Vie Hickory County

Early Intervention Program receives most of its fundingibnder Title I,

of the ESEA, it is reqqired to have alparent advisoy council that

participates in program development, policy making d evaluation-.

(P.L. 95-561 Sec. 125). In the Elf'; there were tw levels of parent

councils. First, each group of families had their own meetings which

generally focused on the progress of children in program, fund-
.

raising, and other,tters specific .to each group These 0.66. , made

up of 4'io 10're§ular participants, met three to si times er year,'

and elected representatives tote second council,lw ich was program -.

wide. It is -theL:irograni-wite-council that is given advisory authority

in the ESDOegistation,iand it will be discribedher-6.

The Progfam Advisbry. Council met two to fouiitimes a year during

the first four years of operation. (There was holcouncil during the

"third year becaus'e the funding source that year, Title p,.did not

mandate parent involvement.) fhe Council meetingSgenerallY inched a

presentation by Eugene Judd or Betty Garrett, discussion of fuf0e

f
program plans, and a Social activity. SuperintentiOualls spoke at'a

few of the meetingsi. and at the last meeting of each year the parents

were shown profiles of the changes their children made oh theLAP

between September and May Parents have notibeen involved in decisions

around budget setting, hiring Staff, evaluating the p rOgram, or clbsing

the Ridge site. .The areas,in which they were active concerned efforts

to get more parents to volunteer in. the classroom, purchasing equipment,

O

4
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. .

moving lunch from the elementary sGbool to
theArogram site, andothe

need to hold more frequent
parent,meeiings:AUsually only the first-and

last Council meeting of the year included discussions of program

polity, The first parent meeting, in Septembe'oe October, was used.

to elect officers for the Council', and the last often included some

recommendations for the next year's program; such as moving .the loca-
.

. .
.

.

ti6n of lunch. At one year-end meeting observed, the primary activity

was passing out charts to parents that:listed the number of home visits'

made duririb the.year, the number of miles driven by home visitors,
.

.

the number of free meal.s served by the program, the numioer of went'

)

. .

. . .

meetings held; and the number of parents
.

volunteering in the classroom,

.

,

446 There was no' accompanying narrative interpretatibn'of,thi's infOrmation,

*

and the parentAdid.not appear to find the tables especially interesting

\
or useful. They were. much more interested, fn the profiles of their

-- . .

.

own children's progress, and discusged these among-themselves and with

, ,

.

0%

the staff for about a half an how% They were allo Wed.to keep the

summative tables, but had to return the profiles to the stiff.

Any meetings ,that occurred during the program year wee-more,

,Likely to involve a soda) event such as a Halloween on_Christmas party,

making puppets for the classroom, or puttingon a skit. Attendance At

,
00

the meetings vared, but usually consisted of five or six nptheri-and

Pne r two fathers. Socialactivitaies were much- better attended thn

1

either,the initial or year-end meetings. All the Council. meetings were
*

*- held in Claver,-and,fewer, Ridge parent's came to the meetings than

I's

Claver parents. . . -t °;"
'i%

.
,

Betty Garrett said that there were:-"
.

..

, 4

no set guideTines,.not definite, on.how many.parentieetings to have-.

That's never been decided. We decided on our own'toAave them once a -

month and for special occasions..

; /,
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Mallory: Have you had them once a month?'
/ .

Betty.: Well, now this year 1977-78 they'vebeen less.

We have.not had-bs many parent meetings this year as we Nd,

because to me it takes more time to plan a parent Meeting than 4

anything else. You hav a classroom and that takes time, but

when you plan for parent to tome in, Ilhnk you should

plan . . . something special or not ask them in. We,always

try to have something to offer them. Have you ever seen . . .

the classroom on wheels-in Bryer? What's an awfully good parent .

workshop for parent participation. We visited it the second

year-and we've always patterned some'of our workshops after

that program.

Mallory:. What kinds of things do they do with the parents?

Betty: They just have games, educational games, that tell

you how to discipline the chi4dand how to help yours child in

reading and just aboUt every aspect-=numbers booklets they g.Ne

out,color booklets, booklets on zoo animals. -They do little

skits with parents, Like at Halloween tine theido,a skit with

the partnts having false faces on and : . .talk- about fears of

children.

Although the Council is intenderto giVe parents an opportunity to

air, grievanCts or criticisms about the program, there is no evidence

that any.;dissatisfactfon wasexpi-essed at the meetings. The minutes

. -

one meeting contained the statement, !!411 members present appeared

very happy with the Title I,program." The minutes 'of' another meeting

declared that, "No gripes or complaints were letter

from° Mr. Jddd-to the Council chairman'which spelled out complaint pro-

cedures as required-by the State Department of Education included the

assessment that, "It is my feeling that-there are no Complaints."

However, minutes from Council meetings,in the,fourth.ftogram year'

indicate a growing desire on the part of 'parents to be better informed

4

about their advisory role. In one, meeting, the parents asked that

guidelines for parent involVeMent be distributed at thebeninnina of
-

4

the year. They also asked formore frequent reports on theirchildren's

progress and far child care to be provided during meetings.
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S.

. .

Some parents appeared to want.an active-role in decisions that

affected the program. This was especially ;rue for the Ridge parents'

when they learned that their center was to be closed. 'Severalo

a

ti

these parents contacted Alma Pritchett to ask what could be done to

stop the closing. Alma's sistersummed up their feelings by saying,

"Just tell us what to do. We'll do whatever we have to." Alma said

that the parents would,,Hwork just as'hard as they can" to keep the

center open, even th6Igh by the time they were made aware of the

problem the program had ended for the summer.,

MallOry: Do you think it's going to be hard to get them

involved now that their kids are ot.Atof the program?

Alma: No. Some- of them will come down and work just as

hard forit because they want other people's childrenit's not

only just their child they're worried about, they're, worried

about other kids, too. They know what,It's done for theirs,

and they know what it can, do 4or:tothers.

But Alnie,,s assessment was contradicted by Dillard Crawford, the Ridge

Elementary School-,principal, when he described the attitude of the

parents of school-age children. He saidthat the parents. did not want

a to be involved in school activities and' did not support their children's'

4'

interest in school. He_said that the eighth graders whoshad:just

graduated would rather be in School than,atihome during the summer.

"There's nothing to do at home, and their parents don't show any interest

in them during the.day while they're not in school:" These differing
.

'assessments of parental support are probably due to the different ages
. .

. .4

of the children involved-and to the closer contact between the EIP and

the parents facilitated by the hoMe visits:

# ° 4

In an unstructured interview with the chairman of the Advisory .

Council,-it was clear that he and other parents felt a desire to support

'the program actively but were unaware cif how to do, so. The- chairman,

2(10"1

0
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Willie Grover, drove a city water department trUck% and the interview

took plate over a onehour period one afternoon as he drove around the

county onwater department business. Hesaid that he was elected

chairman because he was the only man present at the first meeting of

the year and therefore he had.the job. He stressed repeatedly that

he did not know such about the program, and he was sorry that he could

noWrovide more information. He also said that he did not know any-
.

.1

thing about the Advisory Council, except that it had met four times

that year. "Usually they have a speaker come in, or there's some report),

#

on the progress of the program." HePelieved that the parents we're.not

aware of how to support the program, although they would be willing to

do something if given a specific task. He said that. the parents were

very supportive; and if theywere_to be asked, they would say that it

was a good program and that they had benefited from it. During the
gt

9
interview, he conveyed a sense of embarrassment that he dtgi not know

more about the Council so he could answer questions better, and he

also seemed frustrated that his and the other parents' positive feelings

toward the program were not being utilized.

The Parent Training Progrdk did not have any external mandates

to give parents an advisory Or policy making role, There were attempts

to hold regular parent meetings, but these decreased from weekly to less
6

than monthly over the first three years of the project. In the early

stages of the program, monthly meetings were held with Charlie Simms and

with Dr. Cooke. But after the first year, these meetings stopped.

Nellie Flatt, the staff po-soA with the project since its inception,

did not know wily the meeting's had stopped. . During the third year, Sally

Bean and Nellie asked Dr. Simms to attend a parent me disass-

ff 1



family problems related:to raising a handicdpioed child. Sallisajd

that when she invited 'him to the meeting, "He didn't, seem real

interested, but he said -he'd come."

( , .

When Nellie was asked ifthere were any advisory committee or

196

parent g soe that made program decisions, she replied, "Well, there's
I

supposed to be ah aton committee, but Linda [the principal]

never did get it going." FUrt inquiry revealed that this was a

sensitive issue, and that several people r ted to the program were

critical of Linda's inability to organize the evdlua

The first attempts to establish the committee began in the fair-of

1976 at a parent meeting at which tiv parents were chosen as repre-

sentatives to the proposed committee. However, nothing further was

done until 5 months later when the two parents withdrew their names,

and two more parents were nominated. Community representatives,

including the pediatrician, a university professor, and a Knights of

t'Cbtumbus member, were solicited for membership over the following 3 ,

. months. Then the second pair of program parents,d,Fided they did not
.

want to be on the committee, and two more were, chosen. By this time,

the central RIP office was,beginning'tdput some pressUre on the

Jackson City program to get-an evaluation committee functioning.

Soon after, the pediatrician said that he would be unable to serve due

to time pressures. Finally, in March 1978, after a year and'a half

of .organizing, the committee held its first and only meeting (as, of

mi6:1979). Below are, the minutes of that meeting as redorded by

Linda Davidson: .

Evaluation Committee, Minutes, March 30 - 12:00-1:00 4'

The discussion focused on two main points: 'structure of the

committee and te...tasks to be undertaken.

203
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frwai'decided that formalizing the structure would be

delayed until after the committee members had, worked together

for awhile, selection of a Chairperson would take place

later.-

Linda' Davidson explained the importance of the committee, /

and:emphasized.that while there was no.formalized.upower,''the
influence,Wth cpmmittee was considerable, since they represent

the community and thexopsumers:

Dr. Wilson expressed a desire to see the program in operation,'
and it was agreed that 'this would be done prior to the following

meeting to be 'held during the week of ,April 17f.1978. Since

members were unsure of their schedules, the specific meeting'-date

is t be arranged'the first of that week. EMeeting did-not take

R ce3
N

It was decided that the agenda of the next meeting would

consist primari4y,ora survey of possible tasks to be done.and

selection of a short list of phoritie.

In conversations with Linda Davidson during 1977 .and 1978, she

indicated that a Rrimary motivating factor in her attempts to organize

the evaluation committee was to protect the 13TP as it Dame under the

sponsorship'of the Highland-Mental Health Center. She -'believed that it

was important both for her own security and that of the program to have

e-support system with community qnks if the integrity of the program

were to be maintained. She said that she_ wanted to have an evaluation

.
mechanism in place p for to `the change in sponsorship so that the HMHC

could not.impose its own evaluation criteria. Underlying these stated=

reasons was her cont'nuing conflict with theWIC administration-. As

she became firmer in the decision to leave her position by mid-1978,- she

spent less energy on organizing the committee, perhaps because the need

for protection decreased as she realized that her leaving would make

the motivating factor moot.

Throughout the inoUiry into this issue, there was nb evidence that

parentS were pushing to get-the committee going or that they were

interested-i6 any other advisory or Rolicy'making role. Whaugh the

209
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EIP parents in Hickory County were relatively.'uninvolved'in program

policy making,-they expressed a desire to contribute in some way to

the support of the program. In contrast, the PiP'parents did not

express those desires and were content to play a pasSive role in

1

program development and evaluation. This may _be due 'to: (a) the

natural cohesion of.the EIP parent's, many of whom were. neighbare..and

kinprior.to their involve lent in the project as Compared to the PTP,

parents who were spread across several counties; and (b) the fact i\

that.EIP children Were not handicapped, and therefore did not produce

the degree of child-related stress faced by PTP parents, who had)

numerous outside deniands in addition to their daily program involvement.

2. Programs' and parents' goals for,thildren. Any evaluatiom of

early intervention progroms should include an assessment of the pro-
.

.

grams' ucceS1 in meeting goals for. individual children. Most

evaluations have been based on,,goals developed by the program staff,

and usually these goals are concerned with cognitive and affective .

changes prbduced at a result of pragram.participatioA. For example,

in the mo 'st recent EIP proposal, the Objective of the program was.to

produce one month of average gain tip the LAP for every month of

. instruction, and 85% of the children were e*pected to reach that

criterion.._ (This one=for-one goal raises the question as to whether

the program was intended to compensate for educationpl delays, as the

Title I legislation prescribes, or whethehe program was intended to

maintain the already delayed status of the child. The staff would argue

-.._

theirthat the former is the goal,yet the'propoal objective is not compen-

satory in the usual sense.) As a Measurem of the program's effect,

Mr. Judd Compiles annually ,pn aggregate profile of child gains and uses

this as the sole indicator of success. An example of such "A profile is

21(i
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presented in Table 9. T's profile is disiributed to parents, school

board members; and the State Title I Office and is viewed by

. Mr. Judd as meeting,the regulatory replujrements for program evaluation.

Howeyer, the program does implicitly recognize the existence of non-

cognitive goals, because the reasons for accepting children are

.frequently related to social circumstances as well as the LAP pre-test

results.

In conversations with EIP staff, the importance of working with

parents was often emphasized. Below are some excerpts from those con-
..

yersations.

--,

Mallory: If you had to say, I know you don't really, think

about this--but if you had to' say which was more important,
changing the chid or changing the parent, what would you, say?

Getty: I don't know. I don't think I would say the child,

because if you change a child but,so often that may slip away
but, et if.you can change that parent, that can change their whOle

family. It could change the way they help the olden one read,

lIt'd be hard to say 'but' imagine the parent.

, .

Mallory:. What should programs like this' do to help families?,

.

Betty: I think have' to do more teaching to the parents

to help.their child in everyday situations. It's not just

sitting doWnfor 2-3 hours a night with a 3-year-old child, but
how to teach your child while you're doingtfhe bathtub and the,
,dishes and the floors and folding the clothes. What all could he

learn from throwaway cartons, without spending a lot of money,

cause-you don't have money, nobody's going to spend a lot of

money.on teaching your 3-year-old child. Educational toys for

a 3-year-old child? laughj
But throwaway items, tity might,

Alma: You know-I.Lye had "more people say'that to methat
Pve made more believers out of itlioSe parents. 'You mean a 3-year-

.old child can do, that? They cariet do that. It just shocked the

britches off them when they do.

Mallory: But you've turned them. round?

.

2(
.:,t-.,

Alma: A lost of them. Nre's still `some out there that '.;a377*

that but not that many.

/ A .
*

In the i teryiew/truck ride with Willie Grover, hdOsaid that.when'

W/he was' a c ,d growing up on a farm, there were no other children to
, .

-:+$.k,
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TABU 9

PM KA F cmst.rs IAP SCooti-S
.

LEARNING ALCOPPLISHMENT PROFILE (LAP) ANINISTLRED 10 28 TilkiE A'1D FOUR
YEAR OLD CHILDRCAFIAT PARTICIPATED FOR ONE YEAR I/1 ME PROJECT

1410FILE MI/111108S

C. Cognitive Ghi. Gross Potor
5-11. Self Help fh. Fine Motor

S. Social - fm(W) Fine Ibtor'(Niiting)

L. language

4
72 . 72

66 66

60 60

59 59

58 a 58

51

55 54 .,,,..=c=tzz,, 54 55

53 I %%,,st _0.i12' cr. ---'4::::. ' 54
53

54

52 '11.6...
G' I 1z4 62°

- 47
a 48

)1 moNfts
),:z,,i1"...50 e2

-1.-

.9mmiks . 1 ...i'k
, .1. 49

48

Si
V 50

9 $1.14, b 64c4,46, 44$ r
0

g 49

'it tre.11.6 46 .." ...* . \ 1 47

'7,v 44.34

'naafi,'

1,, / I '
1,-

43.

-9 45
E. 46 0.5

12,69;#6$ 46

6., 45
/ 44

1 42 ) .1 4-
. /4 8 42

041
e

... 40 .// 1 \ 41

7., 40 I 'N.... 40I, ---.. 7) VD
A 39 2 1 -7 I.

38 I 1 I I
38 -

31 I
I

3

36 37 I 2' I

39
1 36

35- I
8

ii' 35

34
3 I 34

33 I
I 33

, 32 I
I 32

31
32 31

30
31 .' 31 30.,

29
29

24,
r" 24

18
18

Tlitlir--

56 -
57

Ss 56

.Develo mental Areas
C

.... Performance level according to pre test October, 1975--g,crage.age 43 months.

Maximum perforodyce level anticipated aftir adding eight ronths natural growth
t re-test level.
Performance le;e1 accordinyto post teft lay, 197,6 -- Average aye 51 ronths
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ploy with, and "that affects how-you get along with people later in

your life." For Willie, the opportunityfor social interaction With

other children was the most importantaspect of the- program. ,

A

. ;

The program has a brief form that is, filled out by the screening
.

committee after,it decides to accept a child, and the form includes a

statement concerning reasoR for acceptance. Below is a representatie

verbatim list of the reasons for acceptance indicated on the screening

committee's form. These comments are drawn from the, first 4 years of

operation. p

- 5 in this family low income (4

= 3 older-broth ers, all low achievers. 2 drooped mit at 7th grade

and the other was socially pronoted to 4th ,grade,'at 14 years

of age.

- low income [This was the sole reason listed, on many of the forms)
0

number in family; health problem'

- doesn't play with others. Seems socially maladjusted
y._

- father is ill and doesn't Irk

- father disabled

- child'is withdrawn; shy

- I have visited the home. It is very substandard.
-

..

ireye'kroblem ' 0

- seems to have a sl ght hearing .and speeth'prioblem:.

. .
_

can't 4 plain"; parents are divorced

I

, very pa /rents divorced

- poor living conditions

- receives food stamps

eeds to be with of dr children

- very shy and backward.

. 0

-

parents are divorced. Child is extremely overweight. His living

conditions are extremely poor.

4
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- not completely potty trained°. Dorl't have anyone to plax with.

.

- very unruly; low income

- very_withdrawn .

- child stays with vandmother while mother works i
r

. ' , s,
. /2 ' Clearly the program intends td'itervene in the social lives of

. .

the children as well as in their cognitjve .
development. During the

aI

*)"

_ first year of operation, the objvtivgS for the hoMe Visits included

statements such as, "To teach parents manriersX andrTo'help, Make

Christmas more theaningful to the families we Te&b." identkal objec-

tives for the home visits were listed for ail famjlies in the filest

examined, and this was especially true inthe fisCcouple of years.

Very little attempt has been made to indivtduallize-eilar palrent or
r

child objectives. The program's goals thus, appear to be to brling the

parents and children into more s ially accepta ,e lifestyles or to

remediate deviant cognitive and social patterns.by.focus ing.on'families

that are divorced or lolk income.

-But what are the parents' goals for their children ?, Because of
* .

the traditiol)al parental authority over ail -rearing for preschool-aged

Children, it is also iiiiii6kant to assess%0 it is the parents wish to
,

otcur.as a result of their children's participAtion. There was one

c!,

,attempt to g4t parent feedback on the cbanges.they observed _in their

0
childreh after the -first year of. the program. .An'analysis.was Made Of

the.parents' written comments n response to the Statement, "Please'use

rest.of this sheet.tOtell us'wha you think this programs means,to yob

.

and your chll." :Thearialysis'eVe led that ail` ual;nbMbe (13 each)

44
'bf parents referred to socialization with peersaod imftrovemenI in

mother7child interaction' as the -most important.areassof change. A lesse

number, (8) referred to improvement, in cognitive skills, and a few (5)

a
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presence of a home'visitor.
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f
- This program meant so much tohDonna and me it helped meto let

go of Donna and to understand her wants and needs for her more.
It has helped,her to not be scared of people and other children.
It doesn't bother her to leave me so bad anymore.

1

- He has learned-his numbers and his colors. He has learned to
do things for himself.

- She-has took interest in books and minds Better.

- It helps nie to-work with my child.- It -has ideas I wouldn't have
. ,

thought of.

- It is very good for5-year-olds who will startto school by
rya idea the 3-year old are too young.

- Thisl)rogram gives the child and parent something to talk about

which gives the child a superior feeling. It gave my child °

more self-confidence. Jr
ti

- I think thiS Programhas help my child to get along with other
children that helped a lot I fell it has Ben goodor,my,child,
it helped me to explanie thongs to her Better.

air&
- It helps him adujust Be ewaye home.

- l have more thing to'do-to geatIler-.° '

/,
In the summer of 1978, two questions were added to.the program

_
. applicationform for the benefit of this study: ThiS was done to

A ,
f

aspss parents' canals for their children and to Take compar4son5-with

) I 1/4

t/..oseesiessmentsAisted:above from_3 !years earlier. The responses to

the questions were quite similar in their socializationjmphasis to

the earlievt responses, but the wording of the responses generally indi-

cated a better educated, more articvlateAgroup of parents than those

involved in the fir 'year. This fin is congruent with the higher

A,
income level fami1lesthat were served in the fourth and fifth program:

`
,

.

years (see_ section ob'program-community interaction.). Below
--s , ,4 ' .

21.7;
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.

are samples of written responses to tbe uestion,\"Whai'do you think

5hould be the vain purposs of this progra What As the'most important

part of the program?

- To learn to be separated from his mo erg s.orie.

- The main purpose, to me, is for small children to learn to gel

along as a part of a group, to learn t. share with others., and

act more independent. It should also each some basic skills,

such as colors, shapes, hand work, etc. .But, mostly I would

-like it_to just make my child aware of eingla separate person

from me,

,)(
op, - Tolet-the child more ready for kinder'6 ten. Being able to

associate with children and teachers:

- I,think the main purpose of thisProcyam. s to get the pre-

schooler use to being away from home while under supervision of

1
another-adult besides the parent. Geting our child in a school

.4 leth_other children so that they will feel comfortable. with .

i learning.

- The children should.betaught to interrelat to each other and

learn_to get-along with' each other..

- I think the main. purpose of thq program is to help prepare

younger children for school. The most impor ant part rthink is

-td find out what children might have special problems early sa

that they can be t9lpe'd to overcome them.

- The.ttain purpose of this program would be ter (let the child wady

for school. This will enable him to'have a 9 neral idea-oft 4What

will he expected of.hip. This will let him 1 arn move at an

. age for a more in elligent person in th- future.

In the Parent Training rogram, there is a much greater degree of

individual goal-setting for the children and mothers in comparison-to

the' P. '41;e4% the be c criterion for admission is the parents'

assessment of a behavioral or developmental' problem, hen much weight

is given to parents' goals for their own children. Frequently, goibls

are relatedto increasing a child's compliance with adult requests to

A . ,

perform a task or improve a skill through practice. Observed changes

in behavior become the measurement of treatment effects, as cippOsed to

_ A

.per mance on a norm-referenced test. Parehts art involved in deciding

216
a
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how much change is necessary before a criterion i-s reached, and

sometimes their assessment of change differs.with;thaf-of the principal

and staff. For example, ene mother believed that her" pal-daily blind

and retarded son was improving signifi antly,t"o:'"the point Of bei,g

ready to go'to.a less rei,trictive setti g. ShOilt that-furtherwork.

'in the PTP- was not necessary, and the ch ld Wad continue to,develop

without specific intervention., The princ pal?nd staff did not believe

,-

he was tMproving much at all, 'Eal also rec ghl'Zed that the mother's

attitude would keep them from being effective` or much longer. .Thus,

=2

44

'they recommended-that the child move out of the PTP into a self-
.,

contained special education classroom in a'nearby county school system.'

Conversely,' another mothewhose severely retarded daughter had

'been in the,PTP for8 months felt that no improvement had occurred. .

although the staff wa's encouraged by spine changes gross Motor develo -

ment and receptive language. The mother onlyllbro ht the child in two

,or three tines a week'because of the 100-milerou trip drive and
4

because-of other family demands. She .explained that sde'hid to go to ,

numerous appointmedtowith physicians, school personnel, and others just

.',

to manage services for ipr child, and she was considering institutional-
.. .

. -s

izing her child so that 'she could give more time to her son and husbadd.--
. ,

___. .
. .

But she believed-thef she would be criticized by her small communif -if

. .

.

,..,

...------.

she "gave up" and sent the child away. Part
r
of the stress she was

experiedcing was e-1-so related to her mother-in-law who lived next door

and often told her thatffie was pushing the child too hard. From the

.
r-- staff's perspective, the mother was not coming very often because Of

the pressure from herimptheNin:.law-and fear that the child could not

improveshe once told the other PTP parents,."At leth you have some-
_

thing to look foPeard to." Bul from her perspective, she could not come

.

--
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in more often because of all the'managerial-tasks related to loCating

and coordinating services for her child: tension led toa_._

4

:divergence of goals, in that the staff believed that small, incremental

goals tn one,or two areas of sensors' -motor developmentwere most appro-

priate, while the Pnother wanted quicker; broader improvelnent in language

and cognitive abilities. Because her goals were so broad anq long-range,

t)e mother; was easily discourirged at the short-ra ge progress she

observed, which in turn made her consider insytutionalization, a choice

that could have relieved internal family stress while producing a nega-
,

tive community response.

The tension I tween italf definition of'a problem and parental

definition of a,problem is not easily resolved, but'the.assertion that,

"If the parents, say the 01001Phas a problem, then itLs'a problem,"

becomes hollow if the staff's assessment and gdals attempt to 'override

that of the pSrents. Perhaps it would be better to recognize that the

pdrents' definition of a problem. cold be a problem itself,'and the

staff may need to devote some time to under.standing how tbe'parents come

to their assessment and then explaininc alternative perspectives on the

2.

child's status. The skills of the staff now lie more in the area of .:-.

J . ,

child-related(treatment 0 are not as, strong in parent counseling. *

.

,

. .
.

1.2.-i ,
SoMe training in the latter area would be helpful in. resolution of the

generatedgenerated by assessment and goal-setting.

To summarize-, there were two aspec of program implementation that

emerged from anal sis of the findings: first, the integration of the

progrants"-into ir Community milieux was considered. The proCess. of

integration was demonstrated to be a reciprocal phenomenon in ighich pro-
,

grams respond to community structures' and needs those structures and

needs are influenced 'by program implementation. The4ilitegratitn process

2 18 . fl
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is tempeAd by the perceived role fat early intervention programs

have in 1^ural cmunities, the values placed on such programs by

local decision makers and consumers, and the onizational relation-

ships t4the programs to other social support systems.

The second aspect of implementation Which emerged was the

interactive relationship between the programs and their. community
'L
-

context, the policy making process, and the participating families.

Within -these themWc categories, the findings' were ana zed with

respect to the influences of situated definitions of "ha icappld,", the

recruitment and assessment of eligible children, the flow f ,referrals

into the programs, responses.to,federal and local policy makin , the

decision-making roles of parents, and goals for children e pressed by

staff and parents. .Although there were. considerable opera ional

differences iltr these areas between-the two programsipbsery d, the end

results appeared quite similar. Both the EIP and PTP demons rated low

levels of integration, lack of cooperative relationships' with other
.-.-

educational and social suppprt systems, deviation from initial purposes

embodied in- regulations andprogram-prototypes, and the primacy of staff
*

priorities over parent goes.

These findings'may be interpreted as negative statements which imply

that the programs are not functioningvell or are not meeting their

objectives. Yet such,an interpretation is too limited. In fact, the

'programs :are relatively stable and,entrenched after 5 years of.operk.

tion. The'tension between idiosyncratic child development needs and

g lobal.commu nity.structures has resulted in a dynamic process of-

adaptation. In general, this adaptation has led to a molding of the

,:programs to meet community-Wide social and political priorities rather -
an remediating individual child and family needs. The outcome has been

.

2100
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d shift in target population in one case and continuing low enrollment

in the other. TheneXt chapter will present a series of formal

potheses to explain these findings!

a

V



CHAPTER VI

ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS: IMPLICATIONS FOR

. .EVACUATION 'METHODOLOGY AND POLICY MAKING

There were two purposes for conducting this study. First from a

social change perspective, the study, is intended to sensitize policy

makers, pyogram pladhers, educators, and administratorsto the community

variable's that,affect early intervention, pevrams as they are.operation-,

al,ized in rural_regions. Second, from a social science perspective, the

study is,,intended to provide a substantive theory that offersa conceptual

and organizational structure -in'which method and emergent hypotheses can
0

be joined to (a) explain how a researcher may qualitatively examine indi-

vidual and community behaviof. to (b) understand organizational response in

'order to (c) evaluate the implementation of early intervention programs.

To achievejhe second purpose,thve different approaches were joined

to construct the design of the research. These include a phenomenological

. perspective basedon theories of symbolic interaction'and the sociology of
4

knowledge, an organizational perspective based on theories of formal organi-
.

,zatiohal'behavior, and.a policy perspective-based on' implementation and

evaluation paradigms. The first two perspectives are relted conceptually- -

.both are necessary for answering the guiding' questions posed in Chapter I.

The third perspective is more an interpretive area because there'is no,

191
J,

unifying theory to guide investigation. The mOdingof these, three perspeC-
.

. .0

. tives has Ted to a model of the influence of commuy context on the

prodes.vof program implementWon. COmMunity context has been shown to be.

209
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a mediator of external forces,(i.e., state and federal policies) as

centrally-defined programs-adapt to local needs, regardless of the

congruence of those local needs with intended central purposes.

This study has not tested predetermined hypotheses in order to

measure the variance attributable to preconceived factors. operating in

-the community. Rather, the study has been concerned with identifying

potential macre'variables and their relationship to each other. Thus

the study ends where store traditional research begins--with a statement '

of hypothetical relationships among variables. These variables were

discovered in tie field, and the hypotheses generated in the courSeof

their discovery are meant to open new avenues for research. The'

generated hypotheses are stated in measurabli terms in the hope that

others will apply.both quantitative and qualitative methodologies to

confirm, expand, or modify,themP Glaser and Strauss (1967) use the

term "emerging hypotheses"7 to'describe the concluding statements found

below, but for this study these are no longer emerging. They represent

the realities that were encountered during the field work. However,

they are emerging in the sense that other research May accumulate to lend

support or cast doubt on them. The use of qualitative methodology for

evaluation purposes is quite- recent, and, as such, the early stages of

research,of which this study is an example, must be seen as a tine of

definition and clarification.

This study is sinillarIto other investigations Of social change,

programS in its inductiver.approach to theory building. As is the case

in much social chance research, theod development follows. practice.

lb this sense, thg knowledge generated by such research is literally

grounded in the everyday realities of implementing social change programs.

222
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Cohen (1975) summarizes this characteristic, of social policy research:

The nature of social services tends to defeat experimenta.1 learning.

The character' of knowledge ill education makes it difficult to

devise solid measures of success or failure. And learning about

social. policy generally seems to involve a movement from practice.

to theory--a backward progression from whaappear to be self-

evident ideas about social problems and remedies, through perplexitT

program results, f6 ever more fundamental inquiries about program

assumptions and sqciety.' (pp. 168-9)

Generated Hypotheses

.%n hypothesis. is a statement which synthesizes interpretations of

observed phenomena to come totan ordered understanding of their inter-

(is relationships. Such a postulate is capable of being validated or negated

through intersubjective consensus.

The hypotheses discussed below are presented in hierarchical order,

from an overarching statement about the distribution of knowledge to

more particular statemats about service delivery and resource allocatiOn.

The hypotheses are those for which there is strong support in the

findings and which are capable of further investigation. They are-.

ilitended to apply to rural communities implementing early intervention

4

=programs and related services, but they should be tested in other

settings with other social policies in order to make them more robust

and to elevate their theoretical implications from substantive to formal

4

constructs.

Hypothesis I--Distribution of Knowledge

-Administration of early intervention programs is accomplished.

largeathrough thie controlled distribution of special knowledge about

the program to the staff, participating families; local political struc-

fures, and the general public.

"Special-knOWledge" includes information about budget-setting,

state and federal, regulations, requirements for parent participation,,

2 ? 3
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local policy decisions that have bearingon,the'progrk eligibility

requirements, and similar information necessary -for 'Problem s

In-controlling the distribution of this knowledge, progra administra-
,

tors Lt as a filter.to determine what kind and how much information

,

-should be released; who l5 have access to it, andfwhen'it will be

made available. Decisions as to the distribution of information are

made privately by one or two peoplewho have ready access to technical

or non-public informatiOn by virtue of their status as experts, admin-

istrators, or elected officials. These people decide when it is in the

b6st interests of the program (and their own status) to make private

knowledge public.- Their concern are generally focused on the broader

.political consequences of releasing information rather than on program -

speci ficconsequences.

Examples from the findings related to this hypothesis include: the

lack of knowledge Ridge parents had access to concerning the closing Of s

j

-their center'; the conscious decision not to .use news media to inform

the community about thepEIP; the narrow range of information made avail-

able to. the Parent Advisory Committee in the EIP; the lack of information

available to t% he.PTP staff about hiringa new principal;.and the generally

, low level of communication between the sponsoring mental health agency
4

and the PTP. The result of these patterns of information control is a

perpetuation of hierarchical organizational structures based on top-down

policy making and characterized by an emphasis on mans over ends.

Regardless of statements about the intended redistribution of knowledge

and pbwer, found in federal anti-poverty and education legislation, arid

, IL**

regardless of local expressions of support for participation and demo,:

cratic-Orotlem solving, the.ideal remains a public image while business

is conducted,pri;ately and unilaterally.
7

22 .41
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Hypothesis II- -Locus of Control

The more centralized is program administration, the less the

program will be responsive to traditional or changing community needs,

and the integration of the program with the existing network of com-

munity services will be reduced.

The concept of "centralized administration" refers here to the

physical and social distanCe between program administrators and those

who participate in the program. .Administrators work at various levels,

including offices in county seats, regional offices in population

centers such as Jackson City, state department offices in the capital,

and federal agencies in Washington. As the distance between partici-

pant and administrative level increases, sensitivity to local needs and

circumstances decreases. And as programs are required to-respond to

distant directives relating to goals, design, and target population,

their ability to adapt themselves to the local network of services is

hindered.

This was evident in the continuing inabi of the PIP to

`recruit and enroll enough faMilies to meet their funded capacity.

Allegiance to the -original urban model limited the program to serving

I.

families with non-working mothers who had their own transportation and
.

. . .

who could accept 'die operant techniques required by the model, As-well,

.

....,
.

the mental health administration was committed-to a treatment model

that paralleled its Own thtrapeutcic ser4ices,'ihqs limiting services
. ,

to behavior-change objectives rat er thar\ addressing more comprehensive

developmeraitreeds. In Sabina, although t was a ldcal mental

.health.office, tJie site's administration Was bast in the main office in

Jackson City, andthe'integration of the project into the' community was .
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.

.quite weak. The replication prbcesS"was complete in that bbth'thi;

e

positiVe and.negative qualities of the Jackson City site were

transferred to Sabina,

The EIP's administratibn was centralized in the School Board

214

building,in &laver. This limited the prograH'sability to adapt to'.

:the special, needs of those who 1'ived over 'the mountain, resulting (in
.

conscious but non7Oublic neglect of theRidge School and the RAO EIP:
.

.Again, a lack of publ* ty and little interaction. with other early,:

intervention efforts (especially Head Stt) resulted from the desire

to maintain centraliied.control over theproram. Lpck of confidence

in Alma Pritchett'-s,abilky to operate the Ridge site withOut direct
fV

supervision, fears that she would "just get her own kin in the program,"

and Mr. Judd's desire to centralize 'ell operetions led to the complete

shut down of the:site rather thin any exploration of alterhative

solutions. In addition, the admipistratiort, ,ecisi6ii-tb.serve a high

f

r '
.°

income'group.of milies has resulted in the pragram-ehrolling families
.

non-working mothers, which may not be congruent with changing

economic and employment patterns in the county. .°

Hypothesis III--Local Response to

External Policies

. Federal early intervention.policies (esi oecially.those that_yovide

1

.

funding41) will be adapted by local political structures to meet Iotal
. ,

.

t needs. fbr (a) control over program operation and
determination of evalua-

.

tion-criteria, and (b) community support.
of*

Because the language of goals, design, and evaluation is quite vague

,

for federa14-funded early intatvention programs,
there is a good deal

of slack to be*taken up by.local decision makers. This slack allows the

development of local program deign and evaluation criteria that will
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.

Meet the needs of,deci-gion makers regardleSsiaf the abilj y of, this

localdesign to make real changbs in children's development and

regirdless of the velidity.ornwsurability. of the evaluation,crkeria,

there is very little state and federal monitoring of ldtal programs to

see that they are meetiqg iiitendedobjectivs. The OfodificatIOn of

initial goals and deign by local officials may ccur either Ihrgogh

dieii,.tonscious acts, as in the decisiorf to serve a`-hflber income ,

o

'group,''or throughalsive, unintended reactions to community circum-

sEances,

. .Nt

is in the:PTR 'finding-itself ser ving a wide range of,handicapped

'children rather than just those who are "opposi-tional:r
..

the former -°

case, planned changerwas a result of the need to serve familll who
6 '4, 7

would provide political suport to the prograM.° In the latter case,

.unplanned chnage represented someaccommodatidn to existing needs which

confronted the program. If the program had not responded tb`that

unanticipated need; there huld have been little support for 'its

continuation: 1.5°
.

In the EIP, although the LAP'had been prescribed' initially' by the, .-

,

.,- 1

`State Department ofvE4gatibn, its use was not maedqtory after the first
, .

\ .
,

.

year. The decision,05continue using itusing an evaluation ;tool was basetr

If
,

0, .

on its expediency,'simPle interpretation, and usefulnest for'shoWing:!,
.

.

1.
.

.
i' . ,

aggrepteprofiles-of°c41dren's improvements. Its, of vaiiditx,

... -
, .-

the.use 6j biased testerS,, and inappropriate scoring were not sen as

problems In terms of "proOng". that the' program mIde a differeft4 The'-
,

.

.
i

need for' community'support; especially due to fears that statessuppoft

was about to end, was the determining factor in using the LAP. lin con-q
..,

\ a N 7.' II

trast, the PTP had no eval'jation system, Primarily because locaA

.

.

political support was riot necessary, at least not until ARC funds expire.

. ...
. \
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As those fUnds end, and as the Mental Health

control over the program, efforts to. develop

are beginning.

Hypothesis IVIdentification of
the Eligible Population "

e
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4

enttt .increases its

n'evaluation system

Earl intervention ro rims wig serve those ch

1'

*'?

ren and families
. ,

.
' ,.. .

- .
.

who (a) are more politically powerful and/, or vocal; (b) may be ,ether
.

1

than those for whom such programs
,

are
.

intended, especially where the .

intended population is the most vulnerable to developmental harm,
.

. , .

(c) most easily adapt to the local design of the program in ternis.of '

famil f rm and cultu?al values and' (d) are most ace

This hypothesis is a more specif ic version of 'he preceding one.

Here the focus is on ['ow the situated meanings of labels.such as

"handicapped," °educationally deprived," "disadvantaged,""delayed,"

8 etc. become accepted as subjective re alities by,thoseAwho a0g.y the:
6

labels to determine who should be enrolled. Bogdan's (1976) findings
--

.

.

.
in a review ofip handicapped mandate, in Head,Start parallel our

findings in the -EIP's interpretation-of Title I criteria.
. .

. .

.
, .

As the mandate passed into the world of'comMonsensetunder- ,

standings, its intent wasiost or transformed in a complex proce(s--

. .

by which people' discern, order, and reprder thlir, wn worlds. . .''.
. . e

The findings provide a clear illustratio n} how requiring an

organizWon to serve specific "types" of client °makes thole types .

more precious commodities', heightens competition for.themkand .

increases official occurrence rates. When an organization is

required to recruit and count particular "types",of clients, there i ./

is a tendency for its personnel.to broaden definitions so as to. , °. 1

make more people eligible. (p.234) o

This phenomenon was especially evident in tht.deterMinatiOn of eligibility

A
. for the EIP, where virtually,airchtidren who applied iiere found to be-),

significantly delayed by the program staff. Yet the determination_of
. .

a delay did not generate special edutational.prOcedures aimed at i
1r
ndividual

c
, 1

,

e

4
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children's needs.. Rather-, the desires of both parents and staff to

socialize the children and-prepre them Por school expectations led
. .

to a readiness-oriented curriculuin rather than individual treatment

.plans.

The EIP also only served families who did not require day care

services. In-factithe-useLof day care.was seen by the staff as a, :

sign of parental failure, appropriate only.for the "lazy" anti

morally weak (i.e., divorced) families .who enrolled their children

0

in Head Start. By theta hat "an child whose

mother works is deprived," was often a determining factor in the

EIP's determination of "educational deprivation."

Both programs (and the area Heid Start prograr:) only served

217.

'those families that were most accessible or who had their own means,

V

of transportation. The Head Start program had a policy of not

serving children beyond a 10-mile xadius of their centers, thus

r-
excluding children who live in the most sparsely populated areas.

The PTP-did not provide transportation btit supported two families

who requested mileage payments from their local school boards.

% -

The EIP provided transportation on the days children came into the

Center, but did not serve children outside of:the villages and towns

i,n the county. This was, not a matter. of policy, but was the result

ofthe word-of4outh recruitment system that the program relied on.

In general, programs that were exclOsiveTy center-based provided the

least amount of transportatibn, whil4l-thoseghat were both center-
,

- c

and home-based provided a greater amount.

ti
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othe is V--Service Deliver S stems

Regardless of intended goals,'centralll funded/locally administered

programs are conducted so that program desigp is determined by'perceived

program needs rather tftan-perceived client needs.

Thts-tWo programs observed Were designed so that families had to
(f,

adapt -tp program format rather than haying the program's adapt to-meet

family circumstances. In.the PTP, parents either had to attend the

center every day and carry out-the prescribed operant training techni-;

ques or not make use of the' Services. In Sabina, the Center was only

open twq,days a week because that was -a01 the staff time. that was

available, not-because that was all-that children and parents required

in the way of Services. At bpth sites, treatment programs focused on

, .

changes incoMpliapce with adult demands regardless of the child-'6 f
primary handiCapping condition because that was how the original model

worked. The different population being served by .the replication project

did not result in-different treatment approaches.

in the EIP, the Ridge site ,closed and remained closed beCause it
4

was beneficial to the prqgram's administration to maintain only one

centrally-located site. The demand (a/id apparent Reed) for the service

/ 1

persisted on the Ridge, but this was not'a sufficient reason to pursue

ways to keep the program going. This event, in conjunction with the

,higher income families being servel, acted as-a "gatekeeper" to early .

educat-ional-opportunities .for those most in Reed of the program. The

administration, through these policies, was able to shifi its efforts

to families that, were less likely to require formal assistance in their

child rearing functions and, at the dame time assur6-thaiille, families.

.who traditiimq,lydid not have access to educational opportunities

remained in a-- disadvantaged status relative to the general population.

23-0
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This is iconic given the intent of Title I ) egislation to redistribute

educational resources tcilmeet "the special educational needs of children

of loW-income families" (P.L. 89-1p), but consistent With the notion thM.._

,

>ellocation of scarce resources is'seldom to the advantage-O f the have-nott.

Hypothesis4VI--Local Resource

Allocation
.

The local allocation of early intervention resources is. determined

by political and economic factors in those communities eligible fof the

4

resources rather than by an assessed need for such services.

This was particularly true for the under the mountain /over the

untain tension observed tn Hickory Coutny. aural'Ridge was.devalued

by those who lived in Claver. The Ridge resid nts were viewed as-un-

cooperative, prone to complaining, and 'rough." There, was a common

begief among tl se who lived under the mountain that the Ridge people

did not pay their share of the county wheel tax, and this belief was .

'lent some truth by the statements of Ridge people who expre'ssed- an
. .

unwillingness to pay their taxes if they did not receive.a greater share

of highway and education appropriation's., As well, the Ridge had a._

(

reputation for uncooperative and inconsistent school board members.

The Ridge School was used as "punishment" for teaChers'from ot1 parts

of the county who were.ivand to be performing poorly 'or were having

_conf-1 icts-wl_th_admini*trators or School Board members. _The Ridge had

little political clout and ha4, no 'industry to contribute to the general

..

,

\,. taxibase. These factors combined with the desires for centralization

and a non - controversial public image to Atiultin the -5-dmitIstrative
, --

. ,

consensus, to allowthe Ridge EIP to close.

1

.

In the PTP, tbe decision to open,an.expansion site is Sabina is

.related to the political and.econOmic support that Pike County had given

4

'1

1

P.?
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to the Aighland Mental Health Ceder: The presence of a strong

*Voluntary association t6 support the regional mental health center's

"`efforts and the commitment of the county judge to social services for

220

children and families led to A choice of Sabina as the expansion site.

Prior to the expansion, .no peed assessment was done in any of the

region's counties to detertine w ere the greatest need (or demand):

existed for PTP services, thus the decision was.based on factors Such

as the accessibility of the town from Jackson City, the presence of a

mental health center outreach office, and the anticipated donatil'in of

$20,000 by the voluntary Group toward. the construction of Altental

health facili4. ' 4

Hypothesis VII--Integration into

Service'Networks'

There is no difference in degree of program-community-integration

between programs under public school sponsorship and those under private

non-profit sponsorship.

Although the two programs evaluated had ,different patterns .of

Antegrition-with egistin service systems and political structures;

there was little difference in the degree of integration. The EIP Was

a pa rt of,;he public school system, and had good relationships with

school administrators.' But the lack of'publicity,-avoidance of public

f
dikussion about the program, and the absence Of cooperativexelztion-

.--_-ships-with.Head-Start an d other regional early intervention prograts`

resulted in a low level of integration. Major decision,makers were for

the most part unaware of the prograt. Health care and social service

Alk 'providers interacted with the program concerning selection of children,

.
but had little involvementtotherwise. TheJTP, located in z state 110-

. .

232
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,
.

, ..:.:

.

,
.

_versity and sponsored by the.Highland Mental* Health Center, had sane
. _ C

interaction with **Wad' Start and regional -health care providers; but-
...

,

, It ,%.

had poor relationships

.

wi4h the county school system. At an adminis-

.

thtive leveT, there were ties with welfare and health departMents, b9t
, (-\

those ties- rarely- affec4d.the children and families enrolled in the .

program., These findings are congruent with the Kirschner Report (1974)

'which surveyeelhe impact of ead Start programs oti. local communities

'an0ound no difference in effect of-Head Stantson Other service systems :

prdchiam waS sponsored by a* public sehool or by a non-profit

Community agtioo agency.

9ver611 Conclusions

th;ise hypotheses lead to An explanatory paradicm of the implementa-

..tion.of early intervention programs in rural communities. First, .

top-down policy making is characterized by 4he control of special

know -ledge about a program through selecti'v'e distributi'a of information

----

to staff, parents., elected officials, and the general public. IhiS

places local decisiorakers,'staff, andIarents in a reacti-ve or

reflexive position in terms of their ability to determine the goals,'

.1;6
design, and evaluation ,criteria for a program. The lack of-op rtunity

to play an integral part ih policy making is balanced. somewhat by the

lack of monitoring expeHenced by.the(prObrams. These'factors generate

a vacuym in which there is little specific information available but

where there is some slack thal can be*.taken up through local*adaption

of centrally7conceived objectives. This process of adaptation is guided

4 ar

by indigenous*political, economic, and cultural values more than by the

At01,,

- particular needsof the. population intended to benefitfrom the services.

Adaptation is-:both an active and reactive process in that some decisions

I
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are conscious efforts to modify a Program to -bring it more. into line ,

-with community charateristia while other decisions are in response to

external circumstances, such, as changing government policies or etonomic

'conditions: -This results irctlie apparent subversiOn of centrally-.

-
designed and funded social policies so that they conform to-- local tircum-

..

stances- regardless of original intent. In,sum, centrall-controlled

. implementation ('including setting of goals end evAluation criteria) is
.

not'successful (in these two cases) 'n assuring, the replication of a
.

sped-fit program model aimed at a narrowly-defined population,

This finding is congruent with earlier qualitative community

'.studies. In Spr'ingdale, Vidich and Bensman (1958) observed similar,,

patterns of local response to central policy making;

The belief and illusion of local independence and self-determination

prevent a recognition of the central plate of national and state,

institutions in local affairs. The reality of ()aside institutiowl

dominance to which the town must respond is given only

subliminal, pragmatic recognition. The community simply adjusts

to mechanisms which ere seen only dimly and rarely understood.

Even the successtur.are'successful primarily in accomodating to

these factors rather than'in initiating independent action. (p. 292)

A IA

In the present study, the peoplft observed held fewer illutions about

N
their degreehofindependence thandid the Springdalers. They knew well

that their own .individual add collective,deStinies were, subject to

beyond their daily lives and beyond their' own communities.

Yet, the integrating arid stabilizing forces of family and neighbohs

created, enough local
independence.afid autonomy to sustain the sense of

self -worth and belongingness
necessary.for coping irn an increasingly urban

technical society.

r
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>
Implications for Evaluation Methodology

A
There has been an inherent tension-in the methodology of this study

between the empathic, intersubjective nature of participant observation

and the normative objectiiie approach of, evaluation. This tension has

been useful in creating' a balanced perspective that asked both, "What'

,is going on here?", and "How can it be improved or made more functional?"

During the period of field work when data were being gathered, there

was,a conscious attempt not to influence the course of events as they

occurred naturally. But'at the end of the research, there has been

opportunity for open discussion and -feedback with thetaffs of the two

programs. in the process of developing new hypotheses, information has

been generated that is useful or cal aftegiZdnal policy making.

The broad, open focus -of participantobsrvation has been narrowed or

'Wm

bounded by evaluaqt,ouestions.

The use of participant observation as an evaluative 601 does limit

the kind 4f information produced. Because,of the interdependent

relationship between theb'ries of symbolic interraction; the socidlogy

of knowledge, and participant observationcipethodology, the nature of the

data collected is limited to contextual-and social interaction variables.

information about individual changes in children's development, cost:

benefit ratios, and other, summative concerns is not produced by this

. ,

approach. This is problematic given current notions about° "accounta-
,

bility" and policy making. Most program developmea and eTialw.iOn--Pr

been bound to the.military menality.that asks how big a bang do we get'

with dui" buch. But the-use orqualitative methodologies, which focus

lon.processual, formative variables, has- begun to offer new ways of con-*/,
cdptuali;ing evaluationualitative approaches view evaluation as a



continuous attempt to understand how a program is 'working, what the

%intended and unintended consequences of the

224

ogram are, how the program

interactswith its broader .community context, and what the social func-
.

yns of the prograM are. "Through a suSiained process of observation

and participation, the researcher can uncover private knOwledge and

Personal world-views that influence 'the process and products of social

change prOgramS. The result is a grounded, inductive understanding of

the effects of social variables on program implementation.

This emerging conception ofJevaluation must be supported in the

future. Inappropriate reliance on only one approach to evaluation

leads to incomplete knowledge for licy making. The traditional

quantitative approaches, now should bd complemented 'by qualitative,desians.

Qualitative work is aprereqUisite to quantitative research, thus the
-

\ two shpuld be carried out in a sequential (or at least parallel) manner.

The result of combininOhe two strategies should. hot be a sloppy,

ecleciism but a more coherent synthesis of everyday knowledge with

abstract theoretical constructs. Educational and social change evaluators

should receive support and training for carrying out long-term, field

based studies with a focus on the, ecology of program implementation.

Such studies can be expensive.because of thianount of time netessary..

for observation and participation and because multiple observers enhance
, -

,
the intersubjective validity of the findings.' But the expense will

,
4

produce useful, policy relevant information. In addition to suppOrt

for academic researchers,Ncal edutation agencies and social service'

programs should be provided training and technical assistance to conduct
.

/ formative self-evaluations: Local groups also need assistance in admin-

istering'and interpreting-standardized assessments of children, carrying

out community-wide needs assessments, developing referral Systems

: 23t.
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between agencies, contracting with outside experts to do useful evalua-

tioris, and involving parents and community
representatives in program

6Valuation. These recommendations imply the-need for a shift in the

roles of'state and federal
monitorltrwho have focbsed too narrowly on

the appearance of regulatory compliance. Such monitors must ke prepared

to serve as field consultants, to demonstration programs by assisting

staff.in evaluation ant 'program improlment efforts.

Implications for Early Intervention Policy Making

The fiddings and the above dis'cusion of needed changes in

evaluation design ilidicate'the need for new-a roaches to implementing

early intervention policies and programs. T oughout this report the

tension between centraliZedpolicy-makin and decentralized administra-

tion has been a major concern. The need for a central mechanism to

redistribute public funds in order to reduce, social atd economic

.inequities is still preseht. Past efforts at redistribution have been

incremental and minimally effect ive. There remain too many.underedied .

members of the society, many-of whom are rural residents: They

-,are constantly at risk for becoming a member of the organizationally

-* surplus population Farber, 1968), a status that carries no social or.

political value.. It i
A
s.00r collect, ive

reSponsibility to see that oppor-

tu nities are maximized for these groups,
to assur pen acces5,4o those

!opportunities, and to assure that the result?pf that access is an
.

improved quality of life.

By' the same token, we*st seek new way . to decentralize program,

implementation, administration,,and evaluation.
These should be viewed

as transactional processes in which there i4 'an attempt to meet national
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. .

.

re4e4lributive objectives while local . circumstances are respected. The

. . ° . ,

. . i
,

tendency of local officials to subvert llobal,central objectives must be

.
. :

/ :

, recognized,'ind the reasons for that subversion must be understood. To
.

F

ignore)4iis phenomenon, or to try to create "local-proof" regislation At.

will not solve the dilemma. Rather, there is needed a new model for

program implementation.

: To build this new model, must conceive of policy making and.

.evaluationas a two-way proCess. Gefore i policy or program is developed,

there should be a "pre - implementation Wase" in whichgoals, design,
4

and evaluation criteria are established. itiphase would include oppor-

.
tunities for direct input by potential service provider's and recipients

into two areas. First, an examination and explication :-Of regional

cultural values must occur in order to determine the congruence of thb

proposed policy with familial and community-wide patterns. It should

be the responsibility of local"residents to conduct a "cultural assess-

ment" and identify the consequepces of itsfindings for policy Implemen-

_tation. The survey should address such issuesasattitudes toward state

intervention, the expressed value of education, the roles'of parents and
i-

others in child rearing, religious beliefs, educational aspirations

andexpectations, community response to disabledor'desvi6nt persons,

,anethe roles of informal kin and.voldntary support. systems in child

developMent. Second, a local -or regional government agency should pro--

vide.some assessment of major social'indicators prior to implementation,

, -

This would include demographic information on the groups that will

Ootentially,Oenefit froin a policy, such as f5mily size and form,
.

emp4oyment pattern, presence of extended.famfily, and migration patterns.

As well, econalic indicators of the. local tax'base and availability of

.

238.7
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local contributionsto a program should be developed. Other areas to

include in this survey might be a description of local decision making

processes, a brief hittory of previous educatior10,and social change

efforts,. assessment of indigenous staff characteristici, and an overview

of the existing social service network. Most of these are areas in which

there already exists.a data base to draw from. The problem has been that

___

the presentation of th &s information in a proposal rarely influences cen-
.

fral policy making and' evaluation. There remains the need for' a useful

0e-implementation ecological assessment that has direct bearing on the

delivery of services at the local leyel. his is also an area in which

-a state or federal monitor could act more as a consultant and ,resource

and>less as an auditor.

Beyond the treation'of a pre-implementation assssment that allows
or-

lor direct local-input into planning, there is a continuing need to

help. state apd local education agencies comply with mandates to provide

free appropriatepublic education for all handicapped children. Sanc-

tions for non-compliance should be Used after a reasonable-period of

time (e.g.,, five year's), but punitive sanctions should only follow a

/

period of sufficienefunding to jmpIement the mandates and after technical

assistance has been provided to help systems comply. One key to

helping local s stems would be the creation of regional liaison

personnel who c ld dstemitiate information, negotiate cooperative

.

arrangebents between agencies, channel' eferrals, and coordinate

; community assessment and planning activities., The regional child

development'specialist describedin Chapter II is one _model for this

role.
a
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Finally, the early interventton service deltyery system needs

several:Tefinements in order.to better meet the needs ofewural families

with handicapped children. The guiding principle of rural,early

vention programs should be to provide what Weller (1965) calls fl,personal-,

0

ization of services." When servfcesare personalized, they are congruent'

with the essential "capacity for relatedness", (Looff, 1971, p. 57) that

ts a-central trait of Appalachian, families. This capacity is based on

the cultural importance of ascribed characteristics such as family ties

if
and place of residence. The tendency tp look out first for one's own'

provides a natural isupport system that should be exploited in the program

implementation procesS. Looff (1971) writes:

The implication& for, the.mental health field of this capaicty for

relatdiness should not be underestimated.. All forms of mental

health intervention (treatment) involve the giving and the taking

oflielp in an interpersonal context. In my experience, dnd that

Of others, the relationship 'capacities of Eastern Kentucky. families

-', are veryiteal,indeed, and these capacities are not dimmed by the

families' migration to other settings. Presumably, then, those who

work in any helping capacity with Eastern Kentucky families, either

locally orin other settings, will find mutual relationship a power-.

ful working tooland thrust, Wh n Weller and others refer to "per-

sonalization of services," they talking primarily about this

.-capacity for relatedness. After re relationships are, established,

services can then be brought into focus. (pp. 51-e)

In this study, the importance of family ties has been seen in the
,

Aetermination of who receives services, who is hired OLfired, and ho0 .

the progrAs are publicized. A greaterreliahce on personal relationships,

was observed in the more rural-communities:, We must translate, this

sensitiity-to the need for' personalized services into practice: For

example, i -t was obvious earlyin.the research that the EIP was serving

4
many fSmilies wOo had kinship ties. Thefirst reaction was to criti- .

cize this practice 4$ being discriminatory against needy families Who

k

'
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were not part of the network/of participants. That may-be the pte,,.

but-to regulate-against the practice as-,an requitableitolution would
, .

be'futile. Rather, an ad.Xernative,that capitalizes`onperspnal

relationships is necessary., One strategy wouldJbe to identify some ndm-

tier of eligible families with delayed or handicapped children', and then

.

- ask those families who they know"thiat has a similar need for support,-

` .The fi/st set of families would become the- -pfimary service recipients,

with training provided to them so they can)in turn provide support to

related families. haps each of the'core families -would be respon-
.

siOldfor helping or three "seccridary recipient familids," and the

core families would eithei- receive free services or be compensated for

training the others'. In- this way serv,ices .a-re distributed more widely

While,personal relationship's are recognized, enhanced, and made part of
a

the program design.

/4

The characteristics of early intervention professionals also must

be considered. Looff (1971) suggests-that indigenous public heflth

nurses be the primary service,providens for rural families,with young

ft*

children. The rack' o stigmA attached to public health nurses, their
.04

persdhaljnowledge off the ,region and. its families, their sensitivity to

A A

local values, and eir preventive orientation make them a good choice.

We have seen that'mental health workers carry some stigma in ,rural com-

munities, and e5 catipp rTofesstonals either clIim that' they lac*

compebknce to ork with preschool children or sbape their services into

school-like programs that do not meet the comprehensive needs of

families and\fo g children: In contrast, the public health nurse role

is A legitimate, on-threatening, and broadly conceived approach. It is,

a role alreadybeing used in()many rural programs, but'it needs to be
f

recogniied, and strengthened through public p91jcies.

2 4 1.
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One issue th has raised numerous questions i is study is the
JP"..

identification and labelirig of handicapbedor.ar-risk children: Many

ofthe- problems associatestwith identification and labelingare related
S 0%

to categorical; ,cw3tionaaListmc policaies for,children who are "educa- aa.

tional134 deprives t ',Vculturally disadvantaged;" or,simply "low income."
---.

*,..

Develobmental needs are confounded witth-socioeconomfc Status. Although
*4 , .

te- ,
there are correlations betwee Athe`twol, t r_interchangeabitity in child

.
- . A. .. , .

.

develoPment' policies has bee confusing urproductive. Eanti lies with
A&

- ... P .

children with similar special- needs s'hould-llot .chave to g6 to different
- - . ' .

services because they are not of the same income group. Hobbs .(l 575)

. has proposed a needs-based classifitatiori system that addresses
a

'----- mental st,tus,rittler.t an- gross catepories, of exceptionality ctr, economic

'9 ., , - - w .truer
. .

*---- 1 Ideprfvfat wri. '',Sucli asystem would geherate °a ipicture of children's '
.2' % ..0 .

, 0 Q3

ds arkiitgitd-ili0,1p redtik'sthe tqaPpropriate placement of children inchildren
,cp 11. - ' - 11

' 4 ,o ,

se grega ted ,-4/dead-end \ prog rams . One pconsequenre of a' needs - based. tYs tem
Q 6(

r C

,..4
4 g V Ot,

would be the .unilers'al% Istv,,40.Ae;tii.i*Ai thciu,t the categorical
..9

-tom
"-.. -: 4: ;5 4`."- .

entanglements now creating tR. ngfeti.;ccoguai ol),., 131.:litle I and special
o

.
. _

. .4 '.4..- .-43,'e / 0
education programs. One caveatils i'll.i2rder:her, Devglopmental need is

a , L . . : . .tea

.
t y ... .," ,. .

*s

not' the same as academic need. Pres06911, children require, comprehensive
r 1 ,e, . , ,,,c!. I I

support in areas of cognitive, affect*,stosial -and physical growth
. .

. '
ply providing verbal and numerical sla-

,,),4, and training' claassrbom-
#

-- .

specific behaviors doesnot constitifte devet,;::nental support.

, ., . .

Thew recommendations are .gteeraily. stated an1N.Jo not resolve , .

basic questions of centralization, r ou'rte distribution, and the - .

.
. :. -

proper relationship between ,government, and families. These are issues

thatmust continue to be examined by .social researchers. policy,

analysts, and .concerned lay citizens,. Any such examination must take
, °

.

'
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into account the ecological variables that affect policy developmer\t

and implementation. This will lead 03 e deeper understanding of the

parti characteristics of communities and the relation of those,

local charaCteristics to national goals.

We cannot expect policy makers to be inherently sensitive to the

parts ar'needs of local communities ,especially in rural regions.

e/A

The days o Joe:Evins, Estes ICefauver, and other powerful rural politi-
of

cians,are over. Urban politics now dominate the Connress, drawing

attention away from the continuing plight,of'Appalachians and other

rural citizens who remain "yesterday's people." Academics and bureau-

crats must seek out ways to inform policy makers of the needs of rural
OW'

people. To do so requires first-hand knowledge of the circumstances

of their lives. As the publie health nurse in Hickory County said

"Someof those people must just siton concrete all day. They just don't

.

understand what's happening here in the community. They need to come

down here and spend some time with us if they're going to really under-,

s.tand what's going on."
-

.

0

1
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EPILOGUE

In May of 1979, as this report was in its final stages of completion,'

. one last visit was made to the Highland 'Region.. The purpose of the trip
0 O.

was to find oUtvhat,chahges, if. any, had occurred in' the two programs c

since'they were observed 6 months earlier.

In general,.the Early Intervention Program in Hickory Nynty was

continuing in the same direction as it had been for the past year. It

appeared that the Ridge'site was closed permanently, as next year's pro-

,

posals are limited to the Claver site, and no further Activity to locate

. a new Ridge site was taking place. The program was tontinuing.to serve

miCidle-idcome families. The eligibility criteria'were beNg tightened

.,require 'a-significant delay on the LAP in four tut of five developmental

areas, rather-than the prey three out of five. This change was due

in part to Mr. Judd's concern that the program would be auditedby, federal
;

officials during the next year. A few Of the issues discussed during
3

interviews with Mr. Judd,
e
Betty Garrett, and Dillard Crawford are listed

below:

1. 5Y 1979 ended with a S35,000 carry-over balance in the. total

-Title 1Ixidget% Thit amount will go to next year's operation, along-with

n anticipated 9% overall budget increase resulting from increased fetal

appropriations:7- `

. ,

2. 'The'Hickory County School D6ard is now operatihg on funds

"borrowed" against the budgets for the next two or three years. The.Cbunty

CoUrt refused td appropriate supplemental funds for t1 Board to finish

.t a

232'
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this year without going,into a deficit. It was predicted that a 100r.

tax increase would be- necessary to maintain current levels of'operation,

yet it was very-doubful that the Cogrt would allow any tax increase.
.

r-\

As the ARC funds for the EIP expire over the next-two years, it was

questionable whether the Court would replace that lost reverie with.

local funds.

3. Any additional monies available 6 the EIP as a result of the

carry-over'or 9% increase would be used to renovate-the'van used to

bring the children into the center.

4. There are. now "40-some" children on the waiting list for next,

. year' s, program.

I,

5. Seventy-five percent of the 'mothers in this year's EIP are

non .working.

6. Odell Gore had lost his job in the regional fire marshal's

r

office because the office was shut down under the newly elected admin-

istration. He was recuperating from -back surgery-and unemployed at

the time of the vis'it,'and was no longer pushing to reaped-the Ridge site.

7. Alma Pritchett was still substituting at the Ridge Elementary

School -due to the hiring freeze that kept her-T1'66 taking tjob with the

regional child health project. She had also resumed taking courses

toward Jabachelor's degree and teacher certification.

O. The'new School Board member:for the Ridge had-created a public

furor when he tried to fire a tenured teacher. !It was reported that

A
police officers had to protect him during and after Board meetings.

He was forced to resign his job as a direct result of His urippular AC

stand, and had difficulty in finding anotper one. Mr.. Crawf6rd said,

. "We're counting the d until the next election. Anybody would be

or'
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s,

'better than him. He doesn't know how to keep out of things he
,

Shouldn't be involved in:" This.Board member is the third one to
. .

represent the. Ridge in three years,

In Winchester and Pike Counties, the Parent Training Programls-

on anupswing,after a year of stagnation. The new principal was taking,

positive steps to increase :enrollbent. The Mental -Health Center

requested that the PIP begin a late afternoon program for working

mothers. Seven new families had enrolled in Jackson City since
4

January; three of these were attending the fternoon sessions. There

were no additional families in Sabina. The valuation committee was'

being
resUrrected,largely,tO protect the pro ram, in itslst year of

ARC eligibility, from any major re-design by t e Mental Health Center

as their costoshare increased substantially. T assure the continuing

commitment of parents after their children leave the program (in order

to pay back-for the treatment provided', the Ment 1 Health Centei had

,.ordered that parents be assessed $35.per day for treatment at the' end of

a child's enrollment, volunteer for six Months, pay someof.the costs

and volunteer for the balance of the amoupt. In a dition, parents were

beihg charged $1.50 to $2,00 per day for a "maintenance fee" to iielp

cover operating costs. Below are some ddditiondl-ftems discussed daring

the visit:'
r -14;

1. The Knights of Columbus is donating about $850'to the

PTP this year.

2. In Sabina,
i

the project wai scheduled to Move into a newly-

constructed satellite mental health center whqn it is completed thi

Year. The principal was concerned that likation in. the center could 4.

result in some stigmatization of the PTP as a program for mentally)11

- children.
ti

tit

,
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3. New referral sources and support networks had been identl d

by the principal. The sp6ech dnd'hearing clinic, the two pediatricians'

Cooke had new Partner), and Head Start were all making rdferrals.

Th,dAchools and the mental health center still had not made any

referrals to the program. A Church of God in Pike County had agreed to

provide $6-a week to one family so they could afford the gas to attend

-.'the Sabina site.

41. The possibility 'of,collaboration-*Irough dual enrollment was

being explored with_a new early intervention service for retarded infants-

_Iondtoddlers 1.n'Sabinar,

In sum the EIP was continuing the trends observed over the previous-

year. 'With severe 'financial problems facing the county (all but a handful

of the county's highway workers had been laid off) and with the-pervasive

lack of 'concern-for thcise wholive over the mountain, the program. appeared-

.

to be ir4a position of trying to hold its own wilhout.drawing any public

attentioh. In contrast, the Parent Training Program wds ,coming out of a

period of ancertainty'and lack of leadership It was in the process of

.implementing-some changes that will move it further away from the-

prtginal urban model by coming under greater control of the Mental Health
.

Center. .Enrollment had increased somewhat, but there was still no'pro-

*ess in developing a moking relationth4p(with the local schools:,

' l'{
What does the future h&Id for the Highland Region? The next decade

e

willcertainly be. marked by an intensified debate over the fundina of

social- support programs. The economy of the regiph will continue to

.expand, and ur banization Will proceed in county seats while populatidn

and political power continue to decline in the.very aural areas. Although

,

tax bases will keep expanding, inflationand increased demand for set:-

vice's will keep school budgets at a Minimum level, andeath,ta.eincreasel
.

..
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will' be hard-fought, and inadecitrate. Rressure'on families to keep two ,

, ...... ,..

parents working will continue and possibly increase. Fanizily size will
----,

. ,

, . remain.small, and the hleof -extended families as a'suprort system in .

. . .

raising children will continue' to fade out. Although there will be some
,

/., '
,

.
_ efforts get schools, to serve'younger-children, especially thoSe with

liandicaps, the schools will Maintain their'Itance of passive resistance

for both' cultural and economic reasons. 'COuoty seats and other popula-
,

Hon centers willsee'an increasing number of handicahpedchildren as

move families move from outlying ar eas into towns and citilp And

migration will occur both from rural areas intothe.towns and from

large urban centers outside the region into the small cities. The

heterogeneity and sophistication of the population in the towns and

cites will increase, :Creating stresses on schools, housing patterns,

and Social \trvices. Middle-income families will continueto object to

paying taxes for services for which they are not eligible and demand

- ' that they, too, receive the'henefits of social service programst.-

° In sum, change will be incremental. Rural communities will main-
-

tain stable populati-ons while towns grow at.a faster. pace. The resource

gap between urban and rural regions. will narrow somewhat, but not

enough to indicate any real shift in the distribution of power.

Services for children with special needs and their,families:will con-

tinue,to be low priority items, and wilf be developed only when there is

demand from politicallyjSignificant segments of the popul tion and Where
,

there is some personaleadership and commitment within alegitinate

public institution toltpond to the demand.
AW
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2715

Hickory
County

Winckier
Coud ly

...........

Pike

County

State

- 1974

population
19.70

population
1960

population
Ipso .

population

2 change
in total

pnpulation
1960;4970

2 change
In rural

population

1960-1970

Ppelation
projection

for

. 1990

I

Children
0-5 yrs.

population
1970

4

.
15,500

39.900

291700

--

g

14.866

A.
351487

\

°

26.972. '.:.

.

--

.

--A.

14.661
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